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 ABSTRACT 
Beyond the Negro Problem: The Engagement between Literature and Sociology 
in the Age of the New Negro 
Erica Richardson 
 
In Beyond the Negro Problem, I explore the engagement between black literature, black 
expressive culture, and sociology from the 1890s to the 1930s in order to consider the 
possibilities for imagining black social life that emerge through discoursive innovation during a 
time period of violent constraint. During this period, which followed Emancipation and the 
failure of Reconstruction, the struggle for black life or assimilation into American society was 
consolidated, examined, and contemplated as the so-called Negro problem. The Negro problem 
was a pervasive reality and metaphor that both black authors and social scientists grappled with. 
I argue that black leaders and intellectuals use different forms of sociology in their writing to 
respond directly to narratives of black social pathology and to imagine black life beyond the 
status of being a problem. In each chapter I explore a different engagement of sociology and 
literary production and each time find that the formations of black possibility that emerge are 
predicated on issues of gender and sexuality because the predominating foreclosing narratives 
about black social life tend to gravitate toward these same issues. Moreover, the racial 
knowledge about African American culture produced by sociology at the onset of modernity is 
acutely gendered. As my project details, a major consequence of these authors dismantling that 
racial knowledge is that they envision gendered possibilities that exceed the Negro problem 
itself.  
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My interpretation of W. E. B. Du Bois’s inquiry “How does it feel to be a problem?”1 
frames and motivates this dissertation’s exploration of how black authors and intellectuals 
grapple with the so-called Negro problem across discourses from 1890 to 1930, despite the racial 
violence and constraint following the demise of Reconstruction. In this exploration I examine 
black literature, black expressive culture, and early sociology. 
Du Bois’s question has, for me, always involved a dramatic turn: I start out following a 
route of subjectivity only to be faced with an ontology of blackness that presumes a status of 
social pathology. Starting out with “How does it feel, ”we are invited into a kind of intimacy 
with the black subject, a space for imagining, excess, and of course affect—all somewhat 
expected within the discourse of a literary production, in this case Du Bois’s personal and 
historical essay “The Striving of Negro People.”2 Still, working our way through the question 
from feeling, there remains the proposition of being or, rather, “to be,” which as an assertion of 
existence announces that the texture of black subjectivity is going to be limited, contained, and 
constrained by what follows—“a problem.”  
Without veering into tautology, I must admit that I can never quite decide how I feel 
about the word “problem.” Is it irritation, bemusement, or exhaustion? My indecision is no doubt 
a result of Du Bois’s own mercurial presentation of the question within the broader context of the 
essay. He, too, contemplates this point in the now iconic opening lines:  
Between me and the other world there is ever an unasked question: unasked by some 
through feelings of delicacy; by others through the difficulty of framing it right. All, 
nevertheless, flutter around it. They approach me in a half-hesitant sort of way, eye me 
                                                
1 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk: Authoritative Text, Contexts, Criticism (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1999), p. 9. 
 
2 The essay was first published in the Atlantic Monthly in 1897 as “The Striving of Negro People” and then in 1903 
as “Of Our Spiritual Strivings” in the first chapter of The Souls of Black Folk.  
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curiously or compassionately, and then instead of saying directly how does it feel to be a 
problem? they say, I know an excellent colored man in my town; or, I fought at 
Mechanicsville, or, Do not these Southern outrages make your blood boil? At these I 
smile, or am interested or reduce the boiling to a simmer, as the occasion may require. To 
the real question, How does it feel to be a problem? I seldom answer a word. 3  
Du Bois’s repetition of the question at stake performs the recursive contemplation that my own 
reading suggests. His ventriloquized white audience furthermore begins to articulate the contours 
of this recursive contemplation as one that aims toward futurity or, at the very least, strives to 
move forward even as the same question is posed again and again. From a Civil War battle at 
Mechanicsville to the contemporary issue of “Southern outrages” or antiblack violence, the 
Negro problem and an array of feelings persists over time. The problem then is immediately 
historicized because it is presented as a conflict of both the past and the present and, therefore, 
the future. This temporality is announced, not so much by a single event in Du Bois’s imagined 
trajectory, as by his own voice always called upon to respond. The subjectivity afforded by the 
essay then allows the objectivity implied by “problem,” the emergent discourse of black 
pathology, to become malleable, murky, and even yielding to alternative possibilities that Du 
Bois both aspires to and briefly represses by claiming that he "seldom answers a word.” We 
know, though, from the seminal integration of sociological, historical, and aesthetic discourse in 
The Souls of Black Folk that he expresses so much more than a word. Nevertheless, his 
performance assures us of the stakes and the (perhaps unrequited) desires for solving the Negro 
problem. This, in turn, inspires the further simple questions that drive this project’s exploration 
of how black authors and intellectuals grapple with the Negro problem: What lies beyond the 
status of being a problem? How can black authors express progress from the Negro problem? 
                                                
3 Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, pp. 9-10. 
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What could that progress look like? And how might we recognize such expressions in our 
reading practices?  
Ultimately, what I aim to demonstrate in this dissertation is how the scenario Du Bois 
imagines for himself as a representative black man and race leader is actually part of a broader 
tradition in African American literature and culture. With the exception of Du Bois, black 
literary and cultural scholarship tends to read African American literature and culture during the 
period of the New Negro as being antagonistic to sociological discourse. This is no doubt the 
result of Alain Locke’s rhetorical mastery and persuasion in taking up the New Negro movement 
in the 1920s. In one of his introductory essays for the Survey Graphic, “Enter the New Negro,” 
Locke disputes what he considers false assumptions about the New Negro. The essay is initially 
an exercise in dismantling previous associations, including a distancing from sociological 
discourse: 
In the last decade something beyond the watch and guard of statistics has happened in the 
life of the American Negro and the three norns who have traditionally presided over the 
Negro problem have a changeling in their laps. The Sociologist, The Philanthropist, the 
Race-leader are not unaware of the New Negro, but they are at a loss to account for him. 
He simply cannot be swathed in their formulae. For the younger generation is vibrant 
with a new psychology; the new spirit is awake in the masses, and under the very eyes of 
the professional observers is transforming what has been a perennial problem into the 
progressive phases of contemporary Negro life.4 
Locke refers to past handlings of “Negro life” as being the responsibility of the three “norns”: 
“The Sociologist,” “The Philanthropist,” and (curiously lacking a capitalized article), “the Race-
leader.” The Norns are three Nordic gods similar to the Greco-Roman fates, representing being, 
fate, and necessity.5 Together they weave the tapestry of human existence. The Norns are also 
harbingers of radical change, typically death and battles, and they are also associated with 
                                                
4 Alain Locke, “Enter the New Negro,” Survey Graphic, March 1925, p. 631. 
 
5 Kathleen N. Daly, Norse Mythology A to Z: A Young Reader’s Companion (New York: Facts on File, 1991). 
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separation and birth. An innocuous mythical allusion clarifies Locke’s hearkening of an 
ironically immediate moment as a long trajectory of substantial change in black culture and life, 
in the context of modernity with the New Negro, which is both new and familiar. The 
sociologist, philanthropist, and the race leader have been in charge of recording and responding 
to many changes in black life up to Locke’s moment, relying on “statistics” and the use of 
“formulae,” hallmarks of early sociology that Locke deems unsuitable to the spirit and reality of 
black life before them. In his insistence, though, Locke encourages a backward glance, a 
reconsideration of the supposed antagonism between black literature and culture and sociology.  
In my dissertation, I look back as Locke encouraged and find that, contrary to his 
pronouncements, sociology is more than a limitation or relic of imagining black life. I 
demonstrate how Booker T. Washington and Charles Chesnutt, Nella Larsen and black 
clubwomen reformers , W. E. B. Du Bois across his early corpus, and Ida B. Wells and 
playwright Angelina Weld Grimke, in their respective literary productions, all grapple with the 
Negro problem by using aspects of sociology—including social Darwinism, reform sociology, 
empirical sociology, and statistics—in order to critique foreclosing ideologies of blackness and 
envision possibilities for black social life, especially within the categories of gender and 
sexuality. By employing aspects of sociology within a range of literary production and 
expressive culture including anthologies, novels, essays, periodicals, pamphlets, and plays, these 
authors critique the racist ideologies constituting the Negro problem and refashion the very 
ideological and discursive structures used to subordinate black life so to envision black life 
alongside, within, and even beyond the status of being a problem. The discursive innovations 
these authors make are enabled partly by the ambiguity of the Negro problem and partly by the 
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emerging popularity and malleability of the discourse of sociology. This is not to say that 
imagining possibilities for black life out of the discourse of sociology is an easy task.  
My conception of possibility is inspired by Fred Moten’s discussion of the fugitive 
moments of black life that escape out of violence and antiblackness. In his seminal essay 
theorizing black optimism, “The Case of Blackness,”6 Moten sets up his definition of futurity by 
historicizing discourses of prejudice and antiblackness within race science and the social 
sciences as a means of indexing social decay and social life as constituents of one another. 
Looking at Moten’s opening frame at length highlights how representations of black possibility 
can be tethered to discourses of sociology:  
From the origins of the critical philosophy in the assertion of its extra-rational 
foundations in the teleological principle; to the advents and solidification of empiricist 
human biology that moves out of the convergence of phrenology, criminology, and 
eugenics; to the maturation of (American) sociology in the oscillation between good and 
bad faith attendance to the ‘negro problem’; to the course on psychopathology and the 
deployment of these in both colonial oppression and anticolonial resistance; to the 
regulatory metaphysics that undergirds interlocking notions of sound and color in 
aesthetic theory; blackness has been associated with a certain sense of decay, even when 
that decay is invoked in the name of a certain (fetishization of) vitality.7 
Sociology is not the governing discourse in Moten’s genealogy of antiblackness as 
“decay,” but one of many, and yet the original intent of such structures does not necessarily 
determine their final effects, much as Moten indicates in his broader explanation of the kind of 
black radicalism that can emerge out of the sense of decay. That said, in my own project I am 
inspired by Moten’s style of thinking rather than seeking the same theoretical routes that lead 
from social problem to social possibility. This is largely because of my attention to the 
intellectual history and culture associated with the sociology that the authors under discussion 
engage in, through the trope of the Negro problem.  
                                                
6 Fred Moten, “The Case of Blackness,” Criticism 50, no. 2 (Spring 2008): pp. 177-218. 
 
7 Moten, pp. 177-218. 
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The so-called Negro problem is an ambiguous trope that indexes a number of discourses 
and ideologies but, in the context of the turn of the century, the trope has special connections to 
the social sciences as an object of study within the field of sociology. From the 1890s through 
the 1920s, sociologists, because of their investments in analyzing the major social changes of 
modernity along with social problems, contributed greatly to popular, political, and academic 
conceptions of the Negro problem. Historians of sociology and Progressive Era culture alike note 
that early American sociologists were particularly concerned with addressing and theorizing 
about vast changes in American society including industrialization, urbanization, and, of course, 
the assimilation of new social groups, including European immigrants and the recently 
emancipated black freemen.8  
While sociology as the study of society is, in principle, not predicated on the study of 
race, its Enlightenment origins predicated some ideas that later proved complementary to 
antiblack or racist social theory in the field. In brief, during the eighteenth century, politicians 
and social thinkers alike sought to compile and create a comprehensive social theory to govern 
society while determining individual rights. These ideals, along with the prominence of social 
Darwinism, influenced early social theorist Herbert Spencer to form a series of social theories 
that justified the position of those in social, economic, and political power. Spencer (also 
regarded as a founding father of American sociology, despite his British origins), famed for 
coining the phrase “survival of the fittest,” provided a foundation of social theory in America 
that ultimately replaced religious and biological reasons for racial hierarchy with “modern” 
                                                
8 Craig Calhoun, “Sociology in America: An Introduction,” in Sociology in America: A History, ed. Craig Calhoun 
(Chicago: Chicago Scholarship Online, 2013), https://doi.org/10.7208/chicago/9780226090962.003.0001. For a 
specific historical account of race in sociology from its beginnings to the contemporary moment, see Howard 
Winant, “The Dark Side of the Force: One Hundred Years of the Sociology of Race,” in Sociology in America: A 




social theory. Howard Winant, in his history of race theory in sociology, explains, “A long 
meditation on the meaning of racial identity and difference had accompanied and indeed shaped 
modern intellectual life from the Enlightenment to the dawning twentieth century. This body of 
thought was preoccupied with the ‘nature’ of race.”9 He further explains that sociological 
writings, especially as they regarded society as a “natural’ object of study, also incorporated 
complementary biologistic understandings of race.10  
However, it is important to note that even as biologistic understandings of race were 
incorporated into early sociological theory, there was a shift in their use in sociology in 
nineteenth-century America. Sociologists mobilized these biologistic ideas of race for the 
purpose of tracking changes in an evolving society and establishing what maintains progress and 
what hinders it, or what is normative and what is deviant. As Roderick Ferguson argues,  
Canonical sociology denotes a discursive formation that emerges out of Enlightenment 
claims to rationality and scientific objectivity. These claims entail an investment in 
heterosexual patriarchy as the appropriate standard for social relations and the signature 
of hegemonic whiteness. As canonical sociology has racialized heteropatriarchy through 
whiteness, the discipline has excluded and disciplined those formations that deviate from 
the racial ideal of heteropatriarchy.11  
As Ferguson suggests, these ideas about the natural inferiority of the Negro were influenced by 
Enlightenment arguments. In the nineteenth century they were further substantiated by the study 
of social conditions. In the context of early “canonical” or white American sociology, race, 
particularly blackness, provided a necessary contrast to establish a sexual, racial, and gendered 
ideal of social normativity. For the purposes of this study, I am further interested in how 
American society expresses this intellectual history of black inferiority in the nineteenth and 
                                                
9 Winant, “The Dark Side of the Force,” p. 18. 
  
10 Winant, p. 8. 
 
11 Roderick A. Ferguson, Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2004), p. 18. 
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twentieth centuries through emerging forms of what Frankel Oz calls “the culture of social 
fact.”12 
The circulation of sociological conceptualizations of the Negro problem emerged from a 
rise in the culture of social facts and the popular interest in social data that tracked the shifts of 
modernity. During the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, in addition to the rise 
of sociology, there was also the emergence of various tools and means of recording and 
gathering social data. These proved popular among Americans eager to learn more about the 
progress of the nation from events, like 1893 Columbia Exposition, or the publication of social 
statistics in newspapers.13 Moreover, Progressive Era reform and the rising importance of the 
informed citizen further compelled American citizens inside and outside institutions (both 
academic and governmental) to consider what kind of society they were living in. They 
considered this according to population statistics and social reports, often to situate themselves in 
the world and to respond to the increasingly pressing concerns about government intervention in 
the welfare of the masses. Whether emerging out of academic institutions or the culture of social 
facts, social thought and sociological study circulating during this period of modernity 
substantiated a racial hierarchy that placed the white race at the top of society while framing the 
Negro as a potential threat.  
The Negro problem was a common object of sociological inquiry and popular social 
thought and culture. As a metaphor, though, its meaning is ambiguous: The imaginative 
capacities of framing and addressing the Negro problem depend very much on the perspective of 
                                                
12 Frankel Oz, States of Inquiry: Social Investigations in Print Culture in Nineteenth Century Britain and the United 
States (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2008).  
 
13 For further cultural context on the American and British interest in social facts and statistics in the press see Sean 
Latham and Robert Scholes, “The Rise of Periodical Studies,” PMLA 121, no. 2 (March 2006): pp. 517-531. For 
further information on the ties between American sentiments of progress and the 1893 Chicago Exposition see Lee 
D. Baker, From Savage to Negro: Anthropology and the Contractions of Race, 1896-1954 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1998). 
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the framer and on the genre in which it is framed. For the purposes of this study, I privilege the 
perspective of black America and, therefore, within the discourse of black-racial-uplift literature 
and culture, I generally conceptualize the Negro problem as a combination of historical event 
and social response. For the purposes of this study, Negro problem refers to events following the 
demise of Reconstruction—including disenfranchisement, the legal and social establishment of 
Jim Crow, the circulation of racist stereotypes undermining black humanity and participation in 
American society, and antiblack violence— and the corresponding striving of black people to 
become recognized and equal members of American society while preserving and protecting 
their own dignity, homes, relationships, and communities. I garner this idea of the Negro 
problem from my analysis of primary texts of the period and from the scholarship of Kevin 
Gaines and Hazel Carby.  
Although Kevin Gaines specifically uses the term “racial uplift,” his conceptualization of 
the striving of black people during this period is useful for thinking about how race leaders and 
intellectuals faced the struggles of assimilation and black social life during the period denoted by 
the trope of the Negro problem. Gaines notes that, while various race leaders debated the 
specifics of the idea of racial uplift during the period (especially in terms of how it might be 
achieved), racial uplift overall reflected African Americans’ desire for social mobility and the 
recognition of humanity.14 He further argues, “uplift ideology struggled to contain tensions and 
contradictions. It comprised of several currents, reflecting popular and elite tensions: black folk 
religion and group aspirations for emancipation, landownership, literacy, legal marriage, equal 
rights, federal protection […] and authority gained in the context of U.S. imperialism.”15 Gaines 
                                                
14 Kevin Kelly Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). 
 
15 Gaines, p. 4.  
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also specifically contends that the middle-class black elite sought to distinguish itself from the 
black masses in order to create a class hierarchy, which they deemed necessary to enable racial 
uplift. I further interrogate this idea through my readings by insisting that elitism is always a 
productive critique for analyzing visions of black progress as generated by race leaders and 
intellectuals. Indeed, to that end, this work is also indebted to Hazel Carby who informs my 
further gender and sexuality studies analytical methodology of reading against the grain of elitist 
conclusions about racial uplift and black progress in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.16 
Hazel Carby’s contributions to early black feminist scholarship have proven critical to 
my own project of analyzing turn-of-the-century materials in a manner that might come close 
accounting for the texts and their expressions in terms of the moment and of black people, 
themselves authors and their readers. This is a study I conduct not only by recognizing historical 
context but also, as Carby teaches, by being attuned to the implications of gender and sexuality 
without being defensive about what such attentions may yield. Carby argues that gender and 
sexual ideologies are key understanding to how black women “lived in relation to their material 
conditions of existence.”17 I consequently try to maintain a certain sensitivity to materiality 
throughout my analysis. I have found that returning to Carby’s early work is critical to mitigating 
a defensive posture that Gaines’s persuasive formulation of racial uplift may impose. Between 
the two, I try to strike a balance as I trace and analyze the way black authors and intellectuals 
grapple with the Negro problem, staying mindful of the project of racial uplift as one that creates 
a trajectory of progress that necessarily responds to preexisting hierarchies while simultaneously 
appreciating how other signs of affirmation of black social life and progress occur.  
                                                
16 Here I am referring to the corpus of Hazel Carby’s work that includes Race Men (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1998) and Reconstructing Womanhood: The Emergence of the Afro-American Woman Novelist 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). 
 
17 Carby, Reconstructing Womanhood, p. 17.  
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Moreover, while I maintain these general notions garnered from Gaines and Carby as part 
of conceptualizing the Negro problem, I make it part of my methodological framing to consider 
the specific and evolving meaning of the Negro problem according to the historical moment, the 
inflection of sociological discourse, and the genre within which the black author or authors under 
discussion are grappling with the problem. Thus, across my four chapters, I consider different 
aspects of the Negro problem as articulated by Booker T. Washington and Charles Chesnutt, 
Nella Larsen and black clubwomen reformers, W. E. B. Du Bois across his early corpus, and by 
Ida B. Wells and playwright Angelina Weld Grimke. Each chapter takes up a different aspect of 
the Negro Problem, especially as it is promulgated by popular culture and sociology. This frame, 
as previously discussed, is indebted to Du Bois’s engagement of the literary and sociological as a 
discursive dynamic. It is also indebted to the scholarship of Roderick Ferguson in his text 
Aberrations in Black.  
In Aberrations in Black, Ferguson argues that canonical white sociology, from the 
Chicago school to Daniel Moynihan’s report on the Negro Family in the 1960s, pathologizes 
black sexuality as a means of establishing normative sexuality and that black authors of the time 
provide a queer-of-color critique of that contrast through black literary culture. Ferguson 
persuasively demonstrates across his theoretically dense critique how American sociology’s 
interest in establishing norms leads to “the discipline’s fascination with social conditions of 
African American existence,” and he also demonstrates that at the base of this difference lies 
sexualized ideology about what makes ideal American citizens. In the process, racial difference 
is further expressed through sexual difference and it is this claim of Ferguson’s that I further 
consider in my own work, where I note the ideas of manhood, womanhood, and citizenship. 
However, where Ferguson puts pressure on the inclination of canonical, or white, American 
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sociology to suppress difference in favor of universality, I aim to consider what sociology meant 
to the black subject in his or her own right. To this end—as much as I present the pathologies 
embedded in sociological discourse, like Ferguson—I also depict and theorize about what 
sociological discourse allows black authors to further express. Through this methodology I have 
found that although gender and sexuality provide the terms of foreclosure they also create an 
opening for alternative visions of black life. Therefore, one of the undergirding foundations of 
this project is to advance a practice of reading that is attentive to gender and sexuality as 
categories of social pathology and, consequently, as sites of social alternatives or black 
possibility as black authors and intellectuals make discursive innovations across sociology and 
literary production.  
Over the course of this dissertation I perform this critical practice of gendered analysis 
across a variety of different archives, arguing for the implications of discursive innovation from 
the most conservative visions of black progress, such as Negro soldiers during the Spanish-
American War, to the queer strategies of reconciling the anguish black women experience in the 
wake of lynching. As these polar opposites indicate, there is transition across this project from 
global terrain to the most intimate of scenes. This transition is also a process of, first, recognizing 
and, then, decentering the black man as the representative figure of social progress and uplift in 
order to reclaim black women as figures of social alternatives and possibility. This is perhaps the 
most challenging aspect of this project’s unfolding depiction of black possibility as alternative 
visions of black life and affirmation. However, I do not intend to create antagonism across the 
gender line; rather, I intend to highlight the productive tensions of the conventions of gender and 
sexuality and how the authors under discussion actually use those constraints to imagine 
alternatives to socially pathological depictions of blackness, such as the black coward or brute, 
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the sexually promiscuous black woman, the broken black home, or the black male rapist. 
Through my analysis of gender and sexuality I hope to illustrate how literary production 
transforms opportune lapses in pathological sociological discourse into alternatives that, rather 
than indicating a Negro problem, indicate possibilities of who the Negro might become—so that 
the brute turns into a New Negro soldier, or the promiscuous black woman turns into a race 
leader. Gender and sexuality are distinct but intersecting concepts in my project and prove 
transformative as well, occupying and disrupting a field of foreclosing conceptions about the 
race’s future during a period of violence and constraint.  
Guided by a process of close reading, including interdisciplinary comparison and gender 
and sexuality studies analytics, I interrogate archives that engage with the Negro problem at 
distinct moments of New Negro movement. In each chapter I bring together an archive of 
canonical and less canonical texts, encouraging broader recognition of the corpus of African 
American literature and expressive culture as part of the response to the conditions of the post-
Reconstruction era. In chapter 1, I look at how Booker T. Washington, in his anthology A New 
Negro for a New Century (1900), and Charles Chesnutt, in The Marrow of Tradition (1901), are 
both inspired by the figure of the Negro Soldier in the Spanish-American War as they respond to 
limiting ideologies of black manhood bolstered by social Darwinism during the rise of American 
empire. In chapter 2, I consider how black clubwomen reformers use aspects of reform sociology 
in their propaganda, especially in their late nineteenth century and early twentieth century 
periodical essays and short stories, to present themselves as ideal citizens for the new century. I 
also consider how Nella Larsen responds to that intellectual history and expressive culture in her 
novel Quicksand (1928). In chapter 3, I track the figure of the black woman in Du Bois’s early 
sociological and literary work including The Philadelphia Negro (1899), The Souls of Black Folk 
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(1903), and The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911). In chapter 4, I examine how Ida B. Wells, in 
her early pamphlets Southern Horrors (1892) and A Red Record (1895), and Angelina Weld 
Grimke, in her play Rachel (1916), configure lynching statistics into expressions of desire and 
anguish over the red record. In each chapter, I theorize how authors under discussion understand 
the potential of gender and sexuality and shape visions of possibility within those categories by 
employing aspects of sociology in their literary production. As I follow and analyze their 
practices I strive less to conclude resolute depictions of possibility than to illustrate the risks they 
take to produce critical historicized moments within literary and cultural production that 
overcome the Negro problem.  
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CHAPTER 1. NEGRO SOLDIERS AND NEW NEGRO PROLEPTICS 
Forming Black Manhood and Narratives of Black Progress in Booker T. 
Washington’s A New Negro for a New Century and Charles Chesnutt’s The 
Marrow of Tradition 
In this first chapter, on Booker T. Washington’s anthology A New Negro for a New 
Century (1900) and Charles Chesnutt’s novel The Marrow of Tradition (1901), I aim to establish 
the foundations of gender formation and the generic breadth of black authors’ and intellectuals’ 
writing in one of the early and, consequently, murky iterations of the engagement between 
sociology and literature. Indeed, this chapter begins with an analysis of the word progress in the 
context of the demise of Reconstruction and the rise of American empire. Understanding the 
layers of meaning within the word progress at this moment, especially as it is used to describe 
and define the condition of the black race, generates a necessary discursive and historical lens 
that I further use to analyze and advance the stakes and implications of the Negro soldier as a 
New Negro figure. I offer a set of readings from A New Negro and The Marrow of Tradition that 
highlight how Washington and Chesnutt, respectively, configure forms of black masculinity 
within the structures of empire and social Darwinism in order to refute the pathologies those very 
same structures produce as justifications for the disenfranchisement and marginalization of black 
men. Both authors are inspired in their configurations by the figure of the Negro Solider. 
Through their respective formulations, Washington and Chesnutt are able to envision alternative 
possibilities for black social life that each author frames, in a distinct way, as key to the race’s 
future assimilation and recognition as part of American society.  
To be clear, each author runs a risk of reproducing or affirming the social and ideological 
conditions that denigrate black manhood, for I am not suggesting a radical revolution in 
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Washington’s or Chesnutt’s depictions. However, as my close readings and gendered analysis 
show, there is also an opportunity to appreciate how Washington and Chesnutt both create 
alternative visions for black life through the figure of the Negro soldier while diverging in their 
respective politics and conclusions. My study illustrates the dynamics between the two in ways 
that scholars rarely pursue, regarding the authors’ shared investments in racial uplift and the New 
Negro movement in the context of the demise of Reconstruction and the rise of American 
empire.  
Ultimately, I further define and connect these readings through their shared used of 
ideological, aesthetic, and discoursive strategies that I call New Negro proleptics. Prolepsis in 
rhetoric refers to the anticipation of objections and more generally the representation of 
something as existing before it actually does. New Negro proleptics, then, are literary strategies 
predicated on malleable aspects of genre that involve maneuvering around and manipulating the 
narrative of black social and political history in order to depict progress and envision a future for 
the race. New Negro proleptics are distinct from historiography in my thinking because they are 
a way to recognize the formal strategies connected to the discoursive index of progress across 
early social science, history, and racial uplift. Further, New Negro proleptics are not so much 
focused on a linear narrative of history as on depicting the Negro as a subject of history and 
social life. They are predicated on the concept that neither the past nor the present is necessarily 
inevitable or determined, and they can therefore be manipulated and maneuvered. New Negro 
proleptics are strategies that allow authors to insist on the Negro’s ownership of a future in which 
black people maintain presence, recognition, and social identity defined by connection to one 
another and white American society regardless of the attitude (benevolent or reactionary) of 
American society. To illustrate the conversation between Washington and Chesnutt and their use 
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of New Negro proleptics, I analyze Washington and his contributors’ clever formal negotiations 
within the genre of anthology and I offer a close reading of the influence of American empire on 
Chesnutt’s symbolism at the end of The Marrow of Tradition.  
Indexing the Meanings of “Negro Progressive Life”  
First, an analysis of the word progress in A New Negro for a New Century. Initially, I 
read progress as primarily an indication of the racial uplift politics of the anthology. James 
MacBrady, the original publisher, proclaims in the introduction, 
This book has been rightfully named ‘A NEW NEGRO FOR A NEW CENTURY.’ The 
Negro of to-day is in every phase of life far advanced over the Negro of 30 years ago. In 
the following pages the progressive life of Afro-American people has been written in 
light of achievements that will be surprising to people who are ignorant of the enlarging 
life of these remarkable people.18  
MacBrady’s appraisal of the significance of “progressive life” denotes to me a historical account 
more than social analysis, one aimed at proving the race ready and worthy of full recognition in 
American society at the dawn of the upcoming century. To a certain extent, this impression is 
warranted. As Kevin Gaines explains, following Reconstruction, in order to address and resolve 
the Negro problem, the black elite sought to differentiate itself from the black masses in order to 
claim leadership roles and distinguish a path of racial uplift for the entire race.19 Building on 
Gaines’s definition of racial uplift, progress is then the signifier of black leadership authority and 
often a preestablished route to improving black social life. The risk of this formulation for 
interpreting the hermeneutics of progress as a means of racial uplift is, as Gaines elaborates, that 
progress can then impose a hierarchy within the race modeled on hegemonic (i.e., white-culture-
                                                
18 James MacBrady, introduction to A New Negro for a New Century: An Accurate and Up-to-Date Record of the 
Upward Struggles of the Negro Race, by Booker T. Washington (Chicago: American Publishing House, 1900), p. 3. 
Emphasis mine. 
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centric) or class-based prescriptions of success.20 It is important to distinguish that the issue at 
stake for Gaines, which I further expand upon throughout this chapter, is not so much the 
comparison to hegemonic or normative standards as prescribed by whiteness, but rather the 
extension of ideologies about blackness and the routes to assimilation or resolution of the Negro 
problem. These extending ideologies of racial uplift, as I aim to demonstrate, correspond to 
social thought promulgated by trends in sociology. MacBrady makes further claims about the 
special contributions of black clubwomen, also featured in the anthology, to speak to “social 
issues” that so plague the race. This attuned my initial reading to the ways in which progress 
draws upon the rhetorical framework of sociology at the turn of the century and augments the 
definition and the implications of progress for the anthology as a whole.  
During the late nineteenth century, American social scientists were pronouncing the 
emerging field of sociology as being particularly suited to solving social problems or “issues” 
and explaining the changes of society in the context of modernity, characterized in America by a 
series of events following the Civil War including economic booms and recessions, migration 
from rural areas to urban areas, and the introduction of the Negro as social subject and, 
assumedly, citizens.21 As Craig Calhoun explains, “Progress was a fundamental theme for the 
emerging field of sociology and the broader social context of its reception. [. . .] In the United 
States, the problem of order became to a large extent the problem of integration—how to 
assimilate immigrants, how to overcome (or at least deal with) racial division, and how to 
nurture self-improvement and strong families among the poor.”22 If the anthology draws upon the 
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21 For an overview of sociology in America, see Calhoun, “Sociology in America.” For a specific historical account 
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rhetorical framework of sociology, as I am suggesting here, we can better understand the 
“progressive life” hailed in the introduction of A New Negro as more than a general assertion of 
racial uplift. It is, moreover, an attempt to frame the Negro’s social history and presence as more 
than a series of events proving the worthiness of the race’s entry. Instead, the Negro’s presence is 
a part of America’s social life in the context of modernity. If we read “progressive life” as an 
index of sociological thought, we can also come to appreciate the implications of the record of 
black participation in the Spanish-American War. In addition to being an exhibit of military 
valor, it is also an interrogation of the social Darwinism and evolution-based race science 
employed by white supremacists in their denigration of black manhood and, by extension, the 
black race. 
At this moment, early American sociologists have asserted the scientific quality of their 
thought by making connections to social Darwinism and evolution. Social Darwinism affords 
Progressive Era social commentators and sociologists alike a mode of rationalization that 
substantiates social and racial hierarchies as the result of competition, competition necessary for 
society’s overall improvement.23 Evolution, linked closely to social Darwinism (yet grounded 
more in biological difference), often involves interpreting social competition as defined by the 
capacities of the biological, or racial identity of a social group.24 The synthesis of evolution and 
social Darwinism then affords the arguments for America’s entry into empire with the Spanish-
American war as a modern affair.  
An example comes from Franklin Giddings, one of the founding fathers of American 
sociology during this moment of empire at the end of the nineteenth century. In his compilation 
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of sociological and political essays Democracy and Empire (1900), he claims that America’s turn 
toward empire was a natural sequence of social evolution. This was because initial (Anglo-
Saxon) immigrants to the New World were naturally “daring adventurers” whose energies 
compelled them to “do more for the advancement of the human race than imagination can now 
conceive.” If they did not have the release of conquest they would participate in “destructive 
modes likely to work incalculable mischief.”25 Giddings’s rhetoric echoes a boys-will-be-boys-
like sensibility indicative of the importance of gender within American imperial ideology. Martin 
Summers, a scholar of race and masculinity, explains: 
In America, at the turn of the century, manhood seemed to be a national preoccupation.  
From individual concerns about one’s own masculine character to a larger 
collective of anxieties over the nation’s manliness, definitions of manhood—ones that 
were fundamentally racialized and class bound—pervaded everyday discourse. 
Everything from definitions of success and citizenship to national conversations over 
expansion and empire was shaped, in part, by a gendered set of ideas that also informed 
the identity formation of white middle class men.26  
Summers continues to recognize social Darwinism as contributing to the primacy of manhood in 
national and imperial endeavors, observing how proponents of imperialism (or expansionism) 
thoroughly believed vanquishing the “savage Indian” and “effeminate Spanish” would advance 
the “manly frontier man and soldier.”27  
In Democracy and Empire, Franklin Giddings argues that his work on theoretical 
sociology in the 1890s (the watershed moment of American imperialism) leads him to believe 
“that the combination of small states into larger political aggregates must continue until all the 
semi-civilized, barbarian, and savage communities of the world are brought under the protection 
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of the larger civilized nations.”28 Giddings’s sentiment is unmistakably jingoistic and paternal; 
nevertheless, his discipline seems intentionally to prevent any conclusions besides modernity or 
empire as a rational process of progress and global refinement. In a section jocularly entitled 
“Imperialism?” he inverts the arguments of antiexpansionists and those who did not want to 
participate in the Spanish-American war: “Here, again, we must notice that those who have 
condemned the war [. . .] have been so preoccupied with moral feeling that they have failed to 
see the scientific significance of what? they allege, when looked at merely as fact.”29 The “facts” 
Giddings mentions here are misconstrued allegations that Americans are too jingoist and too 
eager to find economic opportunity. Giddings recasts both indictments as expressions of shared 
social spirit that we can correctly recognize as progressive, if only we see the psychology, 
history, and evolution behind it. Recent historians of sociology such as Craig Calhoun, Howard 
Winant, and Roscoe Hinkle note that Giddings’s inclination toward psychological and 
evolutionary theories of society tend to rely on the persuasion of a culturally produced “common 
sense” that typically frames circulating ideas about race and empire as part of the racially 
determined progression of social life.30 Giddings echoes the sentiments of expansionism and the 
so-called “white man’s burden,” weaving in his own sociological historical theories. This is done 
so that his work is deemed by scholars and the public as valuable and correct because it 
complements public opinion. Giddings ardently believes that instinct and the “natural” 
tendencies of social groups have been determined by biology and that as social groups or races 
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have advanced their instincts and tendencies have changed.31 The psychological component of 
Giddings thesis emphasizes that a shared mentality, an “ethical like-mindedness,” trumps less 
sophisticated social binds of blood. Still, race has its role in spite of Giddings’s apparent deferral. 
For example, although Giddings favors Western Greco-Roman history as his historical model of 
the social changes empire has had over time, there are distinct racial undertones expressed by 
frequent use of words such as “tribal” and “primitive” that make it seem that being bound by 
blood is the practice of the racial other. In his explanation of the limits of blood ties and 
sympathy, compared to shared ideals and thought (what he considers ethical like-mindedness), 
he states:  
From the standpoint of the observer of animal and primitive human societies, it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to establish a line of demarcation between the more highly 
organized bands of animals, like troops of monkeys, or herds of elephants, or bands of 
wild horses, and the simplest hordes of human beings, like Bushmen or Australian 
Blackfellows. No one can say when, in the development of man from brute, sympathy 
ceased to be the chief stuff or substance of social relationships, and thoughts in the form 
of inventions and knowledges began to assume that important place.32  
According to Giddings, having the capacity to generate social harmony through shared ideals is a 
skill distinct to the Anglo-Saxon race, particularly the American with the British Empire as a 
model institution.33 Giddings envisions immigrants and colonized populations assimilating into 
American society, but still sees the Anglo-Saxon as the architect. Giddings’s sociology 
recognizes America’s exceptionalism and simultaneously reveals and establishes social 
organization (i.e. racial hierarchy) in order to continue it. Ultimately, sociology, according to 
Giddings, “extends scientific description of society into the past, and projects it into the future. It 
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forecasts no impossible Utopia.”34 Put another way, sociology assures society that empire is a 
modern affair spearheaded by white men.  
At the same time, though, America’s proclivity and suitability for empire depended on 
America’s past history with slavery and the Civil War. Even though there was a Negro problem, 
the Civil War had freed the slaves, providing America with what Eric Foner calls “moral capital” 
or righteous authority. America, having supposedly secured liberty for the Negro out of 
benevolent conviction to national ideals, had the moral capital to extend democracy abroad.35 
Throughout the Spanish-American War and its aftermath, expansionist (and antiexpansionist) 
propaganda frequently transposed the figure of the Negro onto the global identities of new 
constituents of America’s global community, such as the Cubans, and even more so onto the 
peoples of the annexed territories of Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Guam, to claim this moral 
capital and the right to rule. In this manner the Negro came to represent a dense series of 
assumptions about America’s proclivity and capability for governing black and brown people 
abroad. 
The key notion to note in this context is how the Negro represents America’s suitability 
to govern, even as black American people are being marginalized and increasingly regarded as 
an inferior race within American empire. And it is this noxious, yet consistent complex of social 
thought derived from sociology that A New Negro for a New Century cuts across to reformulate 
ideologies about black manhood, ultimately asserting the contributions of the Negro soldier and 
the limits of white-supremacist outlooks in the context of empire.  
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Progress on the Battlefield: Refuting Theodore Roosevelt’s Minstrel Vision of Black 
Manhood Lagging Behind 
In the composition of its early chapters, A New Negro for a New Century defends black 
manhood and asserts the Negro as the ideal figure of global leadership. The first five chapters of 
A New Negro, attributed to Washington,36 are foremost a response to disparaging comments 
made by Theodore Roosevelt about black soldiers in Scribner’s Magazine in 1899.37 Roosevelt 
tells a tale of rugged manliness in an edition of the magazine edition focused on the war. He 
recounts that his white Rough Riders had been resilient in the midst of battle while, to his horror, 
black soldiers at the height of a charge began “to get a little uneasy and to drift to the rear, either 
helping wounded men, or saying that they wished to find their own regiments.”38 Roosevelt 
relates how, with paternalistic valor, he had told the black soldiers that “I shall be very sorry to 
hurt you, and you don't know whether or not I will keep my word, but my men can tell you that I 
always do.”39 The scene is, by Roosevelt’s own admission, comical: “[The] ‘smoked Yankees’—
as the Spaniards called the colored soldiers—flashed their white teeth at one another, as they 
broke into broad grins” and finally stopped being “trouble.”40 The grinning Negro caught trying 
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to shirk his duties by a white authority figure is a scene taken right out of a minstrel show or a 
plantation novel. Even the nickname of “smoked Yankees” conjures the visage of blackface, the 
trace of smoke reminding readers of the burnt cork used to blacken the faces of performers 
impersonating black people. This minstrel depiction of black manhood operates on multiple 
levels of social thought in addition to engendering ridicule of black men in this scene. In 
pronouncing the cowardice of the black soldiers, Roosevelt also pronounces the Negro race’s 
slow social climb toward white ideal masculinity and the height of civilization. According to the 
complex of social Darwinism and evolution, more advanced races maintain and exhibit their 
status not only through cultural or industrial strides, but also in term of manliness.  
Manliness itself is never a fixed construct, yet there are circulating trajectories of thought 
about ideal manhood and the social status of a race to consider in Roosevelt’s account. Gail 
Bederman argues, “Lacking the conceptual framework to differentiate between physical 
morphology and cultural traits, educated Victorians subsumed both into a gestalt they termed 
‘race.’ Thus, white Americans’ belief that primitive men were biologically incapable of 
achieving manliness was not a confusion between biology and nature as some historians have 
argued but a logical, if noxious, conclusion based on their understandings of race.”41 And as 
Kevin Gaines observes, social scientists frequently employ minstrel race imagery in order to 
connect their studies to popular public commentaries on race.42 As much as Roosevelt’s claims 
are a cultural depiction of the denigration of the black race, their further ideological potential 
must be understood as building on currents of social thought constituent to early sociology. 
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Roosevelt recapitulates a monolithic conception of the black race that is locked into the slave 
past yet is presented as modern. The nostalgia of the old South and plantations that the minstrel 
show evokes (because of black masculinity, or lack thereof) fails on the battle field at the literal 
frontier of American empire. As Roosevelt charges forth to fight the aristocratic Spanish powers, 
the Negro lags behind, stuck in the past on account of weak manhood that illustrates a lack of 
social progress which is attributed to the race as a whole. This configuration prefigures the 
continuation of white supremacy, or at the very least white manhood, as leading the way into a 
new century. As Bederman explains, “hegemonic discourses of civilization conflated racial 
difference with the millennial drama of growing human perfection—that is, it conflated 
biological human evolutionary difference with moral intellectual human progress.”43 The 
minstrel depiction of the Negro behind the modern global-leader apparent—who is both white 
and male—has the potential to situate the Negro as a transhistorical figure in a position of 
permanent subordination.  
A New Negro for a New Century, attuned to the social, historical, and gendered stakes, 
responds by interrogating Roosevelt’s account in order to demonstrate the limitations in his 
thought and to allow the figure of the Negro soldier to step forth and indeed surpass the white 
male global leadership that ultimately can perceive racial difference but not the practical social 
nuances of that difference. First, the anthology avidly seeks to counter Roosevelt’s defamation of 
black soldiers by supplying a series of quotations by Roosevelt from other sources besides 
Scribner’s in order to expose Roosevelt’s narrative unreliability. For example, the anthology 
cites Roosevelt elsewhere asserting the Tenth Calvary’s usefulness in terms of parity to white 
soldiers. Roosevelt simply states, “Our soldiers behaved very well indeed—white regulars and 
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colored regulars and Rough Riders alike.”44 Other accounts of praise from white soldiers 
throughout A New Negro also maintain racial hierarchy. One Rough Rider recognizes black 
masculinity, bordering on equality, stating, “Well the Nine and Tenth are men all right. They can 
drink out of our canteens.”45 Such small acquiescences are all for nothing, however, for in the 
anthology’s coverage Roosevelt readily shifts from condescension to defamation. The anthology 
theorizes Roosevelt’s mercurial position on the Negro as a stunt to gain popularity at the expense 
of history. As one passage quips, “This makes a very nice reading, but it is not history, in which 
it is always hazardous to sacrifice the truth ‘to make a period round.”46 By referring to the tenets 
of historiography, especially the premise that history is approximate to the evidentiary practices 
of science, the anthology recognizes and critiques the minstrel configuration of the black soldier 
without directly indicting Roosevelt. Assumptions about the truth of history are a matter of craft, 
as the historical narrative of the anthology demonstrates (and as I will discuss further). But the 
critique of Roosevelt underscores a desire for positivism to make representational politics a 
matter of facts or truth about the Negro.  
Through accounts by black soldiers, the anthology supplies the “truth” to contrast with 
Roosevelt. The desired truth about the Negro soldier and his participation in the Spanish-
American war depends on a line of social thought that goes beyond social Darwinism and the 
idea of degrees of civilization among races. The Negro problem, in this particular case presented 
as Negro soldiers lagging behind, is, in truth, not a matter of abstract inferiority, but rather the 
result of social practices and conditions, an issue that becomes clearer when Roosevelt’s words 
are juxtaposed with an account of the same events by black sergeant Presley Holliday of the 
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Tenth Cavalry. Sergeant Holliday’s account recognizes the social implications of race prejudice 
and race relations in America abroad and during war, whereas Roosevelt depends on a facile 
understanding of race derived from the social thought of early sociology. Holliday’s account was 
originally published in the black periodical the New York Age a month after Roosevelt’s piece. 
Holliday describes Roosevelt’s general lack of awareness of the truth behind the actions of 
Negro soldiers as the product of the chaos of battle. Holliday concedes (mirroring Roosevelt’s 
condescension) that Roosevelt could not have possibly seen all that was going on on the ground 
as American forces, black and white, arrived in staggered droves on hilly terrain with the 
Spanish proving a more stalwart enemy than expected.47 While Holliday continues that some 
officers had ordered some black soldiers to move their wounded to the back, the heart of his 
critique is a direct review of the hypocrisy of post-Reconstruction social conditions:  
[It] is a well known fact in this country most persons of color feel out of place when they 
are forced to mingle with white persons, especially strangers, and although we knew we 
were doing our duty and would be treated well as long as we stood to the front and 
fought; unfortunately some of our men (and these were all recruits with less than six 
months’ service) felt so much out of place that when the firing lulled desired to be with 
their commanders. . . White soldiers do not, as a rule, share this feeling with colored 
soldiers. The fact that a white man knows how well he can make a place for himself 
among colored people need not be discussed here.48  
Social practices of racial prejudice undercut wartime racial tolerance and national solidarity. 
Only the young recruits conditioned by the racial politics of America treat the white fellow 
soldier with the same kind of apprehension as the enemy. The seasoned Negro soldier has a 
better sense of the politics on the battlefield, his duty, and the meaningfulness of his presence, as 
well as the transience of that meaningfulness compared to the more stalwart racial prejudices of 
white men. The truth is, as Holliday bitterly explains, there is no difference between the Negro at 
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home and the Negro in war; there are only the flippant sensibilities of white men who may or 
may not be willing to suspend racial hierarchies.  
Following the refutation of Roosevelt, the chapter continues to present a series of 
anecdotes by black soldiers explaining their only true limitation, in their desire to serve the 
nation, is that the nation will not let them completely serve in all capacities because they are 
restricted to the rank of sergeant. The US military refused to grant black soldiers high ranks, 
except in segregated units, to ensure that a black soldier would never outrank a white soldier. 
The exclusion of rank, however, does not exclude the Negro from expressions of patriotism. The 
anthology asserts the Negro is undeterred in matching his white compatriots. As one quoted 
soldier declares: “The Spaniards call us ‘Negretter Solados,’ and say there is no use shooting at 
us. . . All we need is leaders of our own race to make war records so that their names may go 
down in history as a reward for the price of our precious blood.”49 Still, in the chapter entitled 
“Peace Treaty,” the honor of fighting becomes a point of national if not interracial pride because, 
as the anthology insists, for “the American people,” “the long-continued abuse of Spanish rule in 
Cuba, which had become a scandal to Christendom, at last became so intolerable that they could 
not be excused and endured without stigma being attached to the honor and humanity of the 
American Republic.”50 
Marlon Ross, in his reading of A New Negro for a New Century, argues that the 
anthology frames the moment of reframing black manhood as the beginning of American empire 
that results in an interracial collaboration between black and white men. Ross incorporates 
Washington’s work at Tuskegee (i.e., a chapter from Up from Slavery) regarding Native 
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American students and (later and with less success) Cubans and Puerto Ricans into his analysis 
of A New Negro, leading to his conclusion that Washington impersonates the colonizer in A New 
Negro: “By generously taking on the burden of civilizing the master’s colonel and territorial 
exotics, Washington stakes a claim to full citizenship for America’s internally colonized race, the 
African Americans.”51 For this reason, moreover, Ross reads the text of the anthology—its 
emphasis on the Spanish-American War and the Negro’s broader military history—as a narrative 
of progress with ideological and temporal lags. The exception is the modern photo series 
interspersed throughout the anthology, which shows the race catching up. Ross’s perspective, 
while persuasive, is more attuned to Washington’s broader corpus than what the genre of 
anthology itself has to offer. As an alternative, I suggest that when A New Negro uses the 
occasion of empire and the corresponding social thought to define black manhood and the 
progress of the race, the reactionary qualities of social Darwinism are undercut by what I call 
New Negro proleptics.  
New Negro Proleptics: Getting Around to Progress 
As I have already covered, A New Negro grapples with the Negro problem as a matter of 
asserting black manhood and seeks to intervene in the ideological process of black manhood that 
Theodore Roosevelt promulgates. As I suggest, this defense of black manhood is concerned with 
the past, present, and future of the Negro race. However, analysis of the broader content and 
structure of the anthology reveals that, while affirming black manhood, the anthology also works 
on a formal and narrative level to present black progress while getting around the entire event of 
Reconstruction. This objective seems innocuous at first but has a continual influence on the 
anthology from beginning to end, from the concept of “progressive life” to reoccurring temporal 
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elisions on the level of the sentence and content consisting of text and image. As I formally track 
the movement of the narrative of progress through these variations, I demonstrate how it 
attempts to present and undermine objections to black progress, making it akin to a form of 
prolepsis. 
“Prolepsis” is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as “the action or fact of 
representing or regarding something in the future as already done or existing” or, especially in 
classical rhetoric, as “the action of anticipating a possible objection or counterargument in order 
to answer it, discount it, or deprive it of its force.”52 In A New Negro, the anthology belabors the 
progress of the race while discounting Reconstruction as even being a part of that trajectory. To 
be clear, this is not a regret of the demise of Reconstruction, but rather a regret of the actual legal 
and judicial attempts by the national government to assimilate the Negro into American social 
and civil life. What does it mean to deprive Reconstruction of its force? We might readily expect 
such a trajectory to occur because of Washington’s tendency to accommodate. While I am not 
invested in a reparative reading of Washington’s limitations, I am interested in understanding 
how the anthology grapples—materially, historically, and textually—with another kind of 
dispossession. This dispossession is not exactly the afterlife of slavery but, rather, the 
belatedness of Reconstruction. Can dispossession be deferred by refusing loss? Can belonging be 
established by avoiding the eclipse of a fuller recognition in the first place? This is what the 
anthology attempts. In the striving toward this goal the anthology illustrates the kind of 
interventions the figure of the Negro soldier can make in ideologies of manhood and progress. 
These interventions or New Negro proleptics are not mere happenstance but are predicated on 
                                                




how the anthology operates as a genre and can facilitate the construction of a narrative of 
progress.  
From the late nineteenth century through the 1930s, the anthology was one of the 
discourses par excellence for black America. Brent Edwards, in his work on the potentials of the 
archive, provides some ways of thinking about the anthology as a form, especially for the New 
Negro.53 The excess of the anthology, according to Edwards, fulfills a “document-gathering 
materiality.”54 It is when variety extenuates unity that the anthology risks falling apart, a 
discursive event that mirrors the project of racial consciousness of the period, where there is a 
desire to know the Negro without him being reduced to the racist imagination that typically 
makes the Negro known. Edwards reconciles this tension as a state of creation that hinges on a 
reader’s experience of the text as much as the composition of the anthology itself. Thinking 
along the lines of reader experience—as well as in terms of the status that anthologies presume 
by virtue of their composition—are both key to recognizing the formal innovation and the 
striving to depict progress that occurs in A New Negro.  
Anthologies, by virtue of their compositional objective and their express archival 
impulse, make an argument on the level of content about what should be valued and which 
trajectories of thought should be believed. On one hand, the polemics of an anthology is about 
recognition. On the other hand, where there is often sleight of hand, it is about the way we read 
culture. This latter tricky aspect of anthologies, the aspect anthologizers often avoid through 
routes of chronology, is how items should be read together. Simple chronology often mitigates 
the tension between the meaning of individual items and their meaning in sequence; when there 
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are departures, returns, and gaps, however, we are not just presented with a narrative but also 
asked to search for the relationships between and across materials. Our compliance with the 
arguments created by composition determines the relative success of the sleight of hand. And, 
although I am a modern-day reader, I cannot help but feel that A New Negro for A New Century 
did not fool anyone with its movements around Reconstruction and its demise.  
The text in A New Negro for a New Century is a historical narrative that moves back and 
forth in time. The movement seeks to capture black progress while promoting the Negro soldier 
as a New Negro or black subject worthy of citizenship. The failure of Reconstruction 
characterizes these temporal moves because the failure of Reconstruction is such a powerful 
presence. Ultimately, the anthologizers try to manage the desires of an unfulfilled history 
through a proleptic historical narrative that obscures Reconstruction in a story of black progress.  
After assuring the valor of the Negro soldier in the Spanish-American war, the anthology 
continues. It first traces the tensions between the lack of social and political recognition of the 
Negro and the ideals of America by returning to a review of the American Revolution and the 
beginning of slavery. It then features a series of chapters that tell the story of the Civil War from 
a number of angles. After the first five chapters on the Spanish-American war, the chapter 
“Slavery Unmasked” continues the idea that slavery contradicts the founding ideals of the nation. 
It also displays the horrors of slavery as a gendered event, stating, “the curse of slavery fell 
hardest upon the women, [and] those who were least able to bear it.”55 The tragic mulatta and 
child vulnerable to sexual violence and exploitation helps present the figure of the Negro Solider 
as a necessary figure of uplift, although curiously it is the white man who seems to be the 
consistent savior in this circumstance. The chapters “Underground Railroad” and “Heroes and 
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Martyrs” include biographies of white heroes of the black race. Some are familiar, like William 
Lloyd Garrison and John Brown, others are more obscure, but all have stories of saving black 
women from the illicit grips of slavery.56 It is notable that a military history can privilege black 
men fighting on the front lines from slavery to the present, yet we do not have the opportunity to 
see black men protect black women made vulnerable by slavery and its legacy. Nowhere do we 
see the black male as protecting his own home. This substantiates the need for recognition of 
citizenship, even if black men are true patriots, so that they might be able to protect their own 
homes and communities. Marlon Ross views the anthology’s curious esteem for black men and 
women, even as it divides them, as a militaristic depiction of progress that is distinctly 
“homoracial,” that is, homosocial and interracial.57 Ross explains that while “‘Racial heritage’ is 
constituted as such through ‘an ideal of sexual bonding’ [. . .] it is through the subordinate 
addition of women that the leading men can represent themselves as perpetuating that heritage as 
a line of proper heterosexual reproductive descent.”58  
While I agree that the black women featured in A New Negro do present the Negro 
soldier (among other New Negro men) as conforming to a gendered ideal in the first part of the 
anthology, which the tragic mulatta frequents, I am more skeptical of Ross’s reading of the intent 
behind the presentation of the black women’s club members that closes the anthology. The logic 
of separate spheres and gender difference permeates the structure of the anthology, yet this 
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seems more like a redress of what was lost during slavery. Hortense Spillers teaches us that 
gender illegibility contributed to the domination of the liberated flesh that existed before the 
slave. 59 At the beginning of the final chapter of the anthology, Fannie Barrier Williams reminds 
readers that black women have never had “the benefit of discriminating judgment” or the benefit 
of recognition as women by the social world.60 Therefore, it might be a bit presumptuous to 
assume that A New Negro aims to recreate a completely familiar or known version of black 
domesticity in its composition. The anthology ends with a series of black women who work 
independently of their partners outside the home to facilitate charity and help the black masses 
develop domestic skills and obtain education. To end the anthology this way suggests the future 
of the race may be gendered but open to revision within those gender roles. It is just as 
significant that the slave becomes the soldier as that the tragic mulatta becomes the black 
women’s club member. Both figures emerge out of a history in the anthology that rejects 
chronological order in favor of a narrative of social, that is, gendered, progress. In the production 
of these figures and crafting of progress, Reconstruction is smudged out or, at the very least, 
made obscure as a form of dispossession so that it seems a trifle compared to what the anthology 
shows the Negro has become.  
Indeed, as we may recall, James MacBrady proclaims as much in the introduction to the 
anthology. He immediately takes the force out of Reconstruction by presenting it as little more 
than an earmark in history, stating, “This book has been rightly named ‘A NEW NEGRO FOR A 
NEW CENTURY.’ The Negro of to-day is in every phase of life far more advanced over the 
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Negro of 30 years ago.”61 The Tilden-Hayes compromise of 1877 effectively brought an end to 
radical Republican Reconstruction when Northern military forces were removed from Southern 
states. This event seems most likely to be the implied date of consequence, especially given 
MacBrady’s later comment that in addition to the Negro’s “progressive life,” “Sectionalism, 
which threatened the disruption of the Union in 1861, has been banished forever.”62 Ironically, 
these hints and frequent references summarizing the previous thirty years, especially (although 
the anthology covers more than the time period form the 1870s through 1900), mark the 
significance of Reconstruction even as the anthology structurally works around it, performing 
New Negro proleptics at times even on the level of the sentence.  
There is a common kind of convoluted temporal elision often featured in the anthology’s 
summaries and summations of progress. For example, consider the following that starts by 
esteeming Negros who fought with Union “Causes of the Spanish American War”:  
In the sententious language of General Benjamin F. Butler—who was first declared the 
straggling refugees to be ‘contraband of war’ and put them to work—‘the colored troops 
fought nobly. So they did; so nobly that never more in the lifetime in our grand Republic 
will a patriotic white soldier refuse to allow a black soldier to drink out of his canteen, as 
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt of the Rough Riders expressed it, after fateful San Juan Hill, 
thirty six years after Colonel Robert Gould Shaw was buried with his niggers in the silver 
sands of Morris Island.63 
Black military valor during the Civil War sets the precedent for the “new” image of race 
relations of the Spanish-American War: Black and white men drinking from the same canteen, 
then lying together in death. By drawing upon the testimony of Union general Benjamin F. 
Butler, who before Abraham Lincoln’s proclamation declared slaves defecting from Southern 
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plantations free from slavery as contraband capable of aiding Union troops, the anthology creates 
a route to modernity along patriotic lines that briefly touch upon equality, only to return to a 
visage of white paternalism.64 Time has to go backwards, forwards, and then backwards again to 
hint at a sentimental equality that only exists in death. The craft of the sentence, its elisions, and 
its implications—namely the prospect of a New Negro soldier that is both familiar and entitled to 
national belonging because of civic duty—are part of the recurring strategy throughout the 
anthology. 
These New Negro proleptics on the level of the sentence, working around Reconstruction 
or between wars, recur throughout the chapters on the Spanish-American war. When describing 
the fervor of Negro volunteers the anthology recounts: “The Afro-American citizens of the 
United States were as enthusiastic as the others to enlist to fight. Everywhere, in the North and 
the South, they showed an eagerness to enlist. There were no cowards among them, as there had 
been none during the Civil War, and as there will be none in any other crisis, the Republic is 
called upon to face.”65 Sectionalism is alleviated by the Negro who belongs neither to the North 
or South but to the nation that can put faith in him as an agent in maintaining the “Republic” at 
any future date, provided—as the passage implies—that he is a citizen. Through these proleptic 
moves the reader can envision the Negro as already a citizen before it has actually happened, as 
the anthology juxtaposes idealized and valued moments in history—stacking the deck as it 
were— so that the Negro in war makes progress seem the inevitable conclusion. And again, 
within these proleptic moves, there is the assertion of the valor of black manhood. What the 
image of the New Negro soldier does not do is open up is any obvious discussion of 
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Reconstruction. Still, there is a kind tone of excitement, rather than the sheer immobilization we 
are inclined to observe in Booker T. Washington’s work and which complements his 
accommodationism. And this might have less to do with a kind of not-throwing-the-baby-out-
with-the-bath-water perspective than with the genre of anthology itself. 66 Consider Brent 
Edwards’s argument about the capacities of the anthology as a genre, especially in the age of the 
New Negro:  
What if the anthology enables the articulation of mood rather than conducting a census, 
drawing a map, or founding a museum? Neither “a final thing” (a framing past) nor a 
“prophecy” (a prediction of the future), but a space of “new creation” in the performance 
of reading that takes place in the subjunctive, in a condition of probability.   67 
Edwards can help us deduce the effect of the different textual and visual strategies in the 
anthology as more than a trajectory of progress itself. As A New Negro for a New Century makes 
its articulations through manipulation of the historical narrative, it also creates something that 
may also never quite arrive. Perhaps the movement of the anthology’s narrative of progress, back 
to the Revolutionary War through slavery, then skipping to Reconstruction in favor of interracial 
American empire, carves imaginary or even simply affirmational space, so that one feels the 
New Negro on a far more intangible level that is equally necessary for the race as the record of 
struggle itself.  
At the same time, the creation and mood in A New Negro for a New Century insists on 
the viability of the Negro soldier, at times more so than the construction of progress itself, which 
can be problematic. Black soldiers during the Civil War were often militant in their demand for 
citizenship in return for their civic duty. There is something about Washington’s New Negro 
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soldier that not only is far more palatable (although without being a colonizer per se, as Ross 
suggests), and of course the soldier is then not actually “new” but old. Although we cannot 
attribute the anthology entirely to Booker T. Washington (Gates and other scholars observe that 
large sections of the history come from the work of black historians George Washington 
Williams, William C. Nell, and Will Grant Still),68 it is still very much a product of 
Washington’s political moment and thought. This context is often denigrated within later 
iterations of the New Negro movement (and by New Negro scholars) as being too complicit to 
produce a productive conceptualization of blackness. Still, such critique can be anachronistic and 
dismissive of what Washington and his like were trying to accomplish. Washington’s biographer 
Louis Harlan reflects: 
Those who try to understand Washington in ideological terms, as the realistic black 
philosopher of the Age of Jim Crow, or as the intellectual opposite of W.E.B. Du Bois, 
miss the character of the man. He was not an intellectual, but a man of action. Ideas he 
cared little for. Power was his game, and he used ideas simply as instruments to gain 
power.69  
Harlan’s commentary on the reductive qualities of a Washington-Du Bois binary compels deeper 
reflection upon Washington than what popular history may have to offer, but Harlan’s 
conclusion that Washington did not care for ideas beyond their “action” is a contradiction in the 
terms. Ideas can do things, and this is not distinct from the intellectualism of Washington’s 
moment (especially the intellectualism of Du Bois, who was a staunch pragmatist in his early 
career) as part of the New Negro movement. Ideas of blackness are essential to the kind of 
progress that Washington capitalized on in his rise to power. Washington might have been, as W. 
E. B. Du Bois aptly put it, a politician out to get what he could get for himself and the race. That 
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being said, working within the terms of constraint is neither the same as being subject to 
constraint, nor antithetical to being productive for the black community. This becomes more 
apparent when we consider the New Negro proleptics that occur through image in the anthology, 
namely how the anthology moves back and forth through time by means of a photo series that 
includes photos of black soldiers and the black elite.  
Picturing Progress in the Portraits of Negro Soldiers and the Black Elite 
The photography in A New Negro includes portraits of Negro soldiers and the black elite 
is composed based on contention with popular racist imagery, a dynamic Adam Sekula calls the 
“shadow archive.”70 According to Sekula, “We can [speak] of a generalized, inclusive archive, a 
shadow archive that encompasses an entire terrain while positioning individuals within that 
terrain. This archive contains subordinate, territorialized archives: archives whose semantic 
interdependence is normally obscured by the ‘coherence’ and ‘mutual exclusivity’ of the social 
groups registered within each.”71 Among the shadow archives for the New Negro soldier is the 
mug shot associated with social science. This shadow archive belongs to the nineteenth-century 
bourgeoisie portraiture in general, but criminality and race science have had particular 
investments in denigrating the Negro as a social subject. These portraits, especially of the bust of 
the New Negro, the main Victorian pose featured in A New Negro, potentially have a closer 
connection to the mug shot. 
The advent of photography as a part of mass consumer technology that documents the 
physical and real made photography, as Adam Sekula describes it, a manifestation of the 
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“mastery of nature” and “modernity run riot.”72 The photograph of the New Negro soldier or the 
black elite then performs an “instrumental realism” that cannot entirely dismiss associations with 
nature and biology while also seeking to provide a new set of visual semantics for reading the 
black body and the black subject. The shadow archive includes the body and the subject, an 
emphasis on nature and society, which enables the photograph to be a kind of positivistic 
document. This is especially true within the authoritative binds of anthology, where it shows how 
things are and how they could be. Such tensions compel Marlon Ross to regard the images in A 
New Negro as teleological or, at the very least, chronological arrest. Ross’s reading is not 
incorrect, but it has the capacity to obscure the way the photography in A New Negro engages 
social science and cultural aesthetics as mastery of nature and modernity. In this respect, I 
provide my readings of these images in partial agreement with Ross, especially as he describes 
what I would refer to as the social science qualities of the photograph portrait.  
Marlon Ross provides a reading of race science in portrait that I see as an unfolding of 
the shadow archive. Ross observes that in A New Negro: 
All [the] photos and sketches are bust shots, almost all frontal—suggesting the integrity 
of character that comes with directness and that can be read phrenologically by the shape 
of the head. In this way, the race album attempts to avoid the insinuations associated with 
the display of the black body as the embodiment of backward savagery. These black 
countenances are supposed to present self-evident proof again to those who display black 
physiques to illustrate the physical, intellectual, and moral inferiority of African 
peoples.73 
The black head, or rather skull, invites speculation into the subject’s mental capacities, character 
traits, and disposition. As Adam Sekula discusses at length, Phrenology at the end of the 
nineteenth century regarded itself as a hard science in the sense that it dealt with the physical 
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human body; however, the purpose of that science, evident even in the brief mention of character 
we have here in Ross’s reading, was often to distinguish social types, often along the lines of 
class. For example, in addition to the much discussed and theorized “criminal type,” studies were 
often made of the heads of the working class. As Sekula puts it, phrenology and physiognomy 
were “materialist discourses of the head for the head” contributing to an “ideological hegemony 
of capitalism that increasingly relied upon a hierarchical division of labor, a capitalism that 
applauded its own progress as the outcome of cleverness and cunning.”74 In this way, the 
photograph can turn racist discourse into a science, but it also can make material a very basic 
concept in representational politics that the New Negro movement is trying to overcome, namely 
that the Negro is only seen doing certain things in the social world. Some visions of blackness 
seem impossible because they have never been seen, inviting the question, what does black 
citizenship even look like? The anthology answers this question through the visual semantics of 
the portraits and the shadow archive of race science. The inextricable binding of the shadow to 
the images helps facilitate the reading of the portraits and sketches as featuring the individual 
best of the best of the race and as a document of the Negro as a social type. Through such 
representational politics, A New Negro has its readers see what black citizenship may be as an 
empirical and speculative act.  
The full body portrait of First Lieutenant Chase E. Young (Figure 1) is an exception to 
the general rule of upper body and bust portraits of black soldiers in A New Negro, but it 
pronounces a particular imagining of the Negro who is fully part of the Spanish-American War. 
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Figure 1. A photograph of First Lieutenant Chas. E. Young. From A New Negro, p. 13. 
Young, in his smooth dark uniform, makes an elegant step forward, one hand on a 
decorative sword fastened to his belt. The pose and motion are contrary to the realities of the 
Spanish-American War. It was a hot, muggy affair in the summer; many of the initial uniforms 
were made of heavy material ill-suited for the guerilla-style warfare that the Cubans and Spanish 
had been engaging in long before the American’s arrival. So, when the United States did go into 
battle it was often a bumbling show of force and bravado. Despite the advent of photography 
there were few clear battle shots because the lush environment and sun made most shots either 
too dark or too light for clarity. This may well have been to the Negro soldier’s benefit given that 
arguments were often made for the participation of black soldiers because they were considered 
better equipped, biologically for the tropical battlefields of the Caribbean.75 
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So, instead of the scene of battle, as we are given by Roosevelt, we have the results of 
civic duty and manliness, composed for consumption. We can return to Young and understand 
how the image itself, though domestic, is an attempt to place the image of the Negro in a larger 
national context and—much as I assert in my coverage of Holliday’s account—to imply that the 
Negro soldier is just as suited for participation in a global community. This is not to say that 
global community is outside or even on a different discursive terrain compared to the domestic, 
however.  
In the introduction to A New Negro, the images are proffered as “a most pleasing gallery 
of intelligent and progressive men, intellectual and strong women.”76 A gallery of black life 
unfolding through war seems a paradoxical event. Yet, as Laura Wexler has proposed, it is an 
alternative capable of changing the public eye:  
Domestic images may be—but need not be—representations of and for so-called separate 
sphere of family life. Domestic images may also be configurations of familiar and 
intimate arrangements intended for the eyes of outsiders, the hiemlich (private) as a kind 
of propaganda; or they may be metonymical references to unfamiliar arrangements, the 
unheimlich intended for domestic consumption. What matters is the use of the image to 
signify the domestic realm.77 
Wexler continues to argue that photographic images of domestic life include images of military 
propaganda, newspaper illustration, and other visual ephemera of empire as part of the same 
domestic discursive terrain. Bearing Wexler’s arguments in mind, we can read the similar 
composition of the portraits of the soldiers and the elite (Figure 2) as a suggestion that war 
abroad can and should correspond to peace and prosperity for the Negro at home, an argument 
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that many black newspapers at the time debate. Further, in the wake of the Spanish-American 
War, portraits of Negro soldiers who participated in the war were sold through black newspapers. 
 
Figure 2. Photographs of Lieutenant John H. Alexander and Hon. J. Frank Wheaton. Left, from A 
New Negro, p. 21. The caption reads: “Lieutenant John H. Alexander, Graduate of West Point.” 
Right, from A New Negro, p. 61. The caption reads: “Hon. J. Frank Wheaton Lawyer and First 
Colored Man to be honored by Election to the State Legislature of Minnesota.” Note. These 
images are not facing each other in the text. They are in separate chapters entitled “Causes of the 
Spanish American War” and “Afro-American Regulars in Cuba.” While the photograph of 
Alexander corresponds to the topic and theme of war, the photograph Wheaton, a lawyer and 
legislator, does not, which is a discrepancy that corresponds more broadly to the photo series 
disjuncture and communication with the text. 
For example, consider the Colored American’s featured advertisement for a “Tenth 
Calvary Souvenir”: 
Send 25 cents for a copy of the third and improved edition of the Tenth Calvary 
Souvenir[,] a gem of latter day advance art, containing 40 pages of distinctively life-like 
portraitures and graphic illustrations of men and incidents connected with the Famous 
Tenth Cavalry in the battles around Santiago. Every man and officer of the regiment is 
readily recognized in this superb little memento. Place it on your center table. The 
bagatelle price puts it within reach of all.78 
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The photograph is “advanced art” and “life like,” acting as what Sekula calls “an instrument of 
realism,” a product of the aesthetic that aspires to empiricism for a particular social effect.  
The advertisement further reveals how capitalism and homemaking turn the image of the soldier 
into a democratizing and domestic force. For a “bagatelle price,” all black families can have the 
valor and glory of war in the privacy of their own home, a grip on national recognition that 
cannot replace citizenship, but may lead to it.  
In his article on the image of the black soldier and the black press, Andrew Amron 
further historicizes how the black soldier was a means of affirming black community in the late 
1890s.79 Amron quotes one black editor’s call to black soldiers: “the white press desire[s] to 
show that colored officers are incompetent and that Negro privates are insubordinate under 
colored officers. Boys, given them the lie by showing you are the best and bravest soldiers who 
follow the stars and stripes.”80 This is not to say such sentiments were collectively shared. For 
example, the Washington Bee, May 7, 1898, quoting a speech by a black lawyer, takes up a much 
more ambivalent position: 
The question is being asked what part, if any, should the negro of this country take part in 
the Spanish American war. By some it is argued that in view of his treatment he receives 
at the hands of this government in permitting discriminating laws to be passed by state 
legislatures against him and refusing to use the Federal Government for the suppression 
of lynch law and mob violence in the state, he should be neutral in this contest; that until 
these evils are remedied he should not go down into the valley of death in defense of the 
government and a flag that hangs upon the citadel of liberty, a flag that has thus far 
unfurled its stripes but concealed the promise of its stars.81  
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The editorial’s use of the flag’s symbolism captures black aspiration and expresses the gravitas 
of the Negro problem as being located within a system of failed ideals and systematic state-
endorsed violence. 
As scholars George P. Marks and Willard Gatewood both observe, part of what made the 
Spanish-American War a zeitgeist event, expressing possibility and constraints on black life and 
the desire for citizenship, is that racial violence was rampant during the war and its closure.82 
One week after the United States entered the Spanish-American War in February 1898, a white 
mob in Lake City, South Carolina lynched postmaster Fraser Baker and his infant son. Some 
black newspapers made reference to the lynching as reason to help the Cuba Libre cause (i.e., to 
prevent such violence abroad). Others saw the lynching as reason to call out the contradictions of 
America’s democratic convictions. These contradictions perhaps became most egregiously 
salient in November 1898, one month before the Treaty of Paris brought the Spanish-American 
War to its end, when a race riot broke out in Wilmington, North Carolina. The violent assault on 
the black community and the impact of empire became objects of inspiration for Charles 
Chesnutt when he wrote his historical (and, as I will demonstrate, sociological) novel The 
Marrow of Tradition (1901).83  
In The Marrow of Tradition Chesnutt contemplates the social thought of early sociology 
and influence of empire with regard to the Negro. However, Chesnutt’s differing politics and use 
of the more liberated imaginative capacities of fiction yield a very different vision and 
commentary on the figure of the Negro soldier from that of Washington. I argue that Chesnutt, 
through the character and exploits of Josh Green, reverses the Negro soldier of Washington’s 
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imagination into a champion of black life and a threat to white supremacy, without the 
endorsement of the state that Washington and his circle esteem. In order to appreciate Chesnutt’s 
depiction, I want to further highlight the extent to which Washington and Chesnutt parallel and 
diverge from each other in their politics of racial uplift, as noticed and commented on by 
Chesnutt himself in his letters to Washington about The Marrow of Tradition.  
Shared Problems and Different Support: A Reading of a Letter from Charles Chesnutt to 
Booker T. Washington  
The result of several years of careful planning and revision, Chesnutt’s The Marrow of 
Tradition offers a panorama of the American South in the wake of the demise of Reconstruction. 
It follows the lives of local black and white families leading up to a race riot. Chesnutt bases his 
narrative on an actual race riot that followed the political coup of the white Democratic minority 
in the majority black town of Wilmington, North Carolina. Under the banner of “No Negro 
Domination,” a white Southern Democratic constituency prevented the black vote in an election; 
a few days later the group fomented an assault on the black community. Because of the mass 
exodus of black citizens (and white) that occurred as soon as the violence broke out, it is hard to 
approximate the death toll that has been estimated at anything from a conservative 20 black 
people up into the hundreds. Nevertheless, the rampant antiblack violence and destruction of 
property left a profound impact on black America and is regarded as one of the worst race riots 
of the nineteenth century.84 
In his novel, Chesnutt seeks to come to terms with the catastrophic event and speak more 
broadly to how it is both exceptional in its violence yet familiar in its trajectory as merely one 
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culmination of the Negro problem gripping the nation, especially the South. It is for these 
reasons, in addition to searching for an endorsement, that he sent an early copy of his novel to 
Booker T. Washington to further frame his novel as part of a continuing conversation about the 
Negro problem.85 
In a 1901 letter to Washington, Chesnutt thanks Washington for reading the novel and 
draws a parallel between Washington’s thoughts about the Negro problem and his own in ways 
that suggest that he is literally comparing The Marrow of Tradition to A New Negro for a New 
Century. After commenting on Thomas Fortune’s review of the novel, Chesnutt proceeds to 
further thank Washington: 
I have taken a leaf from your own experience in regard to this book. I think although you 
draw the sinews of war from the white people, your own influence is vastly strengthened 
by the fact that you have the moral support of our own people. It is of much satisfaction 
to me to have men of your stamp and Mr. Fortune approve of this book and recognize its 
evident purpose.86 
I believe Chesnutt makes a direct reference to A New Negro for a New Century in his observation 
that Washington draws strength or “sinews of war from white people.” As I have discussed at 
length, Washington’s anthology pronounces the possibilities of empire for the Negro. While 
Washington likely says as much in his other speeches and essays at this moment, the publication 
would have garnered the attention of race leaders and the black elite. Given the time period, it is 
unlikely that Chesnutt is referring to any other war except the recent Spanish-American War and 
American victory, which would undeniably be considered a victory for the nation. As much as 
Chesnutt defers to Washington’s political influence here, he is also making a rather poignant 
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critique of the strength or sinews of war being the property of white America. Chesnutt is both 
observing Washington’s political savvy and questioning the victory as a form of uplift predicated 
on white support or empire. His insistence on the value of black “moral support” also picks up 
the tone of antiexpansionism rather than merely placing greater emphasis on the support of the 
masses per se. In the broader corpus of Chesnutt’s letters and commentary on The Marrow 
Tradition, he places clear emphasis on the importance of showing white America the Negro 
perspective on the problem, even going so far as to ask Washington to recommend the novel to 
Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt had made history in race relations by inviting Washington to the 
White House to discuss the Negro problem.  
Striking a fine balance of deference and critique in his letter, Chesnutt is far more 
unequivocal about the implications of empire for the Negro in the context of The Marrow of 
Tradition, and this is not simply the result of a differing set of politics but due to the network of 
other social realities and conditions that Chesnutt further sees as the focus of his novel. In an 
earlier letter to Washington, Chesnutt describes his novel as follows: 
It discusses, incidentally, miscegenation, lynching, disenfranchisement, separate cars, and 
the struggle of professional and social progress in an unfriendly environment—and all 
this without at all interfering with the progression of an interesting plot. With which they 
are all bound up.87 
It is worthwhile to note that each of the elements that Chesnutt lists are aspects of the Negro 
problem. While scholars readily note the sheer excess of this panorama as limiting Chesnutt’s 
aesthetic success, Chesnutt is equally devoted to conducting a kind of social study of the black 
South as he is to composing the novel itself. This dual objective is starkly defined to W. E. B. Du 
Bois who states, after reading a copy of the novel sent to him by Chesnutt’s publishers, 
“Gentlemen, I thank you much for a copy of Mr. Chesnutt’s “Marrow of Tradition,” which I 
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have found time to read. It is one of the best sociological studies of the Wilmington Riot, which I 
have seen.”88  
The pivot point event that catalyzes the social forces that Chesnutt presents in his fiction 
and that brings about the riot, though rarely discussed, is the American-Spanish War, which 
foments the sentiments of social Darwinism and white supremacist racial entitlement (and fear) 
in the town. Literary scholars often discuss the capacities of the novel as being able to bring 
subjectivity to events of history. Chesnutt accomplishes this on multiple levels in his novel, 
substantiating prejudice and racial conflict through character and narrative. Through this process, 
in the most innocuous of scenes, he brings a subjectivity to the abstract social thought associated 
with early sociology, so that not only do the various social conditions the black race faces drive 
the novel to its penultimate ending, but so do the circulating influence of social Darwinism and 
empire. After the black servant Sandy is found innocent of murder of Sally Ochiltree, and a 
lynching is averted, there is a lull in the town until the nation advances in the Spanish-American 
War. At this point, as the narrator explains, “The same argument that justified the conquest of an 
inferior nation could not be denied to those who sought the oppression of an inferior race.”89 
Social Darwinism and the realities of the Negro problem at home both tie into the eruption of 
antiblack violence that concludes the novel. 
In the final scenes of the novel, there is a dead black child and a white child left 
struggling for life. This suggests that, for Chesnutt, the New Negro proleptics, or literary 
strategies necessary to pursue a narrative of progress, entail getting around the nearly intolerable 
present for the Negro, as opposed to the past, as is the case for Washington. Yet even within the 
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impossible present, Chesnutt is able to contemplate alterity, a different vision of black political 
response and leadership in the unlikely figure of Josh Green. 
In the last section of this chapter, as I illustrate the ways in which empire and the social 
thought of early American sociology come to bear on Chesnutt’s vision of the New Negro, I find 
that while the novel’s protagonist Dr. Miller (professed to be a New Negro by the narrator) 
seems to stand at the vanguard of the future of the race, in his shadow stands and falls Josh 
Green, the working class black man who decides to defend the black community from the white 
mob. Although Green is killed, Chesnutt’s treatment of him in the final moments of the novel 
augments the vitality of his last stand, positioning his refusal to submit as another variation of 
New Negro proleptics that cannot assure progress as much as it can present alterity. The refusal 
submit makes Green not so much an example of inferiority of the race or even one of the black 
masses to be uplifted, but rather a New Negro for another time and place that has not yet quite 
arrived, one that may step forth if the pressures continue on black life or the Negro problem as it 
stands.  
 “Bad Nigger”: A Negro Soldier without the Endorsement of the State in The Marrow of 
Tradition 
In this last section of the chapter, I want to consider Josh Green’s potential in The 
Marrow of Tradition as more than a contrast to Dr. Miller. I achieve this by acknowledging 
Chesnutt’s sociological aesthetic and locating the novel within American imperialism, two 
threads of analysis that reveal Josh Green to be a response to, and transformation of, the New 
Negro soldier. As I show above, the mug shot is part of the shadow archive with the portrait of 
the Negro soldier and the black elite in A New Negro. In much the same way, I see a reversal of 
the New Negro soldier occurring in The Marrow of Tradition where Green is the burly black 
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laborer (at best) or criminal Negro (at worst) who has in his shadow the Negro soldier. 
Recognizing Green’s relationship to the Negro soldier reveals Green’s hidden potential as a 
figure of black life and possibility. The burly black Negro may be dismissed as a sociological 
figure of foreclosure. Indeed, this is something that Chesnutt plays on: it should be Green who 
commits crime in the novel, it should be Green who recklessly instigates a race war, but, in 
actuality, Green yields to ideals of justice by trying to protect a man accused of murder until 
trial; and it is Green who insists on protecting black townspeople and institutions instead of 
simply retaliating against the white mob attacking his people. Chesnutt imagines black civic duty 
in the most unlikely form of Josh Green, and we can recognize the unusual vision because of the 
compromise Chesnutt strikes between sociological realities and literary design. 
Josh Green is an archetypical “bad nigger” figure, the black field hand or laborer who 
threatens the system that seeks to extract his labor and strength. We get a glimpse of Josh Green 
outside the realm of capitalist and state control as a hitchhiker at the beginning of the novel: 
“Simultaneously with Miller’s exit from the train, a great black figure crawled off the trucks of 
the rear car, on the side opposite the platform. Stretching and shaking himself with a free gesture, 
the black man, seeing himself unobserved, moved somewhat stiffly round the end of the car to 
the platform of the station.”90 Green circumvents the social constraint and racial hailing of the 
Jim Crow car that his foil, the black middle class Dr. Miller, has to endure; but the potential of 
Green’s refusal gets lost in his description, where he is hinted at as an embodiment of blackness. 
At first, he is not distinguishable outside his blackness—being described as “a great black 
figure”—until he has the chance to shake himself free and go unobserved. Josh Green stands in 
sharp contrast to Dr. Miller, who represents a version of black uplift characterized by Victorian 
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gentility, middle class aspirations of education and professional career, and a willingness to 
promote social and civil equality without violence.91 Scholars like Richard Yarborough and John 
Edgar Wideman, in comparative analyses of Dr. Miller and Josh Green, are quick to identify 
Miller as representative of Du Bois’s “Talented Tenth” uplift strategy which, by comparison, 
would make Josh Green one of the masses of black folk uplifted. But what if Josh Green has 
more to offer the project of uplift than we imagine? Again, a fuller imagination of Josh Green 
also relies on Chesnutt’s combination of social study, history, and aesthetics.  
In his own review of The Marrow of Tradition, Charles Chesnutt explains his ambitious 
goals for the novel as a hybrid literary piece: 
The primary object of the story, as it should be in every piece of fiction, is to 
entertain; and yet it belongs to the category of purpose novel, inasmuch as it seeks to 
throw light upon the vexed moral and sociological problems, which grow out of our 
southern states, of two diverse races, in equal number.92  
Entertaining and exposing “vexed sociological and moral problems” define his literary craft in 
the novel in a couple of observed ways. In his review of Chesnutt’s corpus, William Andrews 
notes how the character types found in romance fiction from the South—including the aristocrat, 
the white lower class, the dutiful servant, and the black burly brute—all can double as social 
figures and sociological types, each carrying a world view Chesnutt dubs “tradition.” These 
social types define race relations and the inciting events leading to the attempted lynching and 
the riot.  
White supremacist characters like George McBane consistently maintain the connections 
between empire and race relations in America, so that readers can, in effect, glimpse how the 
Negro problem at home might have implications abroad and how empire bolsters white 
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supremacy. Although Chesnutt puts the “burly black negro” on display as a social type with Josh 
Green, he also presents the Anglo-Saxon (appropriately misnamed “the Angry-Saxon” by black 
servant Jerry) as another type worthy of social categorization and concern.93 
McBane is immediately aligned with American empire and white entitlement from his 
entrance in the novel in a scene in a Jim Crow train car: “Having composed himself, Miller had 
opened a newspaper, and was deep in an editorial which set forth in knowing language the 
inestimable advantages which would follow to certain recently acquired islands by the 
introduction of American liberty, when the rear door opened to give entrance to Captain George 
McBane, who took a seat near the door and lit a cigar.”94 The islands are a direct reference to the 
Philippines, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico as a recent American acquisition. McBane’s simultaneous 
entry into the Jim Crow car provides indirect skepticism of the benevolence of American entry 
into the Pacific, or at the very least, a domestic echo of national assumptions of superiority and 
entitlement.  
When Captain McBane, Major Carteret, and the General meet to plan complete 
disenfranchisement of the black community of Wellington, McBane interrupts General 
Belmont’s concern over appearing to be on the right side of history, stating, “I don’t see the use 
[. . .] of so much beating around the bush. We might as well be honest about the thing. We are 
going to put the niggers down because we want to, and think we can, so why waste our time on 
mere pretense . . . if I want a thing I take it, provided that I’m strong enough.”95 McBane 
pronounces the kind of imperial Anglo-Saxon strongman ideology that drove American 
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annexations, especially in Hawaii and the Philippines, where the native people were frequently 
referred to as “niggers.” General Belmont’s response expresses the ideology of empire when he 
resumes his argument that in the assertion of white supremacy, as an affective and political 
event, there must be “a certain amount of diplomacy.”96 The diplomacy of American 
imperialism, as previously discussed, depended on an idea of democracy understood as 
whiteness, so that the wresting of control was a diplomatic measure instead of domination. The 
black and brown people abroad and at home were conscripted into the ideal of democracy, even 
as race made them the contrast that could not be part of democracy. The gesture to American 
empire is further complemented by each man’s supposed military status (although McBane’s title 
of “Captain” is noted as a nickname garnered through his work being in charge of the Negro 
chain gang). The influence of empire later becomes explicit in the aftermath of the attempted 
lynching that dominates the first half of the novel. At length, though, empire converges with 
other variations of early sociology, including criminal and health statistics of the Negro, to create 
what Chesnutt depicts as more than the familiar racism of slavery:  
Despite the untiring zeal of Carteret and his associates, the campaign for the restriction of 
the suffrage, which was to form the basis of a permanent white supremacy, had 
languished for a while after the Ochiltree affair. The lull, however, was only temporary, 
and more apparent than real, for forces adverse to the negro were merely gathering 
strength for a more vigorous assault. While little was said in Wellington, public sentiment 
all over the country became more favorable to the views of the conspirators. The nation 
was rushing forward with giant strides toward colossal wealth and world-dominion, 
before the exigencies of which were mere abstract ethical theories must not be permitted 
to stand. The same argument that justified the conquest of an inferior nation could not be 
denied to those who sought the suppression of an inferior race. In the South, an obscure 
jealousy of the negro’s progress, an obscure fear of the very equality so contemptuously 
denied, furnished rich solid for agitation. Statistics of crime, ingeniously manipulated, 
were made to present a fearful showing against the negro. Vital statistics were made to 
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prove that he has degenerated from an imaginary standard of physically excellence, 
which had existed under the benign influence of slavery.97  
The character Sandy is nearly lynched because a white aristocrat, Tom Delamere, impersonates 
Sandy in order to steal money from his aunt. The impersonation is successful because Tom 
makes real all the worst caricature features of the Negro, fulfilling the white imagination of 
blackness. Granted, Sandy himself is confused when he catches his mirror image. But, given his 
own ready acquiescence to white authority, it is no surprise that he sees a white man in black 
face as his own ghost or “haint,” both less than, and more terrifying than, his sense of self. What 
is fascinating in this transitional scene is the extent to which Chesnutt employs sociological 
discourse to depict blackness with such force that it catalyzes the town to the same degree as a 
murder and near lynching. The visage of black inferiority and threat is conjured, not by the slain 
body of a white women, but by statistics of crime and black life, both of which cast a nostalgic 
backward glance on slavery. Chesnutt romanticizes the discourse practices of sociology and 
social Darwinism so that they become more than context; instead they are a compelling force 
that is at once intangible and persistent. 
As the nation rushes to war abroad, a race war is foreshadowed for the town of 
Wellington, and a hero for the black race must emerge, per the Romantic aesthetic of the novel. 
But who shall it be? Who is the New Negro under such converging constraints? For Chesnutt, 
this is no easy choice. Initially, the ideology of racial uplift, inflected by class and social 
Darwinism, seem to position Dr. Miller as the supposed ideal and Josh Green as ill-suited. At the 
point when Dr. Miller is seated on the train with the white Dr. Burns, Miller and Burns are 
differentiated only by race so that they “[represent] very different and yet very similar types of 
manhood,” a dynamic not unlike patterns in A New Negro for A New Century. Further 
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commentary from the narrator notes that “[a] celebrated traveler, after many years spent in 
barbarous or savage lands, has said that among all varieties of mankind, the similarities are 
vastly more important and fundamental than differences.”98 Social Darwinism and empire inflect 
this language even as it appeals to reading Dr. Miller as the type of Negro that has caught up 
with his white counterpart and may just as well provide the voice of the traveler. Chesnutt even 
treats Dr. Miller as something of a social theorist by privileging Dr. Miller’s frequent 
introspections on the race (perhaps as a counterpoint to McBane’s vitriol). Dr. Miller often thinks 
of what he can do to help his people through uplift ideology, seeing them as poor masses that 
need to be helped and educated. He tries to educate Josh Green, in particular, telling him that 
Green’s aggression and distrust of white people are futile. For most of the novel, the didactic side 
of the narrative supports Dr. Miller. However, Josh Green’s actions question Dr. Miller and the 
limits of ideas of racial uplift predicated on the insistence of social Darwinism and class. 
When Sandy Campbell is arrested for the murder of Polly Ochiltree, Green approaches 
Dr. Miller and Mr. Watson, a black lawyer, to tell them that Sandy was with him at the time of 
the murder. A sense of injustice and racial solidarity compels Green to speak out only to be told 
that his testimony would associate Sandy with criminality instead of exculpating him. Green, 
who plays cards and drinks, enjoys a modicum of leisure that can only be read as criminality, 
because any black behavior, apart from labor, is always suspect. Josh Green is the burly black 
Negro, the sociological type of the moment that nobody wants to invest any sort of hope in. At 
the same time, Green’s immediate inclination is to gather other black men in town to guard the 
jail cell, a potentially necessary move considering, as Watson laments, the sheriff will not 
contact the militia to guard the cell: 
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He does not dare call out the militia to protect a negro charged with such a brutal 
crime;—and if he did, the militia are white men, and who can say that their efforts would 
not be directed to keeping negroes out of the way, in order that white devils may do their 
worse? The whole machinery of the state is in the hands of white men, partly elected by 
our votes.99 
In Watson’s lament we see that, in addition to the ideology being disseminated by the white 
supremacist conspirators in local newspapers, white supremacy is presented as integral to the 
state. Miller and Watson dissuade Green out of fear of white response to blacks defending 
themselves (an event that occurs later in the novel and does lead to more violent white 
retaliation). Still, Green’s immediate response is to protect the jail cell and offer an alibi, a 
performance of state ideals. White men may run the state, but Green attempts to assume law and 
due process as the right of black men that must be asserted through physical force if necessary. 
For Watson and Miller, justice is a concept that is enacted by a white system of power; but for 
Green it is something that may require physical presence and force. It is Green’s willingness to 
assert law and order for the black race that makes him a part of a black sociality that briefly 
crosses class distinctions, so that Green can in fact be part of the planning to save Sandy with 
Watson and Miller. This is Chesnutt’s fantasy about how citizenship can bring about black 
solidarity, for there is something odd about Miller and Watson, a doctor and a lawyer, speaking 
in earnest with a black laborer about how to bring about a system of justice, even if such justice 
can only be pretense. As New Negros, and part of the elite, it is obvious that Miller and Watson 
have a modicum of belief and skepticism about their own right to citizenship. Their parallels to 
whiteness through class and bourgeois characteristics make them obvious figures of possibility; 
but Green’s participation disrupts the burly black Negro type, demonstrating a potential for 
citizenship from a most unlikely figure.  
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Being the sociologically undesirable figure ultimately enables Green to reach his 
apotheosis as a reversal of the New Negro soldier when the riot breaks out. In the early planning 
by the conspirators, General Belmont, also a lawyer, singles out Watson as a competitor who 
must be driven out of town. Miller also becomes a prime target, but Carteret decides that since 
Miller does not “meddle in politics” he should be left alone; that said, this seems more of an 
instrumental move for plot and characterization. Carteret’s shift of focus from Miller links the 
two men for their later encounter, after the riot, when Carteret needs Miller to save his infant son. 
Carteret’s discernment highlights his aristocratic class and contrasts starkly with McBane’s 
attitude. McBane sees Miller as “one of the bad sort” that makes “it harder to keep the rest of 
‘em down.”100 McBane voices a sentiment more in sync with the white supremacist ideology the 
three have been practicing up to this moment in the novel, and this is part of the social condition 
that renders Green’s possibility. No one knows who Josh Green is, nor do they care, and this is 
what enables him to be one who does rise up, contradicting McBane’s concern about Miller. In 
the time of violence, when the black race needs immediate action and protection that the state 
would never supply, Watson and Miller are focused on their immediate families. Josh Green and 
his working-class compatriots provide the only semblance of hope, which foreshadows the 
ideology of black nationalism that would become more articulate in the early twentieth century 
than the conventional ideology of racial uplift.  
When Dr. Miller, in the midst of the riot, runs into Josh Green and other workers from the 
cotton press, he tells the men that by banding together they are heading to their deaths. Green 
responds, “Well, suh, maybe we is; but we’re gwine ter die fightin.’ De say the w’ite folks is 
gwine ter bu’n al de cullud schools an’ chu’ches, an’ kill all de niggers dey kin ketch. Dey’re 
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gwine ter nu’n yo’ new hospittle, ef somebody don’t stop ‘em.”101 Miller continues to tell the 
men they are foolhardy, assuring them that the riot will not go so far as to burn down the 
hospital, and then continues on to search for his wife and child. Both men are proven right as 
Green’s final moments are spent trying to protect the hospital, an effort that ends with the death 
of him and his men. Still, a Miller leaves Green he reflects that “[t]he colored men might win a 
momentary victory, though it was extremely doubtful . . . so thoroughly diseased was the public 
opinion on the race matter that the negro who died for the common rights of humanity might 
look for no meed of admiration or glory.”102 Miller’s reflection is part of a larger consensus that 
the novel has been maintaining in its revelation of how racial prejudice infiltrates citizenship so 
that black citizenship is a contradiction in terms. This conviction is upheld by the attempted 
lynching of Sandy, the white press’s full coverage of black criminality, and even seemingly 
innocent instances of black culture, such as the cakewalk, being read as primitive rather than 
recreational. Black inferiority is a monolithic idea in the novel that is reified by the panorama of 
small town life, wherein different social forces skew toward maintaining uncritical ideas of 
blackness as the basis of social order.  
After leaving Miller, Green, not discouraged, continues to round up other black men. 
Seeing a crowd of white men approach them, “Josh, with the instinct of a born commander, 
posting his forces so that they could cover with their guns all approaches to the building,” heads 
into the hospital.103 Green then continues to try to negotiate with Captain McBane, demonstrating 
surprising restraint towards the man who murdered his father. McBane offers jail time or death, 
which Green refuses, assuming the right of the citizen to bear arms and protect himself: “We’re 
                                                
101 Chesnutt, p. 176. 
 
102 Chesnutt, p. 5. 
 
103 Chesnutt, p. 179. 
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use’ ter being treated like dogs by men like you. If you w’ite people will go ‘long ter yo’ own 
business an’ leave us alone, we’ll ten’ ter ou’n. You’ve got guns, an’ we’ve got jest as much 
right ter carry ‘em as you have.”104 Many scholars look at this moment as fulfilling the idea of 
race war, which has its merits, yet indulgence in this kind of thinking is exactly what leads to 
reductive presentations of Green as the embodiment of vengeance, or even an essentialized 
counterpart to McBane’s two-dimensional vitriolic racism. Green, although he has good reason, 
does not voice his grievances and instead observes the consistent power of white supremacy and 
affirms a black citizenship prescient of black nationalism in his emphasis that each race will take 
care of its own. When the negotiation turns into warfare and the hospital is on fire, when it is 
clear that the survival and citizenship are no longer options, only then does Green completely 
invest in his revenge. It is a moment of apotheosis as the impossibility of citizenship and the 
consequences of excessive racial violence converge and Green is heroic: “Josh Green, tallest and 
biggest of them all, had not been touched. Some of the crowd paused in involuntary admiration 
of this black giant, famed on the wharves for his strength, sweeping down upon them, a smile on 
his face, his eyes lit up with rapt expression which seemed to take him out of mortal ken.”105 
Again, we see Green’s typology as the big burly Negro, but it is not inscribed with fatality. He is 
outside pathology of social life, “out of mortal ken.” On the outside he wears a smile that he 
keeps on his face after he dies while killing Captain McBane. The smile differs from the 
bitterness of Miller’s survival, in which he is called upon to ensure a white future by saving the 
white child of his humbled antagonist Major Carteret. Where Miller offers survival and 
bitterness, Green offers something else, outside pathology of social life and, through literary 
                                                
104 Chesnutt, p. 180. 
 
105 Chesnutt, p. 184. 
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rendering, immortal. It is a kind of hope for the race that aspires to citizenship while also 
refusing citizenship’s racialized terms through an assertion that involves sociological 
undesirability and the pathos of vengeance. This kind of hope is so polemical that Chesnutt 
cannot hold an affinity for it nor deny its appeal. 
In the configuration of Josh Green as a reversal of the New Negro solider—enacting the 
ideals of the state without being of the state, because blackness is the antithesis of citizenship— 
Chesnutt, like the anthologizers in A New Negro, goes to some efforts to make sure Green is a 
figure of manly valor. Again, black manhood contrasts with the white mob and critiques the 
terms of civilization versus savage when disruption of law and order is racialized as white. Black 
manhood culminates with the formation of a band of brothers and the glory of a battle, which 
resonates as a kind of gendered hope embodied in the figure of the New Negro soldier as the 
would-be protector of the black community. This is at odds with the overtly lamented ending of 
The Marrow of Tradition. As Josh Green rallies his fellow laborer-soldiers, he exculpates Miller 
and Watson, shouting, “Come along boys! Dese gentlemen may have somethin’ ter live fer; but 
ez fer my pa’t, I’d ruther be a dead nigger any day dan live a dog.”106 However, Green is proven 
wrong as the Millers lose their child over the course of the riot and Dr. Miller is expected to save 
a white child. Many view this fatality and precarity as a plea for white empathy, for the sake of 
black family, or as a pronouncement of how black sacrifice enables only the white family unit to 
survive. But maybe with the figure of Josh Green we see an alternative to reproduction, an 
example of a form of black life that refuses to submit to white supremacy’s violence—a promise 
and a threat. Maybe a narrative of progress is predicated not only on Miller’s final dash to save a 
white child, but also on Green’s transformation into a protector of the black community. 
                                                
106 Chesnutt, p. 170. 
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The demise of Reconstruction and the rise of American empire compel Washington and 
Chesnutt to look backward and forward in their modern formulations of black masculinity. 
Empire and social thought from early sociology, including social Darwinism, shape their visions 
as they try to argue for and assert the Negro’s belonging before it has actually happened, leading 
to ideological and genre-based strategies of New Negro proleptics that can envision black 
progress. Recognizing New Negro proleptics offers us another way of engaging these authors 
and their shared projects as they use the figure of the Negro soldier to imagine black life beyond 
the problems that conventional discourses of sociology may suggest. In this way, although their 
works may buckle under the weight of the Negro problem they also reach beyond it to form an 
idea of Negro progress, whether that means getting around Reconstruction or imagining alterity 
in the face of the impossible present.  
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CHAPTER 2. “WITH SUCH FORCE OF LOGIC AND INTENSITY OF THE SOUL” 
Expressions of Reform Sociology in Black Clubwomen’s Propaganda and the Art 
of Representing the Black Women as Ideal Citizens 
In “What Role is the Educated Negro Woman to Play” (1902), Mary Church Terrell, first 
president of the National Association of Colored Women, says, 
Carefully and conscientiously we shall study the questions, which affect the race most 
deeply and directly. Against the convict lease system, the Jim Crow car laws, lynchings, 
and all other barbarities which degrade us, we shall protest with such force of logic and 
intensity of the soul that those who oppress us will either cease to disavow the 
inalienability and equality of human rights, or be ashamed to openly violate the very 
principals upon which this government was founded. 
The selection above represents the range of objectives and discourse employed in the writing of 
the black woman’s club movement, a reform effort led by black middle-class women in the late 
nineteenth century and early twentieth century. It comes from an essay by Mary Church Terrell, 
one the most influential and powerful club leaders and the first president of the National 
Association of Club Women (NACW), the national black clubwoman organization. Terrell 
draws on a series of themes related to the social realities of the demise of Reconstruction, 
generally referred to in the moment as different aspects of the Negro problem. The convict 
release system practically undermined the Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slavery, the Jim 
Crow train cars vacated the Fourteenth Amendment ensuring equal rights to blacks as citizens, 
and lynchings negated perhaps all of the Reconstruction amendments, threatening black death in 
response to the any semblance of black life and equality, from voting rights to the sheer attempt 
at black dignity. Terrell’s account of the Negro problem illustrates the social and political 
awareness of black clubwomen, but it is her continued sentimental rhetoric—where she claims 
black clubwomen’s potential to intervene “with such force of logic and intensity of the soul”—
that further captures my attention. The language she uses aestheticizes reason and aligns it with 
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the soul, instilling spirituality into the analytical task of “careful and conscientious studying of 
questions.” This alignment makes sociology, as the study and reform of social problems, seem 
constituent of the old and the new and gives her, as a woman, more authority to speak on the so-
called Negro problem. In the Victorian period, matters of the heart, mind, and soul were the 
province of women. Terrell intertwines the authority of sociology and feminine spirituality in 
order to propose that black women can both analyze and resolve the Negro problem for the 
benefit not only of blacks but also of the whole of American society and its ideals of 
“inalienability and equality of human rights.”  
In this chapter, I aim to demonstrate how clubwomen across their club movement 
propaganda use sociological discourse, primarily in the form of accounts of the meaning of their 
reform work, to provide a representation of black life capable of resisting racism and the 
foreclosures of the demise of Reconstruction. Theirs is a unique project of racial uplift, for it is, I 
suggest, animated and driven by a desire for self-actualization. In their nonfiction essays, 
speeches, and the periodical the Woman’s Era,1 black clubwomen employ the art of rhetorical 
sampling from sociological discourses that relate to issues associated with Progressive Era 
reform. By doing this, black clubwomen are able to insist upon the implications of black 
women’s “intellectual progress” for their intellectual history regarding the Negro problem and 
also for how their reform efforts demonstrate their civic duty. Through their responses to the 
Negro problem, in terms of social thought and practices of reform, clubwomen represent 
themselves as ideal citizens whose collective work and efforts signal a better future not only for 
the black race but also for the nation itself.  
                                                
1 All passages from the Woman’s Era come from a microfilm copy. Josephine St. P. Ruffin and Florida Ridley, 
Woman’s Era, 1894-1897 (Boston, MA: Microfilm. Readex Microprint Corp. for the Boston Public Library, 1972), 
1 microfilm reel, 35 mm.  
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In my readings of these expressions of reform sociology and their implications, I pay 
close attention to one of the most pressing issues for black clubwomen, namely the persistent 
idea left over from slavery of black women’s hypersexuality. This is one of the aspects of the 
Negro problem that black clubwomen seek to reframe and address most closely along with the 
assertion that black women cannot create stable homes outside the regulation and surveillance of 
slavery. I organize and read narratives of black women’s sexuality through Darlene Clark Hine’s 
concept of “dissemblance.”2 In her review of black women’s motivations for leaving the south 
during the Great Migration, Hine proposes that, as opposed to seeking economic opportunity, 
black women actually sought a change in employment environment that might allow them to 
further protect themselves from sexual assault and labor exploitation. Seeking this protection, 
Hine explains that black women used “a culture of dissemblance” involving the practice of 
secrecy in order to “protect the sanctity of their inner lives” from the threat of rape, sexual 
assault, and denigration of personhood. Hine continues, 
Clearly, Black women did not possess the power to eradicate negative social and sexual 
stereotypes and negative images of their womanhood. Rather, what I propose is that in 
the face of the pervasive stereotypes and negative estimations of sexuality of Black 
Women, it was imperative that they collectively create alternative self-images and shield 
from scrutiny these private3 empowering definitions of self.4  
                                                
2 Darlene Clark Hine, “Rape and the Inner Lives of Black Women in the Middle West: Preliminary Thoughts on the 
Culture of Dissemblance,” Signs; Chicago 14, no. 4 (Summer 1989): pp. 912–920. 
 
3 While I agree with Hine that parts of the self are kept private, in looking at clubwomen’s campaigning and writing 
I find that they consistently offer a representation of idealized self. Deborah White, in her history of clubwomen, 
also observes a private, more unwieldy biography of black clubwomen leaders, where the domestic realm that they 
sought to cherish as a means of uplift often burdened them as wives and mothers. For example, Ida B. Wells 
absolutely loathed housework and Mary Church Terrell, while devoted to her children, was compelled to extensively 
campaign and organize in the early years of the NACW. Discomfort with conventional gender expectations is only a 
smaller part of the concern over sex itself, which black clubwomen claimed haunted all black women. While details 
of the leaders’ lives were kept private, clubwomen’s success and affirmation was performative and public. Black 
clubwomen took on the burden of being, as White quips, “their own best representatives.”  
 
4 Hine, “Rape and the Inner Lives,” p. 915. 
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 In deference to Hine, I am also explicitly looking at how black club women create alternative 
images of themselves as intellectuals and citizens. I am also looking at how they participate in 
this longstanding discourse concerning the pathology of black women’s sexuality. The 
unwieldiness of the pathology itself and the narratives it produces can make tracing 
clubwomen’s interventions a bit intractable at times. For the purposes of this chapter, and 
thinking both about how black club women are presenting themselves in their print propaganda 
and about how they are commenting on their stake in an aspect of the Negro problem, I frame the 
pathology associated with black women’s sexuality as fitting within two overlapping ideological 
narratives, one in which black women are always sexually available and another in which they 
are always sexually vulnerable. 
In order to establish their racial identity and womanhood in the context of modernity, 
black clubwomen had to deal with availability and vulnerability as closely linked dual narratives 
of black female sexuality evolving out of slavery. One narrative insisted that black female slaves 
were desirous and lascivious, making them always available. The other insisted that black female 
slaves were unprotected and undesirable, making them extremely vulnerable. Estelle Freedman, 
in her recent text Redefining Rape: Sexual Violence in the Era of Suffrage and Segregation, 
proposes that “the history of repeated struggles over the meaning of sexual violence reveals that 
the way we understand rape helps determine who is entitled to sexual and political sovereignty 
and who may exercise fully the rights of American citizenship.”5 Drawing on Freedman’s 
explanation of the political meaning of rape,6 we can understand these dual narratives of 
                                                
5 Estelle B. Freedman, Redefining Rape: Sexual Violence in the Era of Suffrage and Segregation (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2013), p. 11. 
 
6 Freedman’s definitions about the political significance of rape build upon the scholarship of figures like Hazel 
Carby, Claudia Tate, and Ann duCille, who demonstrate in their respective works how nineteenth century black 
women articulated political desires through domestic fiction. Carby’s Reconstructing Womanhood founds this 
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availability and vulnerability, which black clubwomen thoroughly understood, as a central aspect 
of the black race’s struggle to be recognized as citizens. In the post-Reconstruction era black 
women’s sexuality intertwined definitions of rape and citizenship.  
In this chapter, as part of detailing what black clubwomen’s discourse can do to envision 
black women as intellectuals and ideal citizens, I propose thinking of the narratives of 
availability and vulnerability as conjoined, merged to a point that refuses clear separation in spite 
of distinction, compelling careful (and compulsive) responses from clubwomen. In their writing, 
as they depart from the conjoined narratives while presenting themselves as intellectuals and 
ideal citizens, they are also drawn back into these narratives in order to explain their current 
political and social condition. Progress, then, for black clubwomen requires departure towards a 
new sense of self-actualization and identity; at the same time such self-actualization cannot occur 
without acknowledgment of dispossession so that their propaganda often depicts progress with a 
kind of backwards gaze and forward march, like Walter Benjamin’s angel of history, always 
contemplating the past, its piling wreckage, as the winds of paradise blow into the future. Black 
women, however, do not have the privilege of contemplating at a distance.7 The wreckage of 
availability and vulnerability of the black female body assumes a fault in the black woman as an 
                                                                                                                                                       
branch of black feminist scholarship in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In her text, Carby presents a methodology for 
historicizing black women’s fiction in order to reveal how sexual and political ideologies were encoded in black 
women’s writing. Her work speaks to my own in its presentation of black women’s intellectual thought, or critical 
commentary about their vastly changing world. Claudia Tate expands on Carby in her text Domestic Allegories of 
Political Desire: The Black Heroine’s Text at the Turn of the Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 
by forming a historicized, gendered, interpretive model for reading tropes of marriage across black women’s fiction. 
In her work, she effectively demonstrates how critical scholarship of the early 1990s privileges themes of black male 
heroism in interracial conflict on account of the Black Arts movement. This critical bias highlights only one half of a 
gendered paradigm of black protest and liberation literature; the other half, defined by black women’s search for 
autonomy, contemplation, and intraracial institutions, receives less attention. Ann duCille, in her text The Coupling 
Convention: Sex, Text, and Tradition in Black Women’s Fiction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 
considers the implications of romance in black literature from the antebellum period through the 1930s by 
deconstructing the institution of marriage as a trope and claiming a “coupling convention” as a reoccurring vehicle 
of political desire. 
 
7 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations (New York, Schocken Books, 2007). 
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object of the social imagination, which forces black women to deal with the disseminating 
meaning of their sexuality and its liabilities. The conjoined narratives, and their ability to compel 
an ideological contemplation of race and gender, influence and shape black clubwomen’s writing 
so that it becomes consistent with an ideological paradigm that clubwomen respond to through 
sociological and literary discourse.  
I detail how black clubwomen practice and describe their reform sociology in their 
speeches, essays, and the black clubwoman periodical the Woman’s Era. Their reform sociology 
is a sociology dedicated toward ameliorating social conditions for black Americans, and they 
practice and describe it in order to perform a specific series of representational politics that 
allows black clubwomen to displace and critique the conjoined foreclosing narratives of black 
women’s sexuality. With this methodology I do not intend to “rediscover” their work, then, for 
such a statement would dismiss the degree to which these women were well known in their 
moment and amongst their peers. Rather, in analyzing how clubwomen incorporate sociology in 
their writings, I seek to reveal an alternative set of possibilities for affirmation and hope for black 
life derived from middle class black women’s social and intellectual practices and rhetoric.  
Black Clubwomen and Reform Sociology: Some Context 
From the 1880s up to the 1890s, groups of black women, typically literary and cultural 
societies, began to meet locally, often complementing their cultural engagement with service 
based on their surveys of needs in their respective communities. The absence of social welfare 
for blacks, as second-class citizens, led clubwomen to organize and create libraries, orphanages, 
care for the elderly, day care, kindergartens, and hospitals. In short, as Gerda Lerner suggests in 
her early history of black clubwomen’s reform work, a black women’s club was more or less 
defined by the leadership of black women and an “impulse for organizing wherever an urgent 
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social need remained unmet.”8 The reform work was, for them, a matter of meeting a practical 
social need and civic engagement.  
The history of sociology as traditional sociologists define it today makes it difficult to 
recognize the way black clubwomen reform work was a practice grounded in sociology at the 
turn of the century. In their feminist history of early sociology, Patricia Madoo Lengermann and 
Jill Niebrugge-Brantley explain that there are a number of “women founders” of sociology and 
social theory that have been erased from the canon because of the politics of gender and the 
politics of knowledge.9 The politics of gender in the history of social science accounts for the 
social and institutional limitations women social scientists face. Women during this period did 
not have the opportunity to share work and ideas with other men because of a culture of 
propriety that kept men and women separate. And because women rarely had access to 
institutions conducting social science research, such as universities or governmental departments, 
they often lacked the resources to conduct traditional research. Black clubwomen faced such 
obstacles, as evidenced by the history of their participation in W. E. B. Du Bois’s social science 
conferences at Atlanta University. Although black women were active from the inception of the 
forum in 1895, the creation of separate women’s meetings in 1897 subordinated issues brought 
up by women to the main conference.10  
                                                
8 Gerda Lerner, "Early Community Work of Black Club Women," Journal of Negro History 59, no. 2 (April 1974): 
p. 159.  
 
9 Patricia Madoo Lengermann and Jill Niebrugge-Brantley, The Women Founders: Sociology and Social Theory 
1930-1930 (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 1998). 
 
10 Francille Rusan Wilson’s extensive archival work on the presence and presentations of black women at the 
Atlanta Conferences explains that a steady masculinist bias eventually undermined black women’s social science 
and sociological contributions. Wilson, The Segregated Scholars: Black Social Scientists and the Creation of Black 
Labor Studies, 1890-1950 (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2006).  
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The politics of knowledge refers to the debate among social scientists about the purpose 
of sociology and its values on a continuum that Lengermann and Niebrugge-Brantley describe as 
“objectivity versus advocacy.”11 This debate has retroactively shaped the history of sociology, so 
that many early projects invested in social science and reform have been obscured or dismissed. 
For example, as editor of the American Journal of Sociology, Louis Wirth pronounces in 1947 
that sociology no longer has to settle for the “crumbs dropped off the table of better established 
disciplines” or topics such as “poverty, delinquency and crime, insanity, marriage and divorce, 
slums, and other pathologies, together with subjects the community, voluntary groups, classes 
and races.”12 Social reformers and social workers are similarly dismissed in his editorial because 
they have taken “academic refuge [and] identified themselves with the adolescent science of 
social work.”13 Black clubwomen specifically aimed to gather information, typically through 
aggregated surveys or already-published statistics, in order to figure out which black homes were 
prospering and which ones needed the guidance and support of black clubwomen, whether 
through financial support or through lessons in “home training,” not unlike the settlement effort 
of Jane Addams (whose work has also been diminished because of the politics of gender and 
knowledge). The politics of gender and knowledge explain in part why black clubwomen rarely 
are discussed in terms of their interest in social study, analysis, and reform. Overall, in their 
sociology of reform, black clubwomen have emphases and values that depart from the interests 
and methodologies of white male sociologists because of an inherent feminist approach and from 
white female reformers because of a racial-uplift agenda.  
                                                
11 Lengermann and Niebrugge-Brantley, Women Founders, p. 14 
 
12 Wirth, quoted in Lengermann and Niebrugge-Brantley, Women Founders, p. 14. 
 
13 Wirth, quoted in Lengermann and Niebrugge-Brantley, Women Founders, p. 14. 
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Fannie Barrier Williams’s clubwoman propaganda (primarily speeches and essays), along 
with select pieces in the first black clubwoman’s periodical the Woman’s Era and unpublished 
short stories by Mary Church Terrell, presents clubwomen’s reform sociology or social thought 
in distinct ways that ultimately reveal a particular black feminist representational politics 
invested in displacing or refuting black female sexuality as social pathology. In other words, the 
selections under discussion demonstrate that clubwomen use sociology in part to refute what 
they perceive as one of the most damning narratives of racism for black women, black women’s 
hypersexuality, and in part to present the thought behind the aid they provide to the black 
community, typically under the banner of “better homes”14 or “lifting as we climb.”15 Scholars 
usually analyze black clubwomen’s refutation of foreclosing narratives of sexuality in terms of 
its Victorian rhetoric, but what if there are other desires built into black clubwomen’s insistence 
of the virtue of black womanhood, indicated through the assumption not only of conventional 
gender roles such as wife and mother, but also of the role of “scientist”? What did local and 
national understandings of Jim Crow, race prejudice, the conditions of black life, and subsequent 
agency as reformers really mean for these women, and how did they express that meaning in 
their writing? In her early essays on the black clubwomen’s movement, Fannie Barrier Williams 
casts black women’s absence from social history and social thought in relief and provides some 
answers to these questions as she illustrates not only how far black women have come but also 
how pervasive the black woman’s sexual legacies from slavery can be.  
                                                
14 Mary Church Terrell, “First Presidential Address,” in Quest for Equality: The Life and Writings of Mary Eliza 
Church Terrell, 1863-1954, ed. Beverly Washington Jones (Brooklyn, NY: Carlson, 1990), p. 135.  
 
15 The NACW motto is “Lifting as we climb.” Charles Wesley, The History of the National Association of Colored 
Women’s Clubs: A Legacy of Service (Washington, DC: National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs, 1984).  
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Fannie Barrier Williams: Dispossession and Desire for Social Data on Black Women 
The social science historical and cultural context surrounding Williams’s “The 
Intellectual Progress of Colored Women” highlights the incorporation sociology of the speech. 
Williams’s speech, which focuses on the number of ways America could recognize black 
women’s modern intellectual thought and subsequent reform work, would have provided a stark 
contrast to the anthropological and sociological exhibits at the Columbia Exposition. Lee Baker 
and Hazel Carby note how the 1893 World’s Fair Columbia Exposition in Chicago affirmed 
America’s ascent to national power and modernity, as a technological and imperial giant.16 The 
fair, dubbed the “White City” according to Lee Baker, emphasized “ hard science, high art, and 
exacting technology evidenced in the progress of American civilization and the progress of the 
civilized mind.” 17The exhibitions demonstrated the refined social thought of white society and 
defined blacks among other races and nations as belonging to a fascinating yet inferior culture. 
The Columbia Exposition, like other cultural fairs, reinforced social Darwinist ideas of racial 
inferiority through the glamour and authority of anthropology and sociology.18 In her speech, 
Williams responds in kind, defining progress and bourgeois signifiers of civilization in terms of 
black women’s education. But education is not simply a story of success because it can only be 
cast in relief by the dispossession of slavery.  
                                                
16 Lee Baker has a similar focus in From Savage to Negro, and similarly recognizes the discourses of social science 
and their impact on conceptualizations of race at World Expositions throughout the late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century. Baker focuses on anthropology, specifically detailing a number of early anthropologists and their 
work in both academic and intellectual institutions. Our respective trace work and consideration of social science are 
not necessarily distinct from each other: anthropology and sociology were not distinct fields in this time period and 
often overlap; however, because Baker follows the work of figures as affiliated with institutions, whereas I consider 
the thought, tropes, and direct mentions of sociology in African American writing, we have different trajectories 
about how social science was influencing African American culture. In short, Baker follows what has been 
established by scholars as early anthropology, whereas I am following the claim of black intellectuals and authors on 
sociology as the discourse they are participating in—whether that claim has been accepted by canon or not.  
 
17 Baker. From Savage to Negro, p. 56. 
 
18 Baker, p. 56. 
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Williams opens her speech about black women’s “intellectual progress” by illustrating 
the lack of interest in black woman’s social history and lives. The rhetoric is curiously effective 
at creating anticipation out of dispossession, each loss building to an opportunity for the 
American people to recognize and appreciate black women: 
There has been no special interest in their peculiar condition as native-born American 
women. Their power to affect the social life of America, whether for good or ill, has 
excited not even speculative interest. Though there is much that is sorrowful, much that is 
wonderfully heroic, and much that is romantic in a peculiar way in their history, none of 
it has been told as evidence of what is possible for these women. How few of the happy, 
prosperous, and eager living Americans can appreciate what it all means to be suddenly 
changed from irresponsible bondage to the responsibility of freedom and citizenship!19 
Black women’s social progress can be “romantic” and “sorrowful” while taking on a new 
responsibility, the likes of which Americans cannot fully appreciate because of a lack of study of 
black women and their “peculiar” condition. The absence of art and black women’s intellectual 
thought mutually inform each other. Williams also bluntly notes that black women have “excited 
no general sympathy in the struggle to emancipate themselves from the demoralization of 
slavery.”20 She provides a series of renderings of black clubwomen’s progressive thought 
(including their rigorous review of religion, i.e., skepticism of emotive male preachers),21 the 
charity and reform work of church women, prototypical if not already-acting black women club 
                                                
19 Fannie Barrier Williams, “The Intellectual Progress of Colored Women,” in The New Woman of Color: The 
Collected Writings of Fannie Barrier Williams, 1893-1918 (Dekalb, Ill., Northern Illinois University Press, 2002), p. 
17. 
 
20 Williams, p. 18.  
 
21 During this period a number of middle-class black-racial-uplift leaders defined their authority to lead in religious 
and moral capacities by criticizing the church of the folk or preachers who were not formally educated. As Evelyn 
Higginbotham discusses in her work on women in the black Baptist church, critique of emotive male preachers was 
part of the effort to instantiate the secular actions and authority of black women who organized and conducted 
reform through the church. Questioning black male preachers often entailed a review of masculinist biases, 
something the preachers themselves considered an affront to the traditional organization of the church. A critique of 
the social hierarchies within the church led to social mobilization among black women. Evelyn Brooks 
Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge, 




members, development of the black home, the pursuit of jobs in spite of prejudice, and advances 
in education. Still, according to Williams, these descriptions suffer from an absence of 
sociological data:  
First it should be noticed that the separate facts and figures relative to colored women are 
not easily obtainable. Among the white women of the country, independence, progressive 
intelligence, and definite interests have done so much that nearly every fact and item 
illustrative of their progress and status is classified and easily accessible. Our women, on 
the contrary, have had no advantage of interests peculiar and distinct and separable form 
those of men that have yet excited public attention and kindly recognition.22 
The desire for social data and their absence indicates how Williams values traditional 
sociological methods even if she cannot use them. Sociological data or facts and figures have the 
potential, in her view, to illustrate the realities and success of black women with respect to both 
gender and race; but instead of accepting the limits of resources, she highlights the way 
clubwomen communicate with each other as a social organization, generating a distinct kind of 
sociological thought that in turn mobilizes their reform efforts. As she proclaims, “The power of 
organized womanhood is one of the most interesting studies of modern sociology. Formerly, 
women knew so little of each other mentally, their common interests were so sentimental and 
gossipy, and their knowledge of all the larger affairs of human society was so meager that 
organization among them, in the modern sense, was impossible.”23 Williams’s belief in women’s 
clubs probably does not refer just to black women alone, especially given her audience of 
predominately white women at the Women’s Conference. But the black clubwomen’s movement 
is her frame of reference because clubs are not at this moment truly integrated, as Williams 
desired. The deconstruction of caricatures of womanhood occurs through the sharing of social 
realities. What black women know individually can accrue through the club movement and 
                                                
22 Williams, “Progress of Colored Women,” p. 18.  
  
23 Williams, p. 20. 
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facilitates black life through reform, as she later states. She tentatively hopes that what she 
envisions in her speech will be reproduced in (white) American art.  
For Williams, the intellectual progress of black women is inspiration for the American 
literary imagination that can continue into the future for the healing and improvement of 
American society. She implies as much by juxtaposing the dearth of representation in the arts 
with the wealth of examples of black clubwomen’s social work: 
In less than another generation, American literature, American art, and American music 
will be enriched with productions having new and peculiar features of interest and 
excellence. The exceptional career of our women will yet stamp itself indelibly upon the 
thought of this country. American literature needs for its greater variety and deeper 
soundings that which will be written into it out of the hearts of these self-emancipating 
women. The great problems of social reform that are now so engaging the highest 
intelligence of American women will soon need for their solution in the reinforcement of 
that new intelligence which our women are developing. In short, our women are 
ambitious to be contributors to all the great moral and intellectual forces that make for 
the great weal of our common country.24  
Williams imagines an era of artistic representation where the work of black women and their 
strivings will be inspirational; perhaps, indeed, she heralds the already burgeoning literary 
production by black women writers that occurs in 1890 and continues through 1900.25 She 
envisions broader artistic representation inspired by “self-emancipating women” and an 
“intellectual force” that can heal divides of the country caused by the Civil War. Williams wants 
the story of becoming a citizen and intellectual to be told, but she cannot quite trust it. She is 
wary of literary representation, a sentiment she pronounces through her frequent mentioning of 
the predominant representation of black women as immoral. The crux in Williams’s desire for 
greater representation, and her anxiety regarding current representation, is that it is entirely 
                                                
24 Williams, p. 20. Emphasis mine. 
 
25 Frances Harper wrote four novels between 1868 and 1892, including her most famous piece, Iola Leroy. Pauline 
Hopkins wrote five novels between 1900 and 1916, as well as a number of plays. Her most recognized text is her 
first novel, Contending Forces.  
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focused on what white society writes. Williams laments discussing the moral progress of black 
women in her speech, but she does not have a choice because “the morality of our home life has 
been commented upon so disparagingly and meanly that we have been placed in the unfortunate 
position of being defenders of our name.”26 The story that has not been told, the story black 
clubwomen represent, “the story of how the once-enslaved women have been struggling for 
twenty-five years to emancipate themselves from the demoralization of slavery” nevertheless has 
“force and meaning.”  
Seven years after “The Intellectual Progress of Colored Women,” in A New Negro for A 
New Century (1900), Fannie Barrier Williams presents a revised theorization of black women’s 
status and their reform work through her reflection on the formation and significance of the 
NACW, at that point three years old. Williams, no longer appealing to the white women’s club 
network for a national consolidation as she did at the Columbia Exposition, insists one must 
consider the history of black women and their social realities in America in determining the 
meaningfulness of black women’s current status and the black women’s club movement. In an 
echo of her speech to the Women’s Congress, Williams is wary of assumed narratives of black 
women’s lives. In Williams’s historical moment (and even in today’s scholarship), cursory 
reviews of the story of black women’s clubs often reduce their organization and initiatives to an 
imitation of white women’s clubs that pursued reform efforts focused on suffrage, temperance, 
and the raising of children. Williams defines the reform work of black women’s clubs as 
accomplishing similar effort but within the frame of the Negro problem:  
The club movement among colored women reaches into the sub-social condition of the 
entire race. Among white women clubs mean the forward movement of the best women 
in the interest of the best womanhood. Among colored women the club is an effort of the 
few competent [on] behalf of the many incompetent; that is to say that the club is only 
                                                
26 Williams, “Progress of Colored Women,” p. 21. 
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one of many means for the social uplift of the race. Among white women the club is the 
onward movement of the already uplifted.27  
Black clubwomen do not imitate—they reach into the “sub social condition,” or the abyss that is 
the Negro problem, and lift up. Instead of just delineating dispossession, like her earlier speech, 
the trajectory Williams illustrates here also draws on racial difference as key to truly perceiving 
the impact of black woman’s thought. She does not simply suggest black women are as 
intelligent and benevolent as white women, instead she indicates that their social thought and 
effects are both gendered and racialized. This is important because the social problem of the 
Negro could easily be, and was, taken up by white women reformers as their own means of 
representing white women’s womanhood in the context of modernity. 
Eleanor Tayleur’s “Social and Moral Decadence” in Outlook magazine integrates 
stereotypes of black women drawn from the legacies of slavery, social Darwinism, and the 
demands of the true cult of womanhood in order to present black women as sexually pathological 
within modern society. In her piece Tayleur laments that 
as she exists in the South today [the black woman] is the Frankenstein product of 
civilization, a being created out of conditions or sectional hate and revenge, and set in 
motion by wild experimentalists. Within the length and breadth of Christendom there is 
no other figure so forlorn and pathetic as she. Doubly cursed by her color and her sex, on 
her has fallen the heaviest burden of the Negro and of womanhood. Shut out by her blood 
from the privileges of white womanhood and by her sex from the opportunities of the 
negro men, she is the victim of every injustice of society, and she revenges herself upon it 
by striking at the very foundations of political and social structure. She has always been a 
hapless sacrifice to the lust of man, and retribution has made her a Nemesis who has 
forged the thunderbolts of the race question for the white man, and who stands a sinister 
figure behind the black man, forever dragging him downward.28  
Tayleur finds the black woman to be a product of her social conditions and history, which in turn 
makes the black woman substantially detrimental to American society, for both white and black 
                                                
27 Fannie Barrier Williams, “The Club Movement,” in Washington, A New Negro, pp. 382-383. Emphasis mine. 
 
28 Eleanor Tayleur, “Social and Moral Decadence,” Outlook, Jan. 30, 1904. Tayleur’s piece was later reproduced in 
segments in an editorial in the New York Tribute in March of 1904.  
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men. She uses social science discourse: In this case a rather fantastic summary of the major 
social and political sentiments lingering after the Civil War along with a depiction of black 
women as the ultimate pathological subject due to their harbored resentment and hypersexuality. 
The gothic literary allusion to Frankenstein pronounces black women’s dispossession a 
monstrosity while indirectly invoking a sense of the social analysis with the inclusion of the idea 
that black women are created out of cultural “conditions” and sectionalism. Dispossession 
provides no cause for white guilt in Tayleur’s eyes; instead it seems to indict black women for 
bringing their sexual pathology into modernity.  
Recall that in “The Intellectual Progress of Colored Women” dispossession creates an 
opportunity for American society to truly appreciate the black woman’s intellectual and social 
progress; here, the legacies of slavery make the black woman an embittered social subject ready 
to seek revenge through sex. The opportunity configured by the modernity of Emancipation in 
the eyes of Williams becomes, in Tayleur’s review, a monstrous dispossession. The monstrosity 
of dispossession that Tayleur imagines draws on the absence of social facts or evidence about the 
lives of black people following Emancipation. The lack of social data is, of course, not new but 
rather a continuation of the abyss in the archive of slavery, where black life cannot be known 
except in relation to white society. The implications of black women’s thoughts and social data 
about black life are then as susceptible to denigration as they are full of potential, which is why 
Williams and other club women are inspired to take on the mantle of sociology. It is not simply a 
means of creating truth—it can readily become a modern tool of oppressive ideology, 
particularly when it comes to narratives of black women’s sexuality.  
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Through her creation story/study of black women,29 Tayleur manages to gesture to the 
sexual exploitation of black women and effectively blame the victim. Tayleur takes black 
women’s vulnerability and availability and uses both narratives of sexuality to damn black 
women twice over. Although passively sacrificed to “the lust of men” black women are also 
“hapless.” A magnificent jezebel, the black woman is always responsible for the sex acts of her 
body, fitting her into what Saidiya Hartman calls a “discourse of seduction,” a cultural conceit 
diametrically opposed to the cult of true womanhood.30 A discourse of seduction suggests that 
the power of feeling and affection make the slave woman capable of a constrained agency 
recognizable primarily as criminality or lascivious intentionality. This refutes white culpability. 
It is curious that Tayleur arranges the black woman as central to the tension between the races, as 
“a Nemesis who has forged the thunderbolts of the race question for the white man,” given how 
the proximity of black women and white men has always implied an illicit romance at best and 
rape at worst. Tayleur, it seems, cannot resist discussing black women’s sexuality because it 
provides a frame for understanding white and black men’s relationship to one another outside of 
                                                
29 From our current perspective, we could say that Tayleur’s work does not approximate any mode of rigorous 
sociological work. Her editorial, much like some of the work of clubwomen, involves a combination of ostensibly 
sociological thought as a means of rhetoric. What impact could such a text, presented as an editorial in a popular 
nonacademic journal have? “Social and Moral Decadence” is listed among the recommended further reading in 
Edwards, American Social Condition, vol. 2, for those seeking further answers to the question “What are the 
Negro’s social, moral, and religious conditions?” Even W. E. B. Du Bois cites Tayleur (although he does not 
endorse her arguments) in bibliographies for his Atlanta studies on “Negro Crime” and “The Negro Family” during 
the early nineteenth century. Looking at Tayleur, we can see how the foreclosing narratives of black women’s 
sexuality had currency and increased validity with the incorporation of sociological discourse. If black women did 
not speak for themselves, someone else would, with recognition, even the old South romantic racists like Eleanor 
Tayleur. But where Tayleur imagines her own paternalistic philanthropy, black clubwomen actually conduct reform 
work and write about it in their campaigns, thus presenting themselves as both objects worthy of study and as 
intellectuals capable of doing the study. Studies of American Social Conditions were designed to inspire reform 
through the publication of information about problems within society and were published in connection with 
Charities, a Progressive Era reform magazine. The question quoted in this footnote, and further details about 
Eleanor Tayleur as an interlocutor on black women, are based on a review of the preface and table of contents of 
Edwards, American Social Conditions, vol. 2.  
 
30 Saidiya V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
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terms of equality. Instead of meeting on the grounds of manhood or citizenship (in a historical 
moment where the two categories are nearly analogous), white and black men are linked by the 
black woman and everyone suffers for it. The only solution, Tayleur concludes, is the 
intervention of a better—or, rather, true—woman, the former mistresses of the old South, 
reimagined as social reformers in modernity. Even though the black woman is a modern social-
pathological figure in Tayleur’s configuration, her sexual frailty allows Southern white women 
to assume agency as mistresses and perhaps reestablish the social relations of slavery. But, where 
Tayleur imagines her own paternalistic philanthropy, black clubwomen actually conduct reform 
work and write about it in their campaigns, thus presenting themselves as both objects worthy of 
study and as intellectuals capable of doing the study.  
Still, proclaiming themselves both capable and worthy of study is no easy task. Recall 
that there were few resources or institutions for black women to organize and share information 
about their own lives. However, Josephine Ruffin in the Woman’s Era (1890-1894), a black 
clubwomen periodical, provides a discoursive space for black clubwomen to share their thoughts 
on the significance of the club movement and the representation of middle-class black women (a 
class status indicated by education and cultural cultivation according to Western bourgeois 
norms). Much like Williams’s work, the pieces in the Woman’s Era incorporate sociology as 
needed to express the implications of black women’s reform work. In the periodical, however, 
sociology has a recursive presence that must be tracked across different pages, editions, and 
textual genres. The effect, in spite of the multiplicity of the form, is an overwhelming sense of 
collectivity and dedication to a black woman audience. This is not to suggest that the Woman’s 
Era does not make appeals to white society, but rather that it makes black women central to 
those appeals, which are all geared toward a vision of blacks assimilated into the nation. This 
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vision of nation depends on a series of gendered norms that black clubwomen authors in the 
Woman’s Era configure as constituents of citizenship rather than prerequisites to it. In other 
words, black clubwomen contemplate what it could mean for black women to form an idealized 
form of citizenship—one that depends on their roles in the home but also on their perspective 
and articulation of needed social thought. 
“A Good Deal of the Scientist” and “Lessons of the Home” in the Woman’s Era  
Ann Ardis observes that periodicals at the turn of the century encourage “the possibility 
of radical democracy in a mass society, the function of the arts in the republic, and the 
intellectual ‘health’ of a modern culture.”31 By contributing to the Woman’s Era,32 black 
clubwomen challenge the terms of democracy by calling for a kind of civic knowledge or 
understanding of black women within American society. Often they do this by providing an 
alternative—and unusual—vision of the black woman as “a mother and scientist,” as one of the 
editorials states. The intellectual history advanced in the Woman’s Era depends as much on 
appropriation of sociology as it does on domestic imagery so that, effectively, a discourse of the 
domestic becomes a discourse of sociology as social analysis. The combination further grants 
black women greater authority to proclaim certain social truths from gender positions that they 
already desire but cannot automatically claim because of general race prejudice, prejudice that 
they typically describe in terms of the of the pervasive narratives of black women’s sexual 
“immorality.” 
                                                
31 Ann Ardis, “Staging the Public Sphere: Magazine Dialogism and the Prosthetics of Authorship at the Turn of the 
Century,” in Transatlantic Print Culture, 1880-1940: Emerging Media, Emerging Modernisms, eds. Ann Ardis and 
Patrick Collier (New York: MacMillan, 2008), p. 30.  
 
32 I analyze the Woman’s Era within the time frame of its status as the official periodical of the black clubwomen’s 
movement and in terms of extant copies from 1890 to 1894. 
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The infrastructure and composition of the Woman’s Era reflects the collectivity of the 
club movement and includes a number of generic forms that expound upon black social life. 
Ruffin publishes the Woman’s Era out of Boston, Massachusetts. Although she maintains 
control, she has contributions from black club women writers from around the country to 
enhance the national character of the periodical: Victoria Earle Matthews (New York), Fannie 
Barrier Williams (Chicago), Josephine Silone-Yates (Kansas City), Mary Church Terrell 
(Washington, DC), Elizabeth Ensley (Denver), and Alice Ruth Moore (New Orleans). They write 
social science reports, commentary on domestic science, cultural reviews (primarily books on 
black history, the social manifestations of the Negro problem, and popular fiction), short stories, 
sketches, and poems. The composition of the Woman’s Era is malleable to the point of being 
mercurial. Its “standard” columns change every few months, with the exception of “The 
Literature Department” by Medora Gould, notes on the social happenings of different clubs, and 
Ruffin’s own editorial, which are in nearly every issue. The periodical’s search for an ideal 
composition in part of a broader search for an “educational ideal,” or the best way of teaching the 
public, which was a consistent goal of the black press on account of its beginnings as an effort to 
demonstrate black humanity and the right to freedom according to Enlightenment ideals. The 
educational ideal is also about facilitating racial uplift.  
The Woman’s Era participates in an act of composing social analysis and culture together 
in order to present a twofold refusal of racist representations of black Americans. Lee Baker 
explains in her genealogy of anthropology and race in America how later New Negro periodicals 
published in the early twentieth century, such as Crisis, Messenger, and Opportunity, include 
reports and literary contests. This allows white and black social scientists to read and write about 
critical issues in African American culture and life with the activist purpose of undermining 
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racist stereotypes, often questioning the epistemology of race.33 The Woman’s Era questions how 
black women are perceived in American society and compares that lack of representation to the 
richness of the distinct social knowledge and social life they cultivate within the club movement. 
Much as with Williams’s work, the implication is that there is missed opportunity within the 
most ordinary-seeming lives. Yet even that ordinariness, the time spent as wife and mother, is 
not guaranteed to black women, so that there is a tension in their writing between their 
aspirations to be wives and mothers and their aspirations to be race leaders.  
An 1895 issue of the Woman’s Era features an editorial discussing, at length, the 
potential of black women in traditional gender roles and as sociologists. In it, knowledge of the 
home has the epistemological heft of (social) science: 
While the schools have made of woman a good deal of a scientist and a good deal of a 
philosopher, her genius for teaching the human heart its best lessons of the home and its 
sanctities has none of its potency. But I do not wish to seem too flattering in urging the 
qualifications of women, which should entitle her to co-operate with men in all work that 
makes for public weal.34 
Schools do not necessarily help women cultivate domestic knowledge, which taps into the 
“human heart.” Such framing and logic synchronizes with the insistence of Booker T. 
Washington, contemporary of the clubwomen, that training schools and labor inside and outside 
the home are a means of developing character. And again, recall that in Williams’s account of 
black women’s progress, black women have the potential to perform some sort of civic duty by 
participating in “public weal,”  or healing the nation, an allusion to potential rising racial division 
following the demise of Reconstruction. As the editorial continues, it seems that the home and 
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black women are also closely connected to sociology, in this case understood as the articulation 
and resolution of social problems: 
I cannot refrain from adding that for peculiar reasons we, as colored women, should wish 
for a larger and more rapid growth of this spirit of co-operation of men and women? in all 
good works. The need of the heart and the mind of every good woman to help in the 
solution of the many problems of sociology, suggest the further need of the heart and 
mind of every good man and woman, of whatever color or race, for the same good 
purposes. The cooperation that women seek for is the leveling spirit of democracy 
emancipating itself from the thrall of prejudice and looking toward the ethical qualities of 
life.35 
“The many problems of society,” assuming the previous allusion to racial divides, are various 
versions of the Negro problem, which affects not only men and women, but also blacks and 
whites. The “heart and mind” leads to conclusions about national unity and cooperation and 
suggests that synthesis of feeling and sociological reasoning is the very nature of “the leveling 
spirit of democracy,” all of which black women actively advance because of their mobilization 
of the thought of Herbert Spencer.  
Herbert Spencer was a prolific British social scientist renowned for his work in biology, 
sociology, ethics, and psychology. In his 1855 text Principals of Psychology, in which he argues 
that individual characteristics are the result of evolution, he apparently coins the phrase “survival 
of the fittest”.36 His politics were completely at odds with Progressive Era reform and bolstered 
white supremacist claims of racial superiority and privilege. Yet in the editorial, black women 
are depicted as mobilizing his “philosophy”: “In this agitation all progressive women are helping 
to bring our nation to the deep philosophy of Herbert Spencer, that ‘no one can be perfectly free 
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until all are free, and no one can be perfectly happy until all are happy.’”37 This selection is a 
prime example of the appropriation of sociology. Spencer’s brand of social Darwinism and 
conservative politics has an entirely different legacy when mobilized by black women. His name 
provides authority to black clubwomen’s “deep philosophy” yielding to a free nation. Much as 
when Terrell compares black women to Keats, here the notions of a white man’s theory are 
transformed by black women’s agency. But this does not mean black clubwomen see themselves 
as comparable to white men, for the nature of their thought evolves out of their own gendered 
and racialized experience, an idea that becomes salient when the editorial is compared to a sketch 
in the same issue.  
The sketch is entitled “An Experiment with a Kinetoscope and a Phonograph” and in it 
developing the depiction of technology is key to envisioning and detailing the perspective of 
black clubwomen. Sketches, segments of dialogue or scenes preliminary in nature, render a 
single scene, character, or incident. They are comparable to their visual namesakes in chalk or 
charcoal, which precede a full painting.38 The sketches in the Woman’s Era often lack the context 
or framing necessary to decide if the writing is fiction, a reflection, or an account of an actual 
event. They blur the lines between artistic creation and biography or autobiography in order to 
aestheticize day-to-day experience. Such is the case with “An Experiment with a Kinetoscope 
and a Phonograph,” which initially seems like a simple scene of black bourgeois life. It opens as 
follows:  
A man and a woman in a plainly furnished room. He says, Cherie, knowing how lonely 
your life is, I bought and arranged this kinetoscope with views of the happenings of today 
among our people in Gotham, also a phonograph, so that you may know the talk of the 
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38 Ned Stuckey-French offers this useful definition of a sketch as part of the essay. See Stuckey-French, The 
American Essay in the American Century (Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri Press, 2011). 
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day. If you will place yourself at the kinetoscope, I will shift the scenes and explain, 
according to my ideas.39  
The marvel of the technology of the kinetoscope and the phonograph as a modernity and material 
stability would have readily drawn the appreciation of black clubwomen readers. The 
kinetoscope was first introduced at the Chicago Exposition in 1893. It was a large box with an 
opening through which a single viewer could peer inside and see films up to 90 seconds long. 
The length of Reine’s sketch, roughly a few paragraphs, reflects the brevity of the moving 
picture. In spite of the brevity, the passive wife, “Cherie,” sees much of her changing world, 
including prominent black women signing a petition to have black teachers in “mixed schools” 
(integrated schools), a large crowd of unemployed black people loitering in the street because 
“colored people as servants have gone out of style,” and a group of middle-class colored men 
and women paying the white owner of a dance hall for admission although they should 
“cooperate and have buildings of their own.”40 A lonely housewife, presumably kept indoors 
because of her middle-class status, has an opportunity to see and hear the world through virtual 
mediation provided by her husband. Although Cherie offers some comments, and she and her 
husband are largely in agreement, his ownership of the technology makes his mediation far more 
authoritative. In the last lines, before there can be another picture, a third voice disrupts and ends 
the sketch: “Petite, do you mean to sleep all day? Asleep! Is it possible? And it was only a dream 
after all!”41 The final revelation is followed by the author’s full name, Petite Reine, at the end of 
the sketch instead of under the title. The husband’s call to awake is then another revelation, 
namely that the sketch may be a “true” dream, the fantasy of an actual black or clubwoman. As a 
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41 Reine, “Experiment with a Kinetoscope,” p. 3. 
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character in her own sketch Petite Reine is the ultimate passive figure because she sees the world 
through technology bought by her husband. However, Reine’s creative role doubles because she 
is both dreamer and author. She gains autonomy of her voice through the doubling, while the 
world is mediated through a patriarchal figure. Even if her husband has no name, he has most of 
the power and authority to describe modern society and its rapid changes. The view that 
Cherie/Petite provides caters to the perspective of black women, who may not be entitled to 
positions of power but nevertheless can think across the strata of life in a sociological manner 
and consider the characteristics of the lower-class (unemployed servants), middle-class 
(protesting teachers), and upper-class blacks (those paying for entry into the dance hall).  
Clubwomen express the inherent sociological merit in their own thought and experience 
as a recurring theme, not unlike W. E. B. Du Bois’s formation of double consciousness out of a 
combination of sociological study and autobiography. As many scholars have noted, Du Bois’s 
autobiographical voice draws out the spirit of the struggles of black life. In the opening of The 
Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois legitimizes his lifting of the veil obscuring black history and social 
life in the forethought by relinquishing his persona as objective social scientist. He does this by 
reflecting on his own coming of age and understanding of blackness, in order to gain the 
necessary authenticity to lift the veil and speak from within it.42 Similarly, the sociological 
observations of clubwomen also require subjective substantiation to become viable expressions 
of representation capable of offering an alternative to racist imagination and a message of 
critique. One must wonder whether Reine intends to suggest that her position as a housewife 
primes a sort of mindfulness about the world around her— or perhaps she means to suggest that 
her position limits her. Initially, we attribute the ideas in the sketch to a caring yet authoritative 
                                                
42 Here I am thinking of how he narrates the moment a white playmate refused his affection in The Souls of Black 
Folk. 
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patriarchal figure, only to discover through the revelations that it is actually a woman providing 
social commentary. Reine writes a sketch that rhetorically appeals to science, and even 
patriarchy, in order to make some more provocative suggestions about the systematic nature of 
Jim Crow. In this way, it seems that writing innovates “technology” so that a woman can have an 
intellectual authority without challenging the status quo.  
Cherie/Petite, like many other black clubwomen, has no formal training in analysis or 
observation; instead, she has the extending documentary power of the kinetoscope and 
phonograph, a ventriloquized husband’s voice, astute arguments about black labor concerns and 
middle-class social practices, and the aesthetic of a narrated dream. These elements brought 
together and represented in the Woman’s Era congeal into a shared vision for a community of 
black women. It is not a perfect vision, as it unfolds within the constraints of patriarchy. 
Nevertheless, it is social analysis out of constraint that would appeal to black women readers, 
substantiating their position in American society note as the locus of marginalization, but as the 
source of knowledge needed to address the realities of black life.  
At first glance, concern over sexuality might seem like an overreading of the editorial and 
especially of Reine’s sketch. Not all proximity with men evokes black women’s availability and 
vulnerability, but the editorial’s tone of caution and concern over how women are going to 
school in order to cooperate with men—along with the word “peculiar,” which carries the 
historical legacy of slavery and its burdens—indicates a desire to acknowledge and immediately 
dismiss assumptions about black women’s sexuality. As already mentioned, Darlene Clark Hine 
shows us that black women during this era went to great lengths to protect their bodies and inner 
lives from predominant narratives of their sexual vulnerability and availability by presenting 
idealized or preferred versions of themselves.  
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As black women secret parts of themselves away they can maintain a pronounced voice 
through social science, even if it means framing their own voices as extensions of those of white 
male social scientists such as Herbert Spencer. Cherie/Petite’s dream and the editorial enable 
black women to envision themselves as intellectuals and ideal citizens. The dream does this by 
expressing social thought. The editorial does this by explaining black women’s desire to use a 
growing body of scientific, philosophical, and domestic knowledge to work with men, not as 
romantic partners, but as intellectual equals, in order to solve the problems of sociology and 
illustrate a form of social awareness and civic duty. These visions of self replace the narratives of 
hypersexuality—although not without a lingering trace—even as they seek to obscure it, 
something that marks their rhetoric, imagery, and values.  
Admittedly, compared to the writing of black clubwomen published in other venues of 
the black press and the contingents of black women who presented papers at the Atlanta 
Conferences,43 the use of the sociology is sparse in the Woman’s Era. Still, when black women 
do employ sociology they insist on the value of the commentary as a signal of change to come. 
Williams offered an alternative view of black womanhood predicated on the intellectual progress 
of black women. So do the collective black women writers in the Woman’s Era. Their future 
vision strains at times under the pressures of gender-role conventions, particularly the 
idealization of the domestic sphere and the insistence on the value of women as mothers and 
wives. It is in their conformity, though, that I want to highlight an inclination toward collectivity. 
These writers envision the shared experience of black women within and without the domestic 
realm as constituting an institution preceding (if not emulating) an idea of nation that American 
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society has not yet quite fulfilled. They do this through the periodical itself as an archive and 
system of communication connecting black clubwomen, in particular for the first gathering of the 
NACW.  
Josephine Ruffin’s Call for the National Association of Colored Women and Affective 
Democracy 
In 1894 James Jacks, editor of the Missouri Press Association, received an inquiry from 
Florence Belarnie at the British Anti-lynching Society about lynching in the American South. 
The inquiry is largely based on clubwoman Ida. B Well’s antilynching activism. In his reply, 
Jacks assures Belarnie that black women are, for the most part, “liars, prostitutes, and thieves” in 
an attempt to indirectly discredit Wells’s antilynching campaign, which has been picking up 
traction abroad, especially in England. Belarnie sent a copy of Jacks’s letter to Josephine Ruffin 
at the Woman’s Era, which incited Ruffin to call the First Congress of Colored Women and form 
the National Federation of Colored Women (a precursor to the larger NACW) in Washington, 
DC. 
Ida B. Wells used her critical thought and perspective as a black woman to write her 
social thought into power. When Jacks claims that black women are “wholly devoid of morality” 
and “prostitutes, thieves, and liars,” he aims to undermine her through established routes of black 
social pathology. Ruffin’s “A Call,” published in the June 1895 issue of the Woman’s Era, 
counters his strategy through a combination of rhetorical civility, insistence on the value and 
power of black women’s intellectual thought, and a continued practice of dissemblance where 
the letter—even though it is “too indecent” to publish—is critical to an urgent mobilization: 
Although this matter of convention has been talked over for some time, the subject has 
been precipitated by a letter to England, written by a Southern editor, and reflecting upon 
moral character of all colored women, this letter is too indecent for publication but a copy 
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of it is sent with this call to all the women’s bodies throughout the country. Read this 
document carefully and use it discriminately and decide if it be not the time for us to 
stand before the world and declare ourselves and our principles. The time is short but 
everything is ripe and remember, earnest women can do anything.44  
Ruffin dismisses Jacks while compelling black women to interrogate the letter in private, 
expressing the sort of domestic civility that Jacks, as a white man, disregards. Moreover, her 
imperative makes it clear that black clubwomen must represent, and adhere to, a set of unstated 
principles cultivated by a sense of urgency, outrage, and reaction. Ruffin expresses urgency as a 
matter of embodied desire and need to document, declare, and be mindful of, black women’s 
potentiality. Urgency is at once individual and collective, for black clubwomen feel that it will 
bring them together at the national conference where they can proceed to name their goals and 
strategy.  
Feeling, then, does not cloud the mind, but rather is a visceral execution of rational 
understanding capable of forming community. Benedict Anderson claims that nation is 
“imagined as community” through desired social connections and language.45 Anderson also 
suggests that in newspapers and novels “the idea of a sociological organism moving 
calendrically through homogenous, empty time is precise analogue of the idea of the nation, 
which also is conceived as a solid community moving steadily down (or up) history.”46 Drawing 
on Anderson, we can see that in the Woman’s Era black woman’s thought is a living sociological 
organism, not simply representative of life, but living as a nation on account of the discourse 
itself. It is the space for black women’s thought and it is an ontological derivative of black 
woman’s experience and aspiration. The living quality of the text is most clear in Ruffin’s call 
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and response, a technique that depends on interactions between text, author, and reader—
moreover, the call and response has a rich history within African American history and culture, 
whether in the church or out in the fields. It is the call and response that makes Ruffin’s 
technique distinctly black and its dissemination through the periodical makes it modern and more 
accessible to a growing population of educated black women. But nation is not stagnant—as it 
lives, it aspires out of a righteous anger. What will happen when educated black women get 
angry and respond? The question holds no pretext because black women have had no standing, 
no recognition, and no benefit of discriminating judgment. Feeling heightens the stakes of social 
dispossession to social indeterminacy. The initial framing of the perspective of the community 
imagined by the Woman’s Era is an incomplete historical vision where feeling extends to an 
undefined horizon.47 Thought, feeling, and imagination together can be understood further and 
synthesized through the concept of sensibility. Raymond Williams accounts for the way that 
sensibility, from the beginning of the twentieth century onwards, describes not only “the human 
area in which artists worked and to which they appealed” but also as a term of unity “a whole 
activity, a whole way of perceiving and responding, not to be reduced to either ‘thought’ or 
‘feeling.’” Given the synthesis of thought, action, and feeling, and the indeterminacy involved, I 
consider one of the key productions of Ruffin’s call and response, as discussed here, to be a 
sensibility that I call affective democracy.  
Affective democracy fits into a larger discussion of black women’s sexuality because it 
organizes a response to foreclosing narratives of black sexuality and opens an alternative 
trajectory. Affective democracy and black women’s sexuality in the black clubwomen’s 
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moving calendrically through homogenous, empty time is [a] precise analogue of the idea of the nation, which also 
is conceived as a solid community moving steadily down (or up) history.” Anderson, p. 26.  
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discourse are complementary processes, where affective democracy emerges out of black 
clubwomen’s engagement with narratives of black sexuality. The Jacks letter is “indecent” and 
questions black women’s “morals” (i.e., sexuality). Although we could associate the coded 
rhetoric more generally with Victorian sexual sensibility, awareness of the pervasiveness of the 
narratives of sexuality directs us to a more culturally specific phenomenon of black women’s 
dissemblance. As discussed at the opening of this chapter, Darlene Clark Hine’s work, the 
historical and subjective relative legibility and illegibility of black women in the post-
Reconstruction Era, well through the first wave of the Great Migration, can be understood as a 
matter of dissemblance. Black women during this period practice a culture of dissemblance 
where they present themselves as especially open while keeping their inner lives secret as a 
means of protection. Hine explains that the desire and need for protection arose out of the black 
women’s availability—how black women’s bodies were susceptible to sexual exploitation and 
assault as they worked as domestic workers in white homes—and vulnerability—their need for 
stable income to take care of their families because black men experienced routine job 
discrimination. In Hine’s historical account, as black women sought work in the West and in 
cities they were no longer day and night workers, but simply day workers, which limited access 
to their bodies and chances for narratives of availability and vulnerability to repeat themselves. 
While Hine associates the practice of a culture of dissemblance with the rise of the NACW (the 
event Ruffin’s call and response led to), particularly within the middle-class posturing 
throughout the club movement, she underdiscusses the extent to which dissemblance might 
inform the clubwoman discourse. In my reading, I find that events surrounding Jacks’s letter, the 
call and response, and the formation of the NACW, involve a series of actions that are presented 
as public but further unfold within the inner spaces of black women’s lives, whether that be their 
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clubs, homes, or even their own minds. Jacks’s letter was circulated among the different local 
groups of black women’s clubs and although Ruffin is wary of reproducing the letter, she asks 
her cohort to read it and use it. Clubwomen could very well feel shame over the slander and, if 
they are susceptible to the insinuations of inherent sexual frailty, even guilt. Instead of letting 
that cacophony of deprecation come into full view, Ruffin obscures her feelings; presumably 
share with her readers by demanding initiative within their private lives and spaces. In her 
theorization of dissemblance Hine further explains that black women have largely been at odds 
with American society in their intimate and economic tensions with white men, who in large part 
represent and make up the structure, power, and identity of America. Hine does not, however, 
speculate extensively on the inner lives of black women (a route of inquiry perhaps limited by 
her primary discipline of history). But there is something behind the exterior, a machination that 
requires black women to read and use their slander. But how exactly does one use their slander? 
Their dispossession? Can denigration and relegation to a sort of social living death be 
transformed? Possibility arises when we draw out the political implications of affective 
democracy as a production of public feelings.  
Ann Cvetkovich describes public feelings as the affect and everyday critical analysis that 
we use to live in the world. While we can all participate in public feelings, Cvetkovich is 
interested in those public feelings that form political and social dynamics and group 
identification among those marginalized through oppression and violence, with the goal of 
“depathologizing negative affects so that they can be seen as a possible resource for political 
action rather than antithesis.”48 Public feelings prove a useful concept and process for 
deciphering the unspeakability of black women’s sexuality and the subsequent political 
                                                




entitlement black women draw out of slander. Feelings of anger and urgency derived from 
misrecognition and denigration of black womanhood compel solidarity a critical outrage capable 
of deconstructing the assumptions in the Jacks letter. Ruffin silences his voice and words, unless 
they are able to serve her purpose, which makes clear how Jacks is undermined by his lack of 
comprehension and polity. Ruffin unmakes his letter and the outlines of a black female 
citizenship are formed.  
Affective democracy, as I define it here, allows us to think more generously about the 
contribution of the black clubwomen’s movement to the project of racial uplift and how the 
writing of black clubwomen involves a complex of black feminist praxis and racial politics, both 
predicated on the black female experience as opposed to a more radical feminist agenda of 
gender norm upheaval. Typically, clubwomen in their moment in, and scholarly review, are 
critiqued for their excess of feeling as expressed in their sentimental focus on the home, which is 
typically viewed as far too conforming and elitist. In comparison, militancy, as expressed by 
men, is an acceptable form of politicized affect—but the feelings of women are considered 
excessive from the moment of their expression and lack sound judgment whether they are 
justified or not. This may explain why militant New Negro movements led by men in the 1920s 
quickly overshadowed the black women’s club movement. Historian Deborah White argues that 
Marcus Garvey’s iteration of the New Negro as a militant working-class black man undermined 
the authority of clubwomen in the 1920s.49 Garvey’s New Negro was undeniably male, assertive, 
and willing to protect black women and his community at any cost. In some respects, as White 
notes, Garvey’s New Negro seemed a direct response to clubwomen’s critique of the demise of 
Reconstruction, which they typically saw as both the rise of white supremacy and the failure of 
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black men to make the most of their enfranchisement. In 1920 when women got the vote with the 
Nineteenth Amendment the lack of change to the status quo seemed to prove that the vote was 
not much more efficient in the hands of black women than in hands of black men. Ironically, the 
widening of political horizons limited the degree to which black women could be envisioned as 
race leaders and citizens, which in the black community became overlapping identities brought 
together under a reaffirmed schema of patriarchy.  
Gender was not the only precarious aspect of the black clubwoman’s movement and 
affective democracy. Feeling itself, as a political variable, has long been regarded with 
skepticism, especially from the perspective of more conservative discourse. Deborah Gould 
reviews the limits of objectivity in relationship to social movements and political efficacy, and 
the need for affect as a strategy of social movement mobilization. She notes how often 
conservative scholars of protest movements during the 1970s quickly conclude that “individuals 
participated in protest not because they had valid political grievances but because they were 
psychologically unstable or otherwise susceptible to being swept up into a ‘crowd,’” and 
“motivated by psychic conflicts and unruly passions rather than reason, protesters [were] 
unstable deviants who posed a threat to social order and this should be feared.”50 Black 
clubwomen’s critics frequently judge clubwomen in similar fashion. In her study of protest 
movements surrounding the AIDS crisis of the 1980s, Gould advocates for the “emotional turn” 
pushing back against the assumptions of the 1970s in order to “[understand] all human beings to 
be both rational and emotional, [as] having the ability to reason, to think strategically, to assess 
and pursue their interests, to feel, and emote.”51 The emotional turn “recognizes emotion as a 
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ubiquitous feature of human life that is present in, influences, and brings meaning to every aspect 
of social life, including the realm of political action and inaction” so that “opening political 
opportunities, for example, [is] an important factor in the emergence of a social movement only 
to the extent that an emotional charge attaches to those openings.52 Using Gould we might 
consider the response to clubwomen’s sentimentalism and outrage, especially as a critique of the 
club movement, as a reactionary response from black men threatened by the destabilization of 
patriarchy in the club movement’s immediate moment. On that note, though, I must concede and 
draw attention to the way that affective democracy, in its demands for collective action, also 
calls for conformity and a respectability in politics that becomes clearer as Ruffin and other 
clubwomen call for an adherence to the true cult of womanhood values. In this way, affective 
democracy might be the very thing that precipitates the elitism of the club movement, 
specifically its overwrought concerns over producing good black homes defined by domestic 
care and black women’s virtue.  
Yet I still contend that black women’s writing in the Woman’s Era and the production of 
affective democracy are innovative strategies that respond to foreclosing narratives of black 
women’s sexuality with possibility. To imagine a different narrative and social status for black 
women requires that some familiar feelings and constructs are used to think about the world 
differently. For black clubwomen, the future is imaginable with the culture, and subjectivity, and 
meaning of the black woman’s perspective brought to the forefront and integrated into the very 
issues and ideologies that define the lives of black women but rarely take their lives into 
consideration.  
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Following Ruffin’s keynote address, club representatives in attendance organized 
themselves into the National Association of Colored Women.53 National organization was an 
important development for a variety of reasons. It enabled clubwomen to have a stake in cultural 
affairs like the Columbia Exposition. It fostered the sharing of information about the condition of 
black lives across America on issues such as lynching, the convict release system, suffrage, Jim 
Crow, and social welfare needs within local communities, much as Williams covers in her article 
on the duty on educate black women, presented at the beginning of this chapter. But, most of all, 
it changed community into nation.54 A national self-awareness predicated both on the capacity to 
help the race and on the mutual recognition of the conditions of black life made the NACW a 
manifestation of a black consciousness where agency of black women had the potential to 
enhance the quality of black lives. Moreover, it is not simply that the women acted on behalf of 
the race; it is the nature of those actions. Welfare, healthcare, and educational facilities rarely 
serviced the black community. Black women’s clubs ran clinics, trained nurses, provided aid to 
the poor or sick, and created literary societies or small libraries. These services developed the 
community in ways that redressed black society’s loss of rights as second-class citizens. The 
work of black clubwomen has typically been characterized as “charity,” a gendered description 
of labor more associated with leisure. No doubt this is the natural side effect of being compared 
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to the middle-class white women’s clubs, which have been held in similar regard. Taking on the 
responsibilities of the government and providing large-scale social care have long been routes to 
paternalistic power and status for white men, from the romanticized master of the antebellum 
period to the figure of white male government as “father” in the black home. Black clubwomen 
occupy an alternative route comparable to the master/government/father figure or, perhaps, 
change the route itself through their efforts. 
Hazel Carby, in her work on the policing of black female bodies in the late nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century, observes as much in the matriarchy of Jane Edna Hunter as 
head of a home for migrant black girls.55 While Carby is far more critical of Hunter and 
clubwomen, asserting that their paternal care or civil service only further instigates the moral 
panic incited by migrant black women, she nevertheless also cites the maternal and the domestic 
as rhetorical and practical routes to authority and influence that blur the private and the public. 
Carby’s critical reading of Hunter’s biography makes her comments on the elitism of black 
clubwomen a substantial perspective to contend with, for there is no discounting clubwomen’s 
anxiety surrounding the black female body, specifically the working-class migrant black woman; 
however, in my own review, black clubwomen grasp their narrative of sexual frailty and promote 
collectivity with effects that are substantial despite being problematic. To demonstrate more 
extensively the nuance and potential of clubwomen’s reform work and collectivity, I next turn to 
Mary Church Terrell, the first president of the NACW, whose writing demonstrates both the 
limits of the essay as a form for collective ideology and the appeal of the short story.  
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Writings of Mary Church Terrell: The Essay’s Elitism and the Unrealized Potential of the 
Short Story 
Mary Church Terrell’s essays, mainly campaign pieces and articles, negotiate with issues 
of collectivity and class while demonstrating the nation-building capacity of the club movement 
by drawing on the history of Reconstruction and the capacity of the home or domestic to 
intervene in sociological pathologies of blackness. For Terrell, as the political potential of the 
past recedes and the purview of black men also closes, black women emerge from their realm of 
domestic authority to address the Negro problem, which is both is a social problem and a 
political problem, addressing each aspect equally through the domestic. Consider, for example, 
the opening of her 1896 presidential address at the very first convention in Nashville, Tennessee, 
and how it resonates with ideals of Reconstruction in its explication of the inherent strength of 
democratic governance as a historical development capable of connecting even the most 
dichotomous of social types: 
In Union there is strength is a truism that has been acted upon by the Jew and Gentile, by 
the Greek and Barbarian, by all classes and conditions alike from the creation of the 
universe to the present day. It did not take long for men to learn that combining their 
strength, a greater amount of work could be accomplished with less effort in a shorter 
time. Upon this principle of union, governments have been founded and states built. Our 
own republic teaches the same lesson. Force a single one of the states of the United States 
to stand alone, and it becomes insignificant, feeble, a prey to the rapacity of every petty 
power seeking to enlarge its territory and increase its wealth. But form a republic of the 
United States, and it becomes one of the great nations on earth, strong in its might. 
Acting upon this principle of concentration and union have the colored women of the 
United States banded themselves together to fulfill a mission to which they feel 
particularly adapted and especially called. We have become National, because from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific, from Maine to the gulf, we wish to set in motion influences that 
shall stop the ravages made by practices that sap out strength and preclude the possibility 
of advancement, under which other circumstances could easily be made.56 
Synchronized with the optimism of modernity, unions of the past (“Greek and Barbarian,” “Jew 
and Gentile”) evolve into America’s present republic, which Terrell professes black clubwomen 
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share in and reproduce through their national organization. Terrell is frequently cited as having 
one of the more conventional voices in the black women’s club movement on account of her 
adherence to gender roles. The gendered language of her address suggests at first that she 
maintains some pretty conventional ideas of leadership. In her history of democracy, men 
combine their strength in order to avoid being the “insignificant” and “feeble” “prey to a rapacity 
of every petty peer seeking to enlarge its territory and increase its wealth.” As discussed in the 
previous chapter, the post-Reconstruction era of empire entailed a gendered and radicalized 
ideology of social science where the Anglo-Saxon man sought to civilize the world. Acquisition 
of territories affirmed the nation’s solidarity, undermined by the instability the Civil War. An 
imperial agenda of strength, characterized as male because of the military and political efforts, 
was complementary to reconciliation. Terrell does not detract from the empire as reconciliation 
of US sectionalism; instead she compares empire and American nation building to the national 
organization of clubwomen. The capacity of black women to engage in political efforts and 
nation building also involves strength (and presumably means black women are no longer prey), 
yet their approach is different. They “act,” “feel,” and then “become” nation, using the affective 
to create democracy.  
Later in the address, Terrell explains how black women are adapted to the role of nation 
building and reform because they can act as black men cannot: “Special stress has been laid upon 
the fact that our association is composed of women, not because we wish to deny rights and 
privileges to our brothers in imitation of the example they have set for us for so many years, but 
because the work which we hope to accomplish can be done better, we believe, by mothers, 
wives, daughters, and sisters of our race than by the fathers, husbands, brothers, and sons.”57 
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Here Terrell ascribes the failure of Reconstruction to black men and promises that black women 
will do something different. The question of what women will do is a speculative promise for 
Terrell and the NACW, but the ability of the black women’s club members to be more effective 
citizens is effectively framed through the status quo of white male political power and black 
male political deficiency. The specter of the dual narratives of black women’s sexuality is not 
immediately apparent here, but we still see black women—and their citizenship and relative 
ability to aid the race—located between white and black men. Through the kind of rhetorical 
sampling that Terrell accomplishes here the NACW is presented as another republic modeled on 
white men’s nation building that is led by black women instead of black men who have, in so 
many words, failed. The speech here, for Terrell, involves the integration of disparate elements 
in service of a broader argument that can only reach its completion as it is received by club 
women as citizens, critics, and readers. Indeed, it is the model of the essay, an imagined 
conversation between author and reader, that makes Terrell’s vision possible. There is no union, 
no “national” political and social arrival, without her listeners or readers. It is hard to decide if 
this vision of the national is dependent on or parallel to Terrell’s use of sociology in her writing; 
nevertheless, in her address, and across her writing, the vision of citizenship is complemented by 
the assertion of black clubwomen’s intellectual and practical work as social reformers, invoking 
a sociology that involves black women’s intervention in trajectories of black sociological 
pathology. Much as in Fannie Barrier Williams’s writing and the Woman’s Era, Terrell’s 
sociological intervention depends on the black home and on black women as architects of the 
home.  
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Later in Terrell’s address the cult of true womanhood and a social-work agenda converge 
as she appeals to the project of “[h]omes, more homes, purer homes, better homes.”58 The home 
is the source of social problems, a pathology that Terrell associates with the working class and 
poor, lamenting that “[s]o long as the majority of people call that place home in which the air is 
foul, the manners and morals worse, just so long is this place called home, [it is] a menace to 
health, a breeder of vice, [and an] abode of crime.”59 Terrell continues to more explicitly draw 
sociology into her rhetoric by citing strategies and topics specifically associated with the field in 
connection with black life: “The colored youth is vicious we are told, and the statistics showing 
multitudes of our boys and girls who fill the penitentiaries and crowd the jails appall and 
discourage us. Side by side with these facts and figures of crime, I would have presented and 
pictured the miserable hovels from which these youthful criminals come.”60 For Terrell, the facts 
and figures lack comprehensive detail of the true conditions of black life. In response she 
challenges foreclosure and the criminality of blackness through a perspective of social work and 
demands further consideration of the conditions. She cannot fail to provide facts and figures to 
counter the material being disseminated, but she can shift focus from the prison to the home, a 
place where black women may have control. The specific reform efforts she appeals for here and 
throughout her service as president are childcare (daycare and kindergartens) and mothers’ clubs. 
Her program initiatives fit into the conventional domestic expectations, yet their application 
proposes a revision of black American pathology and production of a narrative of black female 
leadership and intellect. 
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Communicating the agenda of the NACW to a wider audience outside the club 
movement, Terrell wrote an article on “The Duty of the National Association of Colored Women 
to the Race,” published in 1900 in the AME Church Review. The article is representative of the 
kind of elitism for which Terrell is frequently critiqued. It is also indicative of how black 
clubwomen’s sociological work could instill social thought into the problems black women face 
in their labor inside and outside the home. In it Terrell praises the successes and stability of the 
NACW, now three years in service, and advances a series of programs for the NACW to 
undertake. She sees reform operating through the home. Scholars frequently cite the beginning of 
her speech, however, as evidence of her elitism and often dismissing the implications of the tasks 
she sets forth for black women:61 
To poor benighted sisters in the black belt of Alabama, we have gone, and have been both 
a help and a comfort to these women, through the darkness of whose ignorance of 
everything that makes life sweet or worth the living, no ray of light would have 
penetrated but for us. We have taught them the A, B, C of living, by showing them how 
to make their huts more habitable and decent with the small means at their command, and 
how to care for themselves and their families more in accordance with the laws of 
health.62  
Moralizing imagery of darkness and light pervades Terrell’s depiction of social working 
clubwomen. Teaching working-class and poor women, especially in rural regions the “A, B, C of 
living” is a combination of self-help direction and reform. And the mention of “huts” is a jab at 
the primitive quality of the masses, a discomfiting reproduction of social Darwinism in service of 
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racial uplift ideology. Domesticity, social science, and the importance of black women’s 
leadership combine in the essay, illustrating the implications of racial uplift while asserting, as 
Kevin Gaines has taught us, how racial uplift is a middle-class bourgeoisie strategy requiring the 
subordination, even denigration, of the working-class masses in order to establish an authority to 
uplift and its trajectory. Yet as Terrell questions the sanctity and correctness of the homes of the 
black masses, she actually resonates more closely with more recognized black sociologists such 
as W. E. B. Du Bois and Kelly Miller. From the 1890s through the 1920s both Du Bois and 
Miller premised their sociological studies and essays on the inherent value of class stratification. 
What makes Terrell’s review of the black home part of early black sociology is her insistence on 
the home being the source of the problem and the means by which the problem can be studied 
and practically addressed. But, because she lacks the formal training of figures like Du Bois and 
Miller, her social thought is largely sublimated into her faults in her arguments. Historian Karen 
Blair’s work on the women’s club movement, as conducted by both white and black women, can 
help us better appreciate how Terrell and black clubwomen are outside the canon of sociology, 
yet using sociological discourse and practice to their benefit.  
Through an emphasis on the home and women as the architect of the domestic, black 
clubwomen advanced what Karen Blair calls domestic feminism, or a praxis and belief in the 
domestic labor of women as central to the architecture of society. Domestic feminism 
distinguishes the approach of black clubwomen from the tradition of sociological analysis of the 
black home to which Du Bois, Frazier, and Moynihan subscribe. For example, in relating the 
“duty” of the NACW, Terrell calls for more kindergartens and the education or training of black 
mothers. Children are the future of the race and motherhood is the esteemed role for women; 
practically speaking, though, black women are increasingly becoming wage earners and 
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immigrant women are competing with them for domestic positions. To stay competitive, black 
women needed childcare services.  
Linked to the maternal ideal and the futurity of the race through its children is a demand 
to closely monitor the changing conditions of modernity for black women. As Terrell explains, 
“So many families are entirely supported by our women, that if this movement to withhold jobs 
from them continues to grow, we shall soon be confronted by a condition of things disastrous 
indeed. It is clearly the duty of this, the only organized body of colored women in the country, to 
study the labor question, not only as it effects the women but also as it affects the men.”63 Terrell 
connects together a sense of civic duty, national organization, sociological study, and reform, 
repeating a pattern of bringing disparate ideas together for a single purpose, a common rhetorical 
strategy she employs on the level of the sentence as well as in the general structure of her essay, 
as mentioned in discussion of her first presidential address. Labor is an ongoing issue of study 
for Terrell and it is up to clubwomen to monitor and to provide aid as needed, a contrast to the 
reform suggestions of objective male sociologists who were more concerned about whether black 
women were inside or outside a patriarchal home. For example, Kelly Miller, in comparison to 
Terrell, insists that “Negro women rush to the city in disproportionate numbers, because in the 
country there is little demand for such services they can render,” they nevertheless become 
“surplus women” without the stability and protection of marriage.64 The social problem of 
women’s employment requires the support of reform in Terrell’s view, whereas Miller seeks 
marriage as a remedy, which neither addresses the benefit of employment nor the necessity of 
support. Sociology instills a sort of mindfulness in Terrell’s thought, something that Frances 
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64 Kelly Miller, “Surplus Negro Women,” in Race Adjustment: Essays on the Negro in America, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Neale Publishing, 1909), pp. 168-178.  
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Wilson Rusan notices across the writing of black clubwomen: as they incorporate sociology, in 
terms of its tropes, strategies, or logic, black women become less elitist. At the same time, even 
as sociology can lead to more generous conceptions of black women, it does not necessarily 
provide a view of the resolution of social problems that black women face. As I suggest in my 
discussion of the Woman’s Era, the more imaginative literary genre provides a fuller vision of 
possibility. Thus, I want to consider what happens in Terrell’s short stories, namely the vision of 
black women’s lives that she can conceive through characterization and control over narrative. 
Ultimately I find that, though the essay proves an innovative literary genre for addressing the 
race or Negro problem for clubwomen, the short story also reveals further alternatives to 
foreclosing narratives of black women’s sexuality that could potentially be less elitist. 
Amongst Terrell’s unpublished writings are some short stories written in the sentimental 
style common to the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, which suggests they 
were likely written from the 1890s through 1910, the peak of her career. In her short stories, 
Terrell’s insistence on the authority of sociology and the production of black women’s social 
thought and arguments of reform are less overt, and the nuances of the problem of narratives of 
black women’s sexuality are detailed. The short story, then, is a literary form that enables a sort 
of legibility that sees past the problem to legitimize black women’s experience. This is not to say 
that Terrell uses realism in her writing; rather, she performs a sociological aesthetic, focusing on 
the problem of sexuality made stark by a generic style that includes sentimentalism and folk 
aesthetics.  
Analysis of one of Terrell’s short stories, “Betsy’s Borrowed Baby,”65 illustrates the 
implications of black women’s social thought and the social condition that they share across 
                                                
65 Mary Church Terrell, “Betsy’s Borrowed Baby,” in Unpublished Papers of Mary Church Terrell, ed. Editor Name 
(Alexandria, VA, Alexander Street Press, 2004), pp. 43-57.  
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class boundaries. In this short piece Terrell depicts the realities of the Jim Crow car and the 
sexual threats black women face, while acknowledging how the shared social conditions black 
people face might call for solidarity across class lines. 
“Betsy’s Borrowed Baby” opens with the protagonist Betsy, a young black woman at the 
end of her college term, getting ready to return home. Looking at the other (presumably white) 
girls preparing to go home, Betsy reflects, “I love my mother and father as much as they do’ 
[. . .] ‘and I enjoy my home. But getting there's the thing.’”66 Although Betsy longs to see her 
mother and her family, she is aware of her vulnerability as a young black woman traveling on the 
Jim Crow car for a several days and nights:  
As soon as she entered the car, she put her dress suitcase on the rack above the seat and 
resolved to make the best of a trying situation. She made an effort to close her eyes to the 
scratched and marred woodwork, to the faded and worn covering on the seats and to all 
the other dilapidated, unsightly and inadequate appointments in the coach. It was a great 
relief to Betsy to see passengers coming in. For, while she hoped she would be able to 
have a seat to herself during the night, she dreaded being alone in the car. She could not 
banish from her mind an ordeal through which one of her friends had passed who had 
spent the major portion of the night alone in a Jim Crow Car.67 
Terrell illustrates the black bourgeoisie perspective, noting the wear and tear on the car and the 
young girl’s desire for personal space; this is countered with the prospect of sexual assault, an 
event that Terrell makes clear happens in the absence of the black passengers in the Jim Crow 
car. The material conditions yield to higher-stakes issues of physical security so that Betsy’s 
social awareness does not just indicate her thoughtfulness. Rather, knowing one’s material and 
social condition is a survival tool. However, awareness alone will not help Betsy make the trip 
on her own. She needs the black community.  
                                                                                                                                                       
 
66 Betsy’s anxieties are those of many a clubwoman who has traveled in the Jim Crow car for a speaking 
engagement. Terrell herself had a rough encounter at the young age of nine, when her father left her in the first-class 
car to go to the smoking car and a passing conductor dragged her from her seat to a Jim Crow car. For details of 
Terrell’s biography, see Jones, Quest for Equality. 
 
67 Terrell, “Betsy’s Borrowed Baby,” p. 45.  
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Terrell makes the necessity of the black community even more apparent in one of the 
brief jovial scenes of the story, in which Betsy chats with an older black woman:  
Seeing Betsy well-groomed, dignified and prepossessing [,] Aunt Parody [beamed] upon 
her with admiration and good will. "What's your name, honey, and whar's you gwine?" 
She leaned across the aisle to inquire. Betsy, noted for her unfailing courtesy to the aged, 
not only gave that information but cheerfully answered many more questions[,] which 
she propounded. For she knew that Aunt Parody made these inquiries not because she 
was prompted solely by idle curiosity but because she took genuine pride in seeing a 
young woman of her race so well-educated and refined.68 
In the Jim Crow car Betsy experiences middle-class feelings of shame in the lower quality 
surroundings, but the feeling of shared hope and solidarity buoys her perspective. Aunt Parody 
may be patronized, but a vision or even feeling of black futurity depends on her connection with 
Betsy. This scene grapples with assumptions of class differentiation amongst black people to 
assert that, even though the race is not a homogenous class, their shared state of oppression 
creates community. Betsy’s middle-class status is marked by her education and composure. 
Betsy embodies a kind of hope for the race from Aunt Parody’s perspective, but Terrell does not 
suggest that Betsy is better than her older counterpart. Betsy is bolstered by Aunt Parody’s 
recognition and curiosity, and Aunt Parody feels pride. Elitism becomes trace—perhaps only 
present in Aunt Parody’s name, which hints that there is some sort of joke in play; but if there is 
a joke, it hardly seems at her expense.  
In addition to asserting that the black race is not a homogeneous class, Terrell’s narrative 
also indicates that what black people know about their social relationships is a better 
approximation of social truth than the knowledge of the distant white observer. Through Betsy’s 
narrative interiority the reader learns that those outside the black community fail to understand 
how it truly works. Consider the following scene that comes after Betsy’s exchange with Aunt 
Parody:  
                                                
68 Terrell, p. 46. 
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The Jim Crow car is usually so small and the passengers are obliged to huddle so closely 
together that this proximity seems to invite a sort of familiarity among them. It is 
interesting to note, however, that colored passengers rarely indulge in this familiarity 
with each other, when white people are present. Betsy had often reflected upon this and 
thought about it particularly now, when she overheard a conversation between two men 
who sat in the seat in front of her. One was asking the other what his name was, where he 
lived, where he was going, whether he was married and how many children he had 
together with other questions concerning his family and himself. And this was done 
without the slightest suspicion on the part of the interrogator that he was guilty either of a 
breach of propriety or that there could be any objection whatsoever on the part of the one 
questioned to giving the information about himself for which he had been so 
unceremoniously and innocently asked.69 
Betsy notes to herself that a white gaze will always be inauthentic because black people are 
reluctant to share the details of their lives under social scrutiny by white society. Betsy’s 
thoughts here resonate with Terrell’s critique of the way sociologists assume the black 
community’s pathology and demonstrate how representations of black life are often dissembled. 
This scene echoes middle-class “New Negro” Dr. Miller’s ride back down south in Charles 
Chesnutt’s The Marrow of Tradition, where his class status also makes him more keenly resent 
the Jim Crow car despite feeling a sense of bemused—albeit detached—love for his people. 
What Betsy and Dr. Miller both know the average white social scientist or objective observer of 
black society could never access.  
Terrell continues to demonstrate how accusations of blackness as uncouth or lacking in 
refinement may well be the result of antagonism and racial prejudice. This idea becomes more 
pronounced as Betsy tries to avoid the increasing advances of white men who use the Jim Crow 
car as a smoking car. Betsy falls asleep but soon wakes to a struggle with a white man attempting 
to rape her. She fights him off as the conductor enters. The conductor then callously commends 
her, “Why, you're a regular Mrs. Jack Johnson,” “Where did you learn how to fight so well 
anyhow? That man didn't mean no harm. He just wanted to see what kind of stuff you're made 
                                                
69 Terrell, p. 47. Emphasis mine. 
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of.”70 What is Betsy made of that could earn her both compliment and violence? The conductor’s 
allusion to Jack Johnson answers this question, in part. Jack Johnson was a famous black heavy 
weight champion during the Jim Crow era. In 1910 white America sought a “great white hope” 
to defeat Johnson, but the formidable athlete knocked out his opponent in the fifteenth round. At 
the height of his career Johnson was charged with kidnapping when he took his young white 
lover across state lines, violating the Mann Act (otherwise known as the “White Slave Traffic” 
Act) of 1910.71 Depending on when Terrell composed this story, she may have deliberately 
intended “Betsy’s Borrowed Baby” to be a reversal of Jack Johnson’s notorious career and 
romantic life. Betsy is also made inviolable and vulnerable by pervasive ideologies of black 
female sexuality. Race defines sexuality outside the boundaries of sex and gender—and that is 
the “stuff” that white society sees and aims to exploit. As Hortense Spillers, among others, has 
taught us, Middle Passage has made the free black flesh not only into a captive body, but a 
highly sensualized body, to the point that the black body is no longer entitled to the humanizing 
inscription of gender. Betsy is inviolable not because she is like a man, but rather because she is 
a black woman and therefore bound to a marked sexuality that inspires no propriety or constraint 
from men on the train, whether they are hostile or indifferent. In other words, the relative 
aggression or empathy of the men is of little matter—Betsy in their eyes consists only of “stuff,” 
an image of indefinite and insensibility that contrasts with, and necessitates, Betsy’s social 
awareness.  
Terrell, through her narration, sees the other “stuff” Betsy is made of: the way the story is 
told, privileging Betsy’s perspective and narration of events on the train, demonstrates that Betsy 
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71 The Mann Act prohibited the transportation of women for “immoral purposes,” usually implying prostitution, 
whether the woman gave her consent or not. Jack Johnson was charged and convicted for violating the Mann Act in 
1912.  
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has the social thought and awareness necessary to navigate a world that perceives her sexuality 
through her race. This awareness is critical because there is no authority willing to govern the 
space of the Jim Crow car, no protection. Instead, the joke of being a “Jack Johnson” implies not 
only a willingness to fight but also a higher tolerance for violation. The conductor’s comments 
revise gender associations and the young girl becomes a heavyweight champion when blackness 
defines her flesh. But what is awareness without agency? It is not enough for Betsy to know what 
is happening or the circumstances that she must handle; she must also do something about them.   
Betsy makes it home and enjoys a summer with her family, easing back into the traditions 
of the South, even though her race subjects her to more standards and constraints of social 
conduct. Most importantly though, while she is home she refines her ability to differentiate 
between the good white people and the bad ones: 
There were several white men in her own town who would cheerfully aid her in this or 
any other emergency, she felt certain, but that was because they were personally 
acquainted with her parents and herself. Betsy had often observed that every white man 
whom she knew in Magnolia was particularly interested in some one colored individual, 
whom he was willing to protect and defend to the very last ditch, if necessary, but who 
cared nothing for other members of the race, bunched them all together and considered 
them a bad lot. She had once heard her father express this same thought by saying that 
‘every white man considers his own Negro the fairest.’72 
Betsy applies value to the dominant race in much the same way that white society aims to define 
and categorize the black race, and this analysis helps her figure out a safer return trip to school. 
Since Betsy cannot rely on white men, she relies on herself. Betsy discovers that a neighbor has a 
young niece who needs to be returned to her family in a city near Betsy’s school. Betsy first 
visits the neighbor over the summer, demonstrating how good she is with children, and then 
offers to escort the child home. “Betsy’s Borrowed Baby” demonstrates, within the literary form 
of the short story, how sociology as social awareness, analysis, and description of the institutions 
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that black women must engage and manipulate can yield alternatives to the foreclosing narratives 
of black women’s sexuality. Although the problem of those foreclosing narratives remains, 
Terrell can see beyond them to envision a young, virtuous, educated black woman—the 
prototypical clubwoman—using her ingenuity and maternal instinct to navigate sexual frailty and 
prejudice.  
As generative as the short story is for Terrell, publishing these more imaginative pieces 
was difficult. Terrell writes to Mr. Metcalf, a friend presumably in the publishing world, telling 
him how her only published story, “Night Doctors,” was likely accepted only because it was a 
comedic piece mocking a young black working-class woman’s fear of doctors. Terrell discusses 
her frustration with the market for stories about black people and compares them to her social 
science articles. She notes that the market for her social science articles is limited as well but that 
at least those pieces can gain traction in European and black American presses. Her researched 
articles on the convict lease system and lynching have been published, yet, she laments, there is 
an absence of such themes in the more literary realm. Eventually, she concludes that there is no 
point to black women writing stories as a means of relating the realities of black life: 
There is a "Conspiracy of silence" on the part of the American press, so far as presenting 
the Colored-American's side of the story is concerned. Anybody who makes him 
ridiculous or criminal can get a hearing in the press, but his trials and struggles and 
heartaches are [missing text] There is hardly any use, therefore for a Colored woman 
who wants to make an appeal for justice and equality of opportunity [through] the 
medium of the short story or the movies to make effort. The advice, therefore to writers, 
should be [missing text] of characters who arouse the spectators’ sympathy, provided 
those characters are white. Be sure you let your brothers and sisters of dark alone, unless 
you make them criminals or monkeys.73 
Terrell’s concern over the dearth of narratives from the African American perspective echoes 
Charles Chesnutt’s commentary on the purpose of The Marrow of Tradition as a story of black 
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American life. Chesnutt writes that “[t]he primary object of the story, as it should be in every 
piece of fiction, is to entertain; and yet it belongs to the category of purpose novel, inasmuch as it 
seeks to throw light upon the vexed moral and sociological problems, which grow out of our 
southern states, of two diverse races, in equal number.”74 Terrell contends with similar issues of 
entertainment value and sociological value but reaches less optimistic conclusions. She observes 
that the most frequent depictions of black people derived from social science discourse assert the 
pathology of the race as “criminals,” or its biological inferiority as “monkeys.” So, in spite of her 
interest, Terrell is ultimately disillusioned by her ventures into the literary realm, partly because 
of the impasse of publishers’ preferences and partly because, much like Williams, she is wary of 
what the literary can do as a misrepresentation of black life. The market limitation of short 
stories is one reason why the essay and periodical were foremost in black clubwomen’s literary 
production. Still, Terrell’s story provides further insight into the discourse of black clubwomen’s 
intellectual history in a way that can inform a critical practice. This practice helps us to better 
understand the legacies of the club movement in relation to meaningfulness of black women’s 
agency and its limitations in the Harlem Renaissance. 
Legacies of the Black Clubwomen’s Movement in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand 
Scholars often compare the clubwomen with black female writers of the Harlem 
Renaissance to illustrate a shift in respectability and sexual politics within black culture. For 
example, Hazel Carby and Carol Batker compare the writing and ethos of black clubwomen to 
the lyrics of blues women and the writing of Zora Neal Hurston to illustrate the limits of 
Victorian sexual restraint within modern black womanhood.75 While the broader objective of 
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75 In "Policing the Black Woman's Body in the Urban Context," Carby explains how migrant black women incited a 
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their work is to demonstrate how sexual politics change with the onset of modernity, their 
methodology reflects a dialectic within black literature that I want to further interrogate. They 
both assert that the degree to which clubwomen assert black women’s virtue and morality pales 
aesthetically and rhetorically in comparison to the robust subjectivity in the novels of Zora Neal 
Huston, Jessie Fauset, and Nella Larsen. In other words, we tend to readily frame clubwomen as 
repressed and black women writers of the Harlem Renaissance as liberated (at least in terms of 
their expression of subjectivity). Instead of reading clubwomen and their writing as being 
sublimated by the more liberated sexual and subjective expression of women writers during the 
Harlem Renaissance, I hope to frame their work in a way that provides new insight into the kind 
of gender critiques that black women in the Harlem Renaissance sought to convey, specifically 
in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand (1928).  
Quicksand has one of the few literary depictions of a black clubwoman character, Mrs. 
Hayes-Rore.76 Scholars typically pay more attention to the protagonist Helga Crane’s views on 
Southern accommodationism and Northern protest, but narratively—and perhaps also 
ideologically, between Washington and Du Bois—the narrative plot of Quicksand depends on 
the interaction between clubwoman Hayes-Rore and protagonist Crane. The novel opens with 
Helga’s irritation with the black Southern elite at the Southern school of Naxos, where the 
                                                                                                                                                       
“moral panic” or fear regarding black women’s mobility by drawing upon the writing of black women’s club 
member Edna Jane Hunter, who ran a home for colored girls moving to the city. According to Carby, Hunter takes 
the space of the absent mother in the city and assumes matriarchal power. Carby also shows that, while the narrative 
of moral frailty does not fade, blues women take control of their sexuality and bodies in order to master and navigate 
the urban landscape. The blues women are marked as loose, but they are also freer. Carol Batker similarly considers 
the respectability and sexual politics of clubwomen by comparing clubwomen’s concerns over the protection of 
black women’s bodies to Nannie’s concern over protecting Janie through the security of marriage in Their Eyes 
Were Watching God. Batker argues that Their Eyes Were Watching God enters the sexual politics debate between 
black women club members and blues women, ultimately confounding dichotomies between middle and working 
class in order to legitimize black female sexual subjectivity. Batker offers a less critical review of the elitism of 
black women’s clubs in order to further demonstrate how their values—including the protection of black women—
are taken up by blues women and, in turn, by Hurston’s novel.  
 
76 Nella Larsen, Quicksand, in The Complete Fiction of Nella Larsen, eds. Charles R. Larson and Marita Golden 
(New York: Anchor Books, 2001), pp. 29-162. 
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faculty and community readily ascribe to Booker T. Washington’s accommodationism. Later, 
when she arrives in New York, Helga eventually becomes irritated with the urban black elite’s 
dogged focus on resolving the “Negro problem” according to Du Bois’s protest politics. Between 
the Washington versus Du Bois debate, however, there is the figure of the clubwoman, Mrs. 
Hayes-Rore, who helps Helga settle in New York. Mrs. Hayes-Rore initially seems like another 
racial uplift leader for Helga to critique, but close reading of her interactions with Mrs. Hayes-
Rore, bearing the trope of clubwomen’s intellectual history in mind, ultimately reveals their 
interaction to be a cultural and ideological encounter, one that reflects on the legacies of 
clubwomen and the continuing constraint of gender politics for the modern black woman. Such a 
reading asks us to reconsider the terms of black female desire and self-actualization within the 
novel specifically, and perhaps black women’s literature of the period generally, as being 
invested in depicting black women’s social awareness and strategy as a potential, distinct, source 
of change. 
Larsen depicts Mrs. Hayes-Rore as an ostensible contrast to her protagonist Helga Crane, 
initially setting up a dichotomy between the young Helga as a modern woman and Mrs. Hayes-
Rore as belong to the generation of “Old Negros.” Helga composes herself with the utmost 
discerning bourgeois taste, whereas the intrepid Mrs. Hayes-Rore, in spite of her social pedigree 
as one of Chicago’s most influential black elites, lacks style. In their first encounter, Helga 
makes a scathing review of her new employer’s composure: 
Mrs. Hayes-Rore proved to be a plump lemon-colored woman with badly straightened 
hair and dirty fingernails. Her direct, penetrating gaze was somewhat formidable. 
Notebook in hand, she gave Helga the impression of having risen early for consultation 
with other harassed authorities on the race problem, and having been in conferences on 
the subject all day. Evidently she had little time or thought for the careful donning of the 
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five-years-behind-the-mode garments which covered her, and which in their youth could 
hardly have fitted or suited her.77  
In this scene, Helga judges Mrs. Hayes-Rore harshly, making light of the woman’s commitment 
to the “race problem” as well as her physical appearance.  
Helga’s further judgment of Mrs. Hayes-Rore as yet another black elite overly concerned 
with the Negro problem noticeably does not include any allusions to actual clubwomen, a choice 
that ultimately diminishes the recognition and achievements of clubwomen for the reader. 
Consider the following scene, when Helga weighs the intellect against a more intangible appeal: 
On the train that carried them to New York, Helga had made short work of correcting and 
condensing the speeches, which Mrs. Hayes-Rore as a prominent ‘race’ woman and 
authority on the problem was to deliver before several meetings of the annual convention 
of the Negro Women’s League of Clubs, convening next week in New York. These 
speeches were merely patchwork of race leaders' speeches and opinions. Helga has heard 
other lecturers say the same ting things in Devon and again in Naxos. Ideas, phrases, and 
even whole sentences and paragraphs were lifted bodily from the previous orations and 
public works of Wendell Phillips, Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, and other 
doctors of the race’s ills. For variety, Mrs. Hayes-Rore seasoned hers with a peppery dash 
of Du Bois and a few vinegary statements of her own. Aside from these it was, Helga 
reflected, the same old thing. But Mrs. Hayes-Rore was to her, after the first short, 
awkward period, interesting.78  
Mrs. Hayes-Rore, like most preeminent clubwomen of the era, travels the country giving 
speeches on the race problem. The significance of a woman traveling and expressing her thought 
has little traction because her thought is rendered through the work of more recognizable race 
men. Moreover, throughout the novel Larsen quite literally creates doubles of Washington and 
Du Bois with male characters that seem to echo each race man’s political and social ideology, 
but she provides no comparable historical reference to actual clubwomen to associate with Mrs. 
Hayes Rore. Mrs. Hayes-Rore does not cross paths with the real historical figures of Fannie 
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Barrier Williams, Anna Julia Cooper, or Mary Church Terrell, which is perhaps why the figure 
of the clubwoman in the novel is rarely remarked upon. In addition to the absence of references 
to actual historical clubwomen, the domestic imagery associated with Mrs. Hayes-Rore’s thought 
further diminishes the intellectual history of clubwomen and casts them as less original race 
leaders. Larsen describes Mrs. Hayes-Rore’s contributions through cooking imagery, further 
trivializing the clubwoman’s thought; and yet, she still piques Helga’s interest, which is no small 
feat given how quickly Helga grows tired and restless with the thoughts and concerns of anyone 
besides herself. What holds Helga’s interest is that Mrs. Hayes-Rore, for all her faults, still 
maintains agency in the world as a black woman, still doggedly believes she can change the state 
of the “race problem.” In other words, as much as Helga dismisses Mrs. Hayes-Rore, she also 
maintains the belief that there is something intangible yet powerful within black women’s 
thought.  
What can a black woman’s intelligence accomplish? In spite of all her initial 
assumptions, this is a query that Helga learns the answer to through her interactions with Mrs. 
Hayes-Rore. When Mrs. Hayes-Rore asks Helga about her background and struggles, Helga 
refuses to believe the woman can understand her situation or help her. So, Helga tries to 
cavalierly relate her tale of woe and lack of a reputable family to the insistent Mrs. Hayes-Rore:  
[Helga’s] tormentor, in sudden embarrassment, turned her sharp eyes to the window. She 
seemed intent on the miles of red clay sliding past. After a moment, however, she asked 
gently: “You wouldn’t like to tell me about it, would you? It seems to bother you and I’m 
interested in girls?” Annoyed, but still hanging, for the sake of twenty-five dollars, to her 
self-control, Helga gave her head a little toss and flung out her hands in a helpless, beaten 
way. Then she shrugged. What did it matter? “Oh, well, if you really want to know it’s 
nothing interesting. Or nasty.” She added maliciously. “It’s just plain horrid. For Me.” 
And she mockingly began to relate her story.79  
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Helga strives to dissemble her true feelings, to protect her inner life that is vulnerable to scrutiny. 
Up to this point in the novel, every potential community or family she could have has been lost 
to her because she is biracial. It is a dispossession she has seen lead to alienation; but her loss is 
not dismissed by Mrs. Hayes-Rore, nor does it become a defining feature. Instead Mrs. Hayes-
Rore uses her connections to secure Helga a job and housing in New York. In spite of Helga’s 
pessimism, Mrs. Hayes-Rore sees past her dispossession and sights her possibility, insisting to 
Helga, shortly after providing her with a job, that “[t]hey ought to be glad to have you. Colored 
organizations always need more brains as well as money.”80 Mrs. Hayes-Rore’s equal valuation 
of money and intelligence indicates a kind of pragmatism and progressivism. She does not 
simply see Helga as lucky to receive a job but as a contributor in her own right. It is the kind of 
ethos that many in the reform movement share during this era, but especially clubwomen. This is 
consistent with the culture of education among clubwomen. Deborah White notes that often, for 
clubwomen, 
Being childless meant more time to manage marriage, club work, and a job outside of the 
home. Statistics on this last point show that even though most had husbands who could 
support them, seventy-three percent worked. More often than not, they taught in 
elementary and secondary schools. Their professional choices were indicative of the 
black woman's overall limited employment opportunities, as well as their own 
remarkably high level of education. Unlike the typical black American, who in the first 
part of the twentieth century had only a minimal education (in 1940, only one percent had 
a college degree), a third of all club leaders had completed college.81 
While clubwomen valued conventional gendered roles as signs of normative status, in practice 
clubwomen typically had fewer family ties, which enabled their pursuit of education and their 
work. This legacy is reflected in the character of Mrs. Hayes-Rore.  
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As a widow, Mrs. Hayes-Rore has experienced loss herself, much like Helga. Yet the 
absence of a husband gives Mrs. Hayes-Rore the freedom she needs to pursue the causes she 
finds so important. The information Helga gleans from a cautious friendship with the clerks at 
the YWCA contains a conflated allusion to Fannie Barrier Williams and Anna Julia Cooper and 
explains how Mrs. Hayes-Rore came to social power and influence in the major cities of Chicago 
and New York:  
The husband of Mrs. Hayes-Rore had at one time been a dark thread in the soiled fabric 
of Chicago’s South Side politics, who, departing this life hurriedly and unexpectedly and 
a little mysteriously, and somewhat before the whole of his whole of his acquired wealth 
had time to vanish, had left his widow comfortably established with money and some of 
that prestige that in Negro circles had been his.82  
Anna Julia Cooper’s career as a journalist, author, and clubwoman took off following her 
husband’s death. She never remarried yet maintained normative patriarchal status as a widow. 
Fannie Barrier Williams’s biography bears an even greater resemblance to the background story 
of Mrs. Hayes-Rore. After marrying husband S. Laing Williams and moving to Chicago, 
Williams experienced and witnessed racial prejudice in the urban North, dispelling her initial 
belief that the influence of Jim Crow had been contained to the South. In Chicago, Fannie Barrier 
Williams and her husband were among the city’s black elite. They held this position because of 
their shared interest in literary and cultural societies, S. Laing’s career as a lawyer, and Booker 
T. Washington’s political support. In exchange for Washington’s support S. Laing conducted 
some unsavory spying. Although Fannie Barrier Williams did not partake in the spying, critics of 
her moment and today often regard her intellectual thought and work as an extension of 
Washington’s ideology because of her husband’s actions. Mrs. Hayes-Rore’s background also 
reveals her to be more comparable to Helga. She too has lost a family member. She too has a 
potentially sordid past, given her husband’s dealings. And yet both women find themselves 
                                                
82 Larsen, Quicksand, p. 69. 
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traveling the country working on public discourse—albeit one subordinate to the other. Their 
parallelism can easily be missed because Helga is an unreliable narrator. Still, the scene 
following her disclosure of her biracial background indicates that the two women may be one of 
a kind:  
During the little pause that followed Helga’s recital, the faces of the two women, which 
had been bare, seemed to harden. It was almost as if they slipped on masks. The girl 
wished to hide herself from the turbulent feeling and to appear indifferent to Mrs. Hayes-
Rore’s opinion of her story. The woman felt that the story, dealing as it did with race 
intermingling and possibility adultery, was beyond definite discussion. For black people, 
as among white people, it is tacitly understood that these things are not mentioned. 
Sliding adroitly out from under the precarious subject to a more decent one, Mrs. Hayes-
Rore asked Helga what she was thinking of doing when she got back to Chicago. Had she 
anything in mind? Helga, it appeared, hadn’t.83  
The image of each woman slipping on a mask to hide their inner thoughts and feelings connects 
the two women in a profound way. Darlene Clark Hine attributes a culture of dissemblance to the 
rhetoric and culture of women in the late century and early twentieth century, a practice where 
black women provide an appearance of openness to keep their vulnerable inner lives protected.84 
Moments after assuring Helga that she can tell her anything, Mrs. Hayes-Rore and Helga both 
become recalcitrant, yet the narrative assures us that they are in fact thinking about the same 
taboo and vulnerability. The connection between the women is further consolidated by the use of 
free indirect discourse with the inquiry, “Had she anything in mind?” For the majority of the 
narrative the moment of free indirect discourse collapses the narrator with Helga’s interiority. 
But in this moment the question about what Helga will do with her life slips into the mind of 
Mrs. Hayes-Rore, who immediately, if not aggressively, proceeds to use her connections to help 
Helga. The implications of black women’s thought in this scene, then, is both detailed and 
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obscured, rises from dispossession, and depends on mindful benevolence and social-networking-
based reform work that have their origins in the black clubwomen’s movement. 
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CHAPTER 3. “OF THE MEANING OF PROGRESS”  
Figuring the Black Woman and Racial Uplift across W. E. B. Du Bois’s Early 
Sociological and Literary Work 
In this chapter, I argue that in W. E. B. Du Bois’s early career in the late nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century, as he turns from sociology to more literary genres such as 
the essay and novel, a racialized, gendered binary framing the black woman as either a domestic 
ideal or a socially pathological subject collapses. This makes it possible for black women to 
become representations of black futurity or agents of the future social life of the race.1 Typically, 
scholars read Du Bois’s representations of black womanhood in his early career as shoring up 
black manhood. Black men are read as the architects of black futurity because only they can 
dismantle preconceived prejudiced notions about the race. Reading Du Bois’s sociological work 
independently from his literary work leads to these overstatements of Du Bois’s masculinism and 
erases black female potentiality. I suggest that the discoursive capacities of his scientific 
sociology and literary production, taken separately, offer distinct gendered articulations of a 
black future for Du Bois. His ideas about the signifying social roles and practice of black 
womanhood in sociology differ from how he envisions black women in the literary realm. By 
connecting the two, and centering gender and sexuality, I demonstrate how the more imaginative 
literary register provides alternate visions of black progress and valued social life predicated on, 
but not confined by, Du Bois’s sociological imagination. These alternate visions of black 
progress and life include scenes of non-natal black female futurity and the characterization of Du 
Bois’s black female protagonist in his first novel as a kind of Du Boisian avatar.  
                                                
1 My definition of black futurity is, as mentioned in my introduction, derived from Fred Moten’s discussion of the 
fugitive moments of black life that escape out of violence and antiblackness, specifically in relation to his essay 
“The Case of Blackness.” My definition of black futurity is also indebted to the work of Saidiya Hartman and Jared 
Sexton on Afropessimism and black optimism. 
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What visions of black life emerge when Du Bois’s feminist sensibilities take hold? What 
does the future of black America look like for Du Bois as he starts to ponder the woman question 
alongside the color line? And how can we recognize the interdisciplinary nature of these 
concerns as part of the African American literary tradition? Exploring these questions necessarily 
depends on a holistic approach to Du Bois that observes the gendered nature of racial uplift 
politics in his sociological and literary work as well as how the demise of Reconstruction and the 
rise of ideologies of social science mobilizes Du Bois’s thought.  
Frederick Hoffman’s Race Traits and Tendencies of the Negro: The Precarious Implications 
of Sociology’s Reductive Conceptualizations of the Negro Problem 
In the late nineteenth century, few figures characterized the entanglements of the demise 
of Reconstruction and public belief in the truth-bearing capacities of the social sciences as much 
as statistician and health insurance executive Frederick Ludwig Hoffman. Originally from 
Germany, Hoffman spent the first part of his life struggling to make a name for himself in the 
up-and-coming field of statistics at university. After being forced to leave university and failing 
at several merchant apprenticeships, Hoffman came to America in the 1880s, when the debate 
concerning the government’s role in the social welfare of the nation was at its height. 2 Hoffman 
made his career during the Progressive Era crusading against compulsory healthcare and at the 
same time established himself through his early work on African Americans.3 Over the course of 
his career Hoffman wrote a number of reports and tracts using statistical data to assert the natural 
inferiority of the black race, all the while claiming his own absolute objectivity on the subject of 
                                                
2 Beatrix Hoffman, “Scientific Racism, Insurance, and Opposition to Welfare State: Frederick L. Hoffman’s 
Transatlantic Journey,” Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 1, no. 2 (April 2003): pp. 150-190. 
 
3 Hoffman, “Scientific Racism.” 
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race on account of his identity as a German immigrant. As Beatrix Hoffman (no relation to 
Frederick) explains, Hoffman’s identity as an American depended on an implicit claim of 
whiteness, while his authority as a researcher depended on an explicit claim of objectivity or 
exemption from America’s history of race relations because of his immigrant background.4 
In his 1896 work Race Traits and Tendencies of the Negro, Frederick Hoffman provides 
statistical “evidence” that the black race is biologically ill-equipped to survive. Neither his thesis 
nor his research is new, but his is the first book-length race tract sponsored by the prestigious 
American Economic Association. In the text, Hoffman compiles 300 pages of tables and figures 
from censuses, public health bureaus, and military reports. After his first series of data 
illustrating the death rate for the Negro as twice that of the white man, he reaches the following 
conclusion: 
The vitality of the negro may well be considered the most important phase of the so-
called race problem; for it is a fact which can and will be demonstrated by the 
indisputable evidence, that of all races for which statistics are obtainable, and which enter 
at all into consideration of economic problems as factors, the negro shows the least 
power of resistance in the struggle for life.5 
Through his myriad graphs and tables, Hoffman proclaims repeatedly throughout Race Traits 
and Tendencies that “[i]t is not in the conditions of life, but in race traits and tendencies that we 
find the causes of excessive mortality [in the Negro population].”6 As Megan Wolfe notes, 
Hoffman contributes to a dominating conversation about the Negro during the Progressive Era 
that “collapsed the race question into tautology: Negroes died because they were inferior and 
                                                
4 At school, Hoffman was fascinated by the study of statistics but was not a gifted student. Hoffman’s mother could 
not afford his schooling, so he had to leave school to become an apprentice merchant. He detested the work and tried 
three other apprenticeships, but they all failed. Beatrix Hoffman discusses his biography at length as a key 
motivating factor in his pronounced ideology of American exceptionalism.  
 
5 Frederick L. Hoffman, Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro, Publications of the American 
Economic Association, vol. 11, nos. 1-3 (New York: Pub. For the American Economic Association by the 
Macmillan Company, 1896), p. 37. Emphasis mine. 
6 Hoffman, Race Traits, p. 95. 
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they were inferior because they died.”7 Ironically, he envisions his work as ultimately benefiting 
the black race by enforcing a needed and distinctly American hardiness: the black race needs to 
recognize its inferiority before improving upon itself, and it could only do so by imitating white 
Americans. Indeed, Hoffman considered himself a humanitarian working on behalf of the Negro 
race.8  
Hoffman’s black social scientist contemporaries immediately contested his work. In his 
review of Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro, Howard University mathematician 
and black sociologist Kelly Miller insists that 
[freedom] from conscious personal bias does not relieve the author from the imputation 
of partiality to his own opinions beyond the warrant of the facts which he has presented. 
Indeed, it would seem that his conclusion was reached from a priori considerations and 
that the facts have been collected in order to justify it.9 
 Many of Hoffman’s morbidity and mortality reports involve aggregate data on the Negro, which 
obscures causality.10 Du Bois himself criticizes Hoffman on the grounds of egregious statistical 
                                                
7 Megan J. Wolff, “The Myth of the Actuary: Life Insurance and Frederick L. Hoffman's ‘Race Traits and 
Tendencies of the American Negro,’” Public Health Reports, vol. 121, no. 1 (2006): p. 85, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20056918. 
 
8 When he first arrived in America from Germany in the 1880s, Hoffman traveled between St. Louis and New 
Orleans on riverboats and encountered Negros for the first time. He pitied the black deck hands and the “senseless 
cruelties practiced on blacks” in the South, yet he remained sure that their lot in life was largely due to the inferiority 
of the race and the absence of white regulation following emancipation, a notion he catapulted to the status of social 
“fact” with his later study. The arguments that Hoffman establishes in Race Traits are a part of his broader crusade 
against Progressive Era welfare measures. His 1917 pamphlet Facts and Fallacies of Compulsory Health Insurance, 
like Race Traits and Tendencies of the Negro, offers a series of statistical data along with polemical critique of 
progressive government social-welfare protections. In the pamphlet, Hoffman claims such aid and welfare is entirely 
antithetical to “American ideals of liberty and democracy.” Hoffman’s work and legacy demonstrates how statistics 
and the sheer idea of social study has a profound cultural and intellectual currency during the Progressive Era, 
especially when manipulated to substantiate notions of race that benefit white supremacy and exculpate the state of 
social responsibility to the public. Frederick L. Hoffman, Facts and Fallacies of Compulsory Health Insurance 
(Newark, NJ: Prudential Press, 1917). 
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manipulations and errors. In his review of Hoffman’s work, Du Bois points out that, had 
Hoffman stratified his data according to social forces, he would have found that the death rates 
of the Negro population were in fact closely correlated to environmental conditions.11 Du Bois 
declares, “The careful statistician will immediately see, that while all these different sets of 
figures give data interesting in themselves, they must be used with great care in comparison 
because they relate to different classes of people and to widely different conditions of life.”12 Du 
Bois closes his review stating that “most of the conclusions drawn from [Hoffman’s] facts are, 
however, of doubtful value, on account of the character of the material, the extent of the field, 
and the unscientific use of the statistical method.”13 In other words, not only has Hoffman used 
the data to substantiate a popular prejudiced sentiment about the race, but he has also failed to 
distinguish heterogeneity within the population he was studying and the data itself.  
But illustrating the limits and faults of Hoffman’s work is not the only task at hand for 
Du Bois; misrepresentations of statistical truth during this period have the capacity to perpetuate 
monolithic depictions of the black race; bad sociology and reductive conceptualizations of the 
Negro problem are intertwined issues. Du Bois explains this ideological and social nexus in 
detail in his 1898 sociological manifesto “The Study of Negro Problems.” 
In the opening of “The Study of Negro Problems” Du Bois insists that “the phenomena of 
society are worth the most careful and systematic study, and whether or not this study may 
eventually lead to a systematic body of knowledge deserving the name of science, it cannot in 
                                                
11 W. E. B. Du Bois, review of Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro, by Frederick L. Hoffman, Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 9, no. 1 (January 1897): pp. 127-133. 
 
12 Du Bois, p. 130. 
 
13 Du Bois, p. 130.  
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any case fail to give the world a mass of truth worth knowing.”14 Couched within this appeal to 
knowledge is a philosophical endeavor for the truth derived from sociological study to unmake 
hegemonic concepts of race. Du Bois clarifies the purpose of sociology as a vehicle for truth; 
however, throughout “The Study of Negro Problems” his thoughts about the potentiality of that 
truth to improve black life are always secondary, indicating his persistent struggle with the 
epistemologies of the Negro problem and the Enlightenment’s promise of authority and 
humanity through reason. Still, his call for the fulfillment of the promise of the Enlightenment 
resounds through the struggles of black life so that sociology becomes the discourse of his belief 
that things will get better for the race. Du Bois believes that sociology will improve black life 
because of its premise in truth, which leads him to reiterate the greatest misfortune of previous 
and current study of the Negro problem, which is that the work done is “notoriously uncritical.”  
W. E. B. Du Bois and the Philadelphia Negro: Throwing Light on the Negro Problem and 
Black Women  
In the 1890s the city of Philadelphia had the largest population of black citizens in the 
North, located in the city slum of the Seventh Ward. In the summer of 1896, Susan P. Wharton, 
who served on the executive committee of the College Settlement Association, collaborated with 
the acting provost of the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Charles Curtis Harrison, to commission 
a study of the Negro population. Together, Wharton and Harrison selected Du Bois to conduct 
the study. They presented the project to Du Bois as a sociological project but with social reform 
objectives, stating that “[we]e want to know precisely how this class of people live; what 
occupations they follow; from what populations they are excluded; how many of their children 
                                                
14 W. E. B. Du Bois, “The Study of the Negro Problems," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science 11, no. 1 (Jan. 1898): p. 1. 
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go to school; and to ascertain every fact, which will throw light on this social problem.”15 Their 
interest in the Negro problem belied their ulterior motives. 
Du Bois reflects on his own wariness about the intent behind the commission in his 1940 
autobiography Dusk of Dawn: 
The fact was that the city of Philadelphia at the time had a theory; and that theory was 
that this great rich, and famous municipality was going to the dogs because of the crime 
and venality of its Negro citizens, who largely lived in the slum at the end of the seventh 
ward. Philadelphia wanted to prove this by figures and I was the man to do it. Of this 
theory back of the plan, I neither knew nor cared. I only saw the chance to study a 
historical group of black folk and show exactly what was their place in the community.16 
Du Bois reflects on how his commitment to the tenets of scientific sociology, under the 
circumstance of his commission, protected him from potential turmoil and the clouds of bias 
surrounding his project. He was intent on practicing and perfecting an empirical methodology. 
Leading sociologists during the Progressive Era were gaining status through the production of 
studies and treatises pronouncing sweeping laws and theories largely based on heredity and race 
traits; whereas Du Bois, by focusing on a narrow group and employing a variety of surveys, 
statistics, and investigations, sought to predicate facts before pronouncing theories.17 
In The Philadelphia Negro, Du Bois provides a historical analysis of black life in the city 
from the nineteenth century, through Emancipation, and up to his contemporary moment of 
                                                
15 David L. Lewis, W.E.B. Du Bois: Biography of a Race, 1868-1919 (New York: H. Holt, 1993), p. 188.  
  
16 W. E. B. Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn: An Essay toward an Autobiography of Race Concept (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Transaction, 2011), p. 58. 
 
17 The College Settlement Association and the University of Pennsylvania certainly wanted all the data they 
requested from Du Bois, but they already believed the black population to be pathologically and biologically 
criminal, venal, and unclean. At the turn of the century, Progressive reformers, especially those of an older 
generation like Wharton and Harrison, were anxious about the growing population of black citizens in terms of the 
group’s social and political impact on the city. As David Lewis notes, in 1896 reformers had tried to engage the 
black population of Philadelphia but found that black citizens largely preferred extending their votes to the city’s 




1896.18 He gathers, presents, and analyzes data from his own surveys, maps, and statistics. Based 
on his data and analysis he argues that the progress or limitations of the race are the result of a 
series of social forces including the history of slavery, contemporary race prejudice, limited 
economic opportunities, and the influx of white European immigrants. These forces are 
intertwined in varying degrees in the different chapters and conclusions of the study. In some 
cases the influx of white immigrants results in fewer job opportunities for blacks; in other cases 
employers demonstrate benevolence toward the Negro in the form of charity but not in the form 
of pay equal to that of their white counterparts. Du Bois teases out effects of history and current 
conditions as best he can while explicitly expressing complexities that refuse distillation. 
The series of statistics, surveys, and maps he compiles substantiate his overarching 
argument for recognizing the relative progress of the Negro in Philadelphia as a matter of history 
and current conditions, as opposed to hereditary traits. Parallel to his argument is an insistence 
on class-based heterogeneity. A critical aspect of Du Bois’s broader ideological project within 
The Philadelphia Negro is pronouncing the simple idea that black people are not all the same. 
Empiricism and the study of black people is more than a methodology for him; it is an ideology 
and epistemology of blackness that can refute the over-determination of heredity and racial 
prejudice. At the same time, Du Bois recognizes his own positivism as a result of his practice 
and thought as a sociological observer. He can perceive the forces shaping black life but can 
others, America, white society, or even the board that commissioned him, do the same?  
In his chapter on the Negro family, Du Bois defines the distinct social classes recursively, 
often comparing lower class of criminals, prostitutes, and idlers to the poor, middle class, and 
upper class to emphasize the distinctions between other classes of blacks and the criminal Negro 
                                                
18 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study (Philadelphia, PA, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1996). 
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stereotype that occupies white society’s imagination (primarily as a result of white newspapers 
only presenting stories and statistics on black crime).19 As he tries to make plain, “The whole 
division into ‘poor,’ ‘comfortable,’ and ‘well-to-do’ depends primarily on the standard of living 
among people [. . .] The very poor and the semi-criminal class are congregated [. . .] Those of 
this class who are poor but decent are next-door neighbors usually pronounced criminals and 
prostitutes.”20 As this selection suggests, Du Bois is invested in tracking the criminal class 
equally with the other classes of urban dwellers; he can distinguish these, despite the shared 
racial identity and shared space, but his rhetorical repetition assumes a lack of perception in his 
audience of the College Settlement Association and the University of Pennsylvania. Drawing 
upon his faith in sociology, as expressed in “The Study of Negro Problems,” it is also likely that 
Du Bois anticipates a wider dissemination of his study, so that he might “give the world a mass 
of truth worth knowing.”21 Du Bois’s recursive definition of the different classes of black people 
occurs throughout The Philadelphia Negro. It is more than a matter of consistency, for within his 
authoritative voice as sociologist there is an anxiety of observation, perception, and the legibility 
of black social life. The Negro is a figure of misinterpretation, and those who might influence 
black life the most lack the ability to perceive.  
Du Bois, in his three-piece Victorian suit and cane, was, by all accounts, an outsider of 
the Seventh Ward. Still, the citizens of the Seventh Ward let him into their homes to solicit traces 
                                                
19 Prior to Emancipation, blacks were only mentioned in the white press in reports of crime. This practice gained 
even greater traction following Emancipation, well through the twentieth century. The historical practice of 
reporting black crime gave rise to what Houston Baker has called black counter publics, or alternative textual and 
social production of community. It is worthwhile to note that Du Bois was contending with ideologies of racism that 
were circulating through the press as social fact. For a more complete history of the tensions between black public 
and the white press, see Houston A. Baker, “Critical Memory and the Black Public Sphere,” Public Culture 7, no. 1 
(September 1994): pp. 3–33, https://doi.org/10.1215/08992363-7-1-3; and Todd Vogel, ed., The Black Press: New 
Literary and Historical Essays (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2001). 
 
20 Du Bois, Philadelphia Negro, pp. 172-173. 
 
21 Du Bois, “Study of the Negro Problems," p. 1. 
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of their lives. This act of exchange generates a kind of sociality that Du Bois grapples with, 
refusing to attribute it solely to skill or a shared racial identity. At best, he states that he gathers 
data without bias, an act that demands that “he must ever tremble lest some personal bias, some 
moral conviction or unconscious trend of thought due to previous training, [. . .] [distort] the 
picture in his view”22 The tremble at the thought of bias is more than an indictment of prejudice; 
it is the visceral and affective dissonance that Du Bois feels as one who must be both separate 
from and of the race, a precursor to his later pronouncement of double consciousness in The 
Souls of Black Folk. In response, Du Bois stabilizes his representation of black life by 
establishing class differentiation.  
Over the course of a nearly 400-page study, even as Du Bois determines class categories 
based on income, he provides the finer details of black families in terms of their approximation 
to a bourgeois patriarchal lifestyle: whether women work, stay out on the street, or are part of 
legitimate marriages helps Du Bois describe the variety of black social classes. It also produces a 
constraining ideology about black women’s passive participation in progress of the race.  
For Du Bois, black women are most secure when they have social and romantic lives that 
mirror the hegemonic, patriarchal norm. When black women are married, in the home, and 
raising children, the race is protected and has the capacity for growth. On nearly all these 
accounts, Du Bois sees the predicated deviance from these patriarchal norms as slavery’s 
continuing influence on black women, and he struggles to reconcile this with his broader 
understanding of the race’s progress. In the body of his analysis he concludes that “the great 
weakness of the Negro family is still a lack of respect for the marriage bond, inconsiderate 
entrance into it, and bad household economy and family government. Sexual looseness then 
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arises as a secondary consequence, bringing adultery and prostitution in its train.”23 Du Bois 
further explains that the lack of respect for marriage and resulting consequences are due in part 
to the low wages that black men earn, which in turn requires women to also work, children to go 
unattended, and men to often desert families that they cannot support. While the primary figure 
of agency is the black man, black women become the gendered representation of sexual deviance 
in terms of adultery and prostitution (more closely associated with women). In other words, Du 
Bois is highly aware that we cannot always observe black men’s culpability when they desert 
their partners or are unable to support their families, but we can observe black women.  
Du Bois’s historical analysis and footnotes further suggest that the behavior and status of 
black women also indexes the precarity of the black family life and its failure to fit a patriarchal 
norm. In his historical analysis, Du Bois’s rhetoric becomes far more euphemistic, relying on 
imagery of the historical structures that have housed and regulated black bodies to locate black 
people during Middle Passage and slavery. In this way, he depends on some literary effects to 
perform social representation, but that representation is still bound to the expectations of 
sociology: 
First it must be remembered that the Negro home and stable marriage state is for the mass 
of colored people of the country and for a large [percent] of those in Philadelphia, a new 
social institution. The strictly savage home life of Africa, which with all its shortcomings 
protected womanhood, was broken up completely by the slave ship, the promiscuous 
herding of West Indian plantation put in its stead. From this evolved the Virginia 
plantation where the double row of little slave cabins were but parts of a communistic 
paternalism centering the Big House which was the real center of the family life.24  
The imagery of literal structures of power that contain and organize black life—the slave ship, 
cabins, and the plantation—allow Du Bois to pronounce the influence of the past and indicate 
how structures that house or contain black bodies in space also organize (and constrain) black 
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life. He further states that these structures are pervasive in America, even if they are not always 
consistent. As he notes, “[even] in Pennsylvania where the plantation system never was 
developed, the slave family was dependent on the morals as well as work of the master.”25  
Across these examples, Du Bois implicitly expresses his concerns over the gender roles 
of black men and women and the institution of black home life. It is in his footnotes, though, that 
his general anxiety about black homes and black women explicitly becomes a discourse of 
pathology. In the shadow of his overt argument, black women are observable markers of gender 
affirmation for men and the relative stability of the black home. In his footnotes at the end of his 
chapter on “Conjugal Condition” he discloses at length that  
[t]here can be no doubt but [that] the sexual looseness is today the prevailing sin of the 
mass population of the Negro population and its prevalence can be traced to bad home 
life in most cases. Children are allowed on the street night and day unattended; loose talk 
is often indulged in; the sin is seldom, if ever, denounced in churches. The same freedom 
allowed the poorly trained colored girl as the white girl who has come through a strict 
home, and the result is that the colored girl more often fails. Nothing but a strict home 
life can avail in such cases. Of course there is much to be said in palliation: the Negress is 
not respected by men as white girls are, and consequently has no such general social 
protection; as servant, maid, etc., she has peculiar temptations; especially the whole 
tendency of the situation of the Negro is to kill his self respect which is the greatest 
safeguard of female chastity.26 
Working though his series of condemnations, we can see how the black woman is central to an 
unfulfilled ideal of black social life for Du Bois. If women were in the home then children would 
not be unattended and women would not be molested; furthermore, perhaps the greatest issue at 
stake, if black men married black women, they would have a greater respect for themselves and 
black women would no longer be seen as unchaste. The gainfully employed black man could 
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resolve these issues, and while Du Bois is ready to indict failed black manhood, the locus of 
shame seems to consistently be associated with black women.  
Du Bois’s rhetoric and concern over black women adheres to the common social logic of 
the late Victorian era. Still, it is worthwhile to note that the degree to which black women figure 
into social analysis and representation of the race without actually being attributed a social 
agency. In The Philadelphia Negro the black woman is either a prescription or diagnosis. She 
either facilitates racial progress or hinders it.  
In addition to framing black women’s morality as a commentary on the opportunities and 
agency of black men, Du Bois also expresses a spatialized logic of gender. The status of the 
black woman is inherently determined by spatial orientation: her position inside or outside of the 
home. The ideal black woman is firmly instituted in the home, but she is haunted by the constant 
specters of the wayward or fallen woman—a woman out-of-doors—and of sexual and moral 
frailty. These figures of black womanhood are mutually exclusive and the valorization of the 
domestic depends on the negative moral and social effects extending from the wayward woman. 
For example, in his chapter on “Negro Family Life,” Du Bois states that, amongst the more 
esteemed black middle class families, “Nearly all the housewives deplore the lodging system and 
the work that keeps them away from the home; there is a widespread desire to remedy these evils 
and the other evil which is akin to them, the allowing of children and young women to be out 
unattended at night.”27 The word “evil” tacitly announces the concern of black female sexual 
promiscuity, a constant issue for Du Bois throughout the study. The image of wandering children 
emphasizes the broken structure of the contained family home. Consider the following statement 
defining the “criminal class”: 
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From the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth, intermingled with some estimable families, is a 
dangerous criminal class. They are not the low, open idlers of Seventh and Lombard, but 
rather the graduates of that school: shrewd and sleek politicians, gamblers, and partially 
undetected prostitutes.28 
Veritable she-wolves in respectable clothing, the prostitutes are “dangerous” because they lack 
transparency and run the risk of being indistinguishable from other, higher, classes of black 
women under the gaze of white American society, leading to the validation of a generalized 
belief in the ubiquity of black female promiscuity. Homogeneity obscures class stratification, on 
which racial uplift is predicated. For the Negro race to advance of its own accord within 
American society it must be led and judged by its best and brightest, a point that Du Bois covers 
in his later article “The Talented Tenth” (1903): 
Can the masses of the Negro people be in any possible way more quickly raised than by 
the effort and example of this aristocracy of talent and character? Was there ever a nation 
on God's fair earth civilized from the bottom upward? Never; it is, ever was, and ever 
will be from the top downward that culture filters. The Talented Tenth rises and pulls all 
that are worth the saving up to their vantage ground.29 
The selection above evokes a more general sense of the effect of class stratification and uplift 
that belies the essay’s rhetoric as it is geared pointedly or, as Hazel Carby might say, exclusively, 
to promoting the education of black men.30 Yet we can extend the sentiment in the “The Talented 
Tenth” to The Philadelphia Negro to perceive how the black woman figures into class 
stratification. A woman taking care of the home is a sign of status, ascendance into the 
bourgeoisie. Her presence in the home signifies on the male figure of authority under whose roof 
she dwells.  
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It is imperative to note that if the black woman participates in any social progress in The 
Philadelphia Negro, the domestic sphere is the requisite site for that facilitation to take place. 
Within Du Bois’s conception of racial progress, the Negro must build a national home through 
the private home. As evidenced by his description of “sleek politicians” among the class of 
“dangerous criminals,” Du Bois sees no advance of the race coming from the political machine. 
He dismisses the church, as well, with mildly mitigated scathing commentary: “It must not be 
inferred from all this that the Negro is hypocritical or irreligious. His church is, to be sure a 
social institution first, and religious afterward, but nevertheless, its religious activity is wide and 
sincere.”31 As Kevin Gaines articulates, “the black minister had become the equivalent of the 
demagogic machine boss to Du Bois.”32 With the most salient institutions in the black 
community turned into machines, churning out regurgitated semblances of success, what remains 
stable (and seems the only viable option) is the home—and black women’s place within it. The 
terms of success and the fixity of gender expectations start to bend, though, as Du Bois continues 
to contemplate the realities of black life in his compilation The Souls of Black Folk (1903).  
Between Sociological Truth and Gendered Possibility: Josie’s Unconscious Moral Heroism 
in The Souls of Black Folk 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Du Bois’s sociological thought transforms 
within a new realm of expression in his genre-bending compilation, The Souls of Black Folk. The 
chapters in The Souls of Black Folk entail a combination of sociological and historical analysis, 
personal essay, fiction, and song. Du Bois worked on The Souls of Black Folk while he was 
director of The Atlanta Conferences, a series produced by Atlanta University to gather empirical 
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data on the living conditions of the Negro. While the “Negro problem” continues to exist for him 
as a sociological concern, the introduction of more aesthetic and narrative forms, especially the 
personal essay, allows Du Bois to assess the problem within a different register. As a result, he 
begins to cite the black woman as a facilitator of racial progress. Although scholars do not 
immediately turn to it as an example, because of its tragic ending, the example of the potentiality 
of black female leadership within a more aesthetic discourse that most readily presents itself in 
The Souls of Black Folk is the autobiographical tale of Josie in “Of the Meaning of Progress.”  
In “Of the Meaning of Progress” Du Bois reflects on his experience as a young scholar 
fresh from Fisk University, teaching in the rural hills of Tennessee in the summers of 1896 and 
1897.33 Du Bois, in his New England aggrandizing self-fashioning, defines his search for a 
teaching position as a “hunt” on par with the “hunting of ducks and bears and men.” He marks 
the opening of his personal essay as a fulfillment and departure from what he sees as typical 
expressions of masculinity. Being a teacher is a subtle first test of manhood in addition to being 
one of Du Bois’s first immersions into black life of the folk. As soon as he embarks on his 
performance of black manhood as an instructor he is met by a young girl named Josie who ends 
his hunt, as it were, by informing him that her community needs a schoolteacher:  
Sprinkled over hill and dale lay cabins and farmhouses, shut out from the world by 
forests and rolling hills toward the east. There I found at last a little school. Josie told me 
of it; she was a thin, homely girl of twenty, with a dark-brown face and thick hard hair. I 
crossed the stream at Watertown, and rested under the great willows; then I had gone to 
the little cabin in the lot where Josie was resting on her way to town. The gaunt farmer 
made me feel welcome, and Josie, hearing my errand, told me anxiously that they wanted 
a school over the hill; that but once since the war had a teacher been there; that she 
herself longed to learn,—and she ran on, talking fast and loud, with much earnestness and 
energy.34 
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Pastoral imagery foregrounds Josie’s vitality as she brings Du Bois into the world of the folk that 
seems idyllic in spite of the signs of struggle, from the farmer’s lean physique to Josie’s 
admission of her own lack of education. Du Bois, as the prodigal schoolteacher, embodies the 
promise of education and access that Reconstruction never fulfilled, making him an idealized 
and, as many scholars note, gendered agent of racial uplift.  
Hazel Carby regards “Of the Meaning of Progress” as one of several moments in The 
Souls of Black Folk where Du Bois uses a gendered logic to frame the Negro problem and his 
own race leadership.35 While I agree with Carby’s reading of representations of Du Bois’s 
masculinism, it is the relationship of that masculinism to the feminine and women that I want to 
further interrogate. According to Carby, Du Bois presents himself and other contemporary male 
intellectual figures like Alexander Crummel as helping the folk through their respective 
individual, intellectual ambitions. Both sets of figures, the intellectuals and the folk, are gendered 
characterizations, as Carby persuasively demonstrates. Carby argues that Josie is intended to be a 
metaphor of the progress and limitations of the folk because Du Bois parallels Josie’s narrative. 
She further proposes that the feminine represents the collective by noting how the chapter 
following “Of the Meaning of Progress” uses the myth of Atalanta, to explain the greed of the 
city of Atlanta. Carby further concludes that “although as a student at Fisk [Du Bois] was 
surrounded by black female intellectuals who were his peers, he was not yet able to imagine a 
community in which positive intellectual and social imagination could be evoked from female 
metaphors or tropes.”36 The problem with Carby’s reading of Josie is that it elides Josie into the 
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folk. While I agree that Josie is an extension of the folk, in the narrative she is also an individual 
within the collective. Over the course of “Of the Meaning of Progress” Du Bois describes and 
contemplates Josie’s relationship to her community and the effect that she has on him in a 
number of ways that indicate that, as much as she benefits from his guidance, she too is a 
potential figure of uplift. 
Josie’s capacity to help her people is an alternative vision of black possibility disclosed 
and yet obscured by her interconnections to her family and her effusive aspirations to go to 
school. When describing Josie and her siblings, Du Bois highlights her as both one of the folk 
and yet something more: “There was a crowd of children. [. . .] Then there was Josie herself. She 
seemed to be the centre of the family: always busy at service, or at home, or berry-picking; a 
little nervous and inclined to scold, like her mother, yet faithful, too, like her father.”37 Josie 
seems to have inherited the best traits from each parent while also being cast amongst the 
children, making her a “woman-child,” as Du Bois later puts it, someone with the hope of youth 
but also an old soul. All this does not quite explain Du Bois’s early and unusual assertion that 
“She had about her a certain fineness, the shadow of an unconscious moral heroism that would 
willingly give all life to make life broader, deeper, and fuller for her and hers.”38 Du Bois 
perceives something deeper in the girl: there is a valiant yearning in Josie that is personal and 
shared so that it has the potential to include the entire race. Carby’s argument about Du Bois’s 
gendered logic cannot tell us the meaning behind Du Bois’s poetics regarding Josie. It is only 
when we see Josie as a gendered and unfulfilled possibility calibrated by Du Bois’s sociological 
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imagination that we can start to understand both what Josie gives to black life and her 
limitations.  
After a ten-year sojourn in the outside world, Du Bois returns to Tennessee and is greeted 
with disheartening news: “Josie was dead, and the gray-haired mother said simply, ‘We’ve had a 
heap of trouble since you’ve been away.’”39 Josie’s death and the “troubles” of her family are 
aligned even as causality remains obscure. Du Bois hears that Josie’s brothers left home, her 
sister had a child out of wedlock, and, the final nail in the coffin, “someone married another; then 
Josie crept to her mother like a hurt child, and slept—sleeps.”40 The domestic ideal or, rather, 
given the narrative currents, the marriage plot, is unfulfilled. Carby as well as Vilashini Cooppan 
have suggested Josie’s inherent futility and fatality are gender specific and that she was always 
heading to her death by virtue of being black and a woman, which I recognize as a sociological 
expectation that Du Bois has had to grapple with before.41 Reading Josie’s meaning apropos her 
death alone yields the same tautological logic of race traits and black fatality that Hoffman 
spouts. Furthermore, such readings depend on the death event alone. When we consider how Du 
Bois conveys the story, the narrative he creates out of personal essay, we can glean a more 
complex understanding of Josie and recognize why she has had such an impact on him.  
The chapter is effectively split in terms of time and tone: The first half is filled with hope, 
the latter with revelation and contemplation. “Josie was dead.” No foreshadowing, no looming 
certainty, just a statement of fact that pauses the girl in the motion of striving. An inexplicable 
death, though one clearly linked to the conditions of the Negro, locks her in perpetuity, always 
becoming but never arriving. Josie’s death is largely framed as inevitability and by the binary of 
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domestic ideal or wayward woman that Du Bois, even in the space of the personal essay, still 
maintains from his more sociological mode. At the same time, we cannot understand Du Bois’s 
claim of Josie’s more figurative, and therefore capacious, “moral heroism” without the 
sociological perspective. Indeed, it is only when we learn of Josie’s death and then, in greater 
detail, the ways that Josie tried to help her parents and siblings, that we get a glimpse of the 
tangibility of Josie’s unconscious moral heroism. Josie’s brother, Jim, “might have made a 
venturesome merchant or a West Point cadet. But here he was, angry with life and reckless; and 
when Farmer Durham charged him with stealing wheat, the old man had to ride fast to escape the 
stones which the furious fool through after him.”42 Jim, struggling against race prejudice, is soon 
locked away in the local jail. Josie provides him and another brother with all her savings so that 
they can leave, and she continues to work even harder to help her parents, bereft of able-bodied 
and strong-spirited sons. She works cleaning a large house in the city and eventually pays for her 
parents to live in a comfortable home in their old age. Then her younger sister Lizzie, “bold and 
thoughtless, flushed with the passion of youth, bestowed herself upon a tempter, [brings] home a 
nameless child. Josie [shivers] and [works] on.”43 The kinds of social analyses Du Bois made in 
The Philadelphia Negro, including the struggles of employment, the precarious manhood of 
young black men, and the specter of the single mother, reoccur within the rural setting of Josie’s 
small town in the Tennessee Hills. Josie, an unlikely hero, rises to the occasion to help her 
brothers, her sister, and her parents, giving them the financial support they need until unrequited 
love and the loss of a hoped-for marriage brings her to an early grave.  
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Du Bois, looking over the ramshackle remains of his schoolhouse and the new building, 
perceives the folk, their struggles, and Josie’s clipped striving; it strikes him speechless: 
My log schoolhouse was gone. In its place stood Progress; and Progress, I understand, is 
necessarily ugly. [. . .] The County owns the lot now, I hear, and every year there is a 
session of school. As I sat by the spring and looked on the Old and the New I felt glad, 
very glad, and yet— 
After two long drinks I started on.44 
“Progress” leaves its material mark. There is a new schoolhouse. School is open every year. The 
necessary social forces for change are present “and yet—” there is loss, in the form of Josie 
herself and in terms of the event that leads to her death, the absence of black men. The absence 
of black men is reflected in the visage of Josie, who is left behind many times over: her brothers 
flee for the semblance of a better life, her sister’s lover is unnamed and therefore unsupportive, 
and Josie herself is unchosen by her imagined husband. Yet in “Of the Meaning of Progress” the 
absence of black men is seen from the mediated perspective of a woman, Josie. The poignant 
sense of loss Du Bois feels within The Philadelphia Negro ultimately indicts black women, 
whereas in the personal essay the liberal effects of the literary—including memory, hearsay (Du 
Bois hears from Josie’s mother what has happened), and the character of Josie herself—all allow 
Du Bois to feel the problem of the absence of black men in a manner that does not blame black 
women for being left behind. Josie gives Du Bois the opportunity to feel the contours of a social 
problem without reconciliation or conclusion, although it is the register of loss and incompletion 
in the narrative that has often led scholars to assume Du Bois’s expression as one of gendered 
superiority.  
David L. Lewis, in his reading of the event, remarks that “there is a trade-off of material 
progress for loss of innocence.”45 I do not doubt that there is an overt sense of material exchange 
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in this moment for Du Bois, but I am unsure of the subtleties implied by “innocence.” Josie has 
more agency than a sacrificial lamb. By envisioning a better life for her family in the first half of 
the narrative, and in helping respective family members survive in the second half, Josie supplies 
what Fred Moten, in his essay “Uplift and Criminality,” might call the material for her family to 
survive 46  
Taking Moten’s ideas—about the ideological ties between black maternity, racial uplift, 
and what he cites as the criminality of black social life—more fully into account, I want to stick 
with Lewis’s premise that Josie’s death is a material exchange that facilitates progress. However, 
instead of interpreting Josie as a sacrifice, I argue that what Josie gives is a maternal exchange, 
one that must be recognized as occurring without sexual reproduction. Moten explains that Du 
Bois values the possibility of a black sociality that could complement the domestic, yet that very 
sociality is impossible because black sociality is criminal. From the time of slavery, well through 
the demise of Reconstruction, black life out-of-doors, and as an ensemble, has been regarded as 
criminal. The precarity of black people out-of-doors that Moten observes parallels the kind of 
constraints placed on black women. Moten then indicates how black women can become doubly 
criminal figures when being out-of-doors signals both revolt and illicit sexuality. Du Bois’s 
normative view of black women’s publicity and sexuality (two radically mutual terms) ultimately 
predicates Moten’s argument that black maternity is something that Du Bois “intimately knows 
and obsessively indexes and represses [because] it is an inheritance that touches and unmans 
him, something handed to him that cannot be handled.”47 To be clear, Josie is not a sexualized 
subject, illicit or otherwise; in fact, there is something desperately bare and bereft in the smallest 
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indication we get of her romantic life. Rather, Josie as a black woman has a capacity to 
transgress expectations and black social life and this is a key aspect of black maternity. It is 
modeled on the black female experience of supporting life for her kin with a radical hope for 
black survival. Furthermore, the maternal is located within the feminine, which has the potential 
to threaten a certain kind of fragile masculinity that bell hooks calls plantation patriarchy. 
Plantation patriarchy refers to the mimesis black men perform in their relationship to black 
women, dominating black women as they were dominated by their white masters.48 After 
emancipation, of course, white supremacy remained and, in its totality, still influenced black men 
to dominate black women. Moreover, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as hooks among 
others explains, black leaders were worried about defining gender roles in order to obtain the 
gender recognition denied during slavery. What Josie or maternity “unmans” within Du Bois 
might be the very necessary dismantling of a kind of masculinity that is indebted to slavery 
rather than freed from it. 
Still, Moten, like many scholars centering issues of gender and sexuality in Du Bois’s 
work, does not really pay attention to Josie. His concept of the black maternal is one that 
gestures to her but actually focuses on the black grandmother’s song in The Souls of Black Folk. 
This is a missed opportunity for thinking about black maternity and the possibility Josie 
expresses as she facilitates life for her people and Du Bois’s contemplation. Moten defines 
maternity as based on Du Bois’s language and explicit obsession with Africa as motherland, the 
maternal grandmother, and the slave mother that gives birth to the children of the master, 
children that are her own and are subsequently dispossessed. There is a litany of salient black 
maternities defined by genealogies of desire and wounding and—in deference to Toni 
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Morrison— rememories.49 However, Moten’s underlying notion of maternity, one that I want to 
draw into view, is constituted by the delimited agency of a dispossessed female figure giving to 
fulfill or facilitate black life. This kind of giving recalls the emptiness of wombs without 
demanding their physical existence, although this does not exclude the physicality or bodily 
nature of black maternity. Within Du Bois’s corpus I want to highlight the nonreproductive (in a 
sexual sense) black maternity of Josie as it entails a physicality including nurturance and 
exhaustion, awareness and anxiety, and the almost immediate discounting of girlish excitement 
as the precedent or process of growth. Du Bois signals to us that Josie’s black maternity is 
nonnatal yet life-giving when he says she would willingly “give all life to make life broader, 
deeper, and fuller for her and hers.” Furthermore, he can, through the narrative and temporal 
ruptures of memory that occur in the personal essay, frame the sociology of black life within 
Josie’s striving before gesturing to what sociology cannot capture—the residual meaning of Josie 
giving out of her own dispossession. What Josie gives resists fatality. It saves her family, but she 
is lost. We can only completely recognize the force of Josie’s nonnatal black maternity where 
sociology fails to provide an explanation.  
Just as I am wary of the slippage involved with “innocence,” I am mindful of the 
essentializing capacity of recognizing Josie’s black maternity. As Hortense Spillers astutely 
admonishes, “One treads dangerous ground in suggesting an equation between female gender 
and mothering.” She goes on to say that many critics “have gone far to break the enthrallment of 
the female-subject position to the theoretical and actual situation of maternity.”50 I do not want to 
suggest that a claim on black maternity is automatic by virtue of gender. Such thinking is 
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reductive of maternity and its ideological significance, especially for Du Bois. Throughout his 
work, Du Bois is consistently enthralled with the maternal and reads it into nearly every female 
figure. I maintain that in the case of Josie, however, the maternal is a kind of delimited agency 
for her people and ideology in black life, which Du Bois can emphatically gesture to but cannot 
quite bring to fruition. There is a beauty in giving out of dispossession that is as disquieting as it 
is inspiring. Still, Josie is not an actual mother. She is not the Mother figure. Josie is the spirit of 
something far more intuitive and familiar, with a burgeoning reticence from which the reader and 
Du Bois get no satisfaction. “How shall man measure Progress there where the dark-faced Josie 
lies?” Du Bois asks.51 The language of Du Bois’s early social science, such as “measure” and 
“progress,” fails to answer Du Bois, yet in the space of the personal essay the (im)possibility of 
Josie can still lie before us. The question of Josie, then, is reminiscent of Du Bois’s introspective 
inquiry in the opening chapter of The Souls of Black Folk: “How does it feel to be a problem?”52  
Josie’s death is in many ways symbolic of the number of deaths and struggles of life in 
black America at the time, but Du Bois cannot represent Josie beyond the fact of her death in his 
personal essay. Instead, he approximates alterity, hinting at another kind of world and life for 
Josie. In his approach to impossible alternatives for Josie, he starts to merge the issue of gender 
with the race problem itself. This is an endeavor he later makes stark in his feminist essay “The 
Damnation of Women” (1920), in which he announces, 
What is today the message of these black women to America and to the world? The uplift 
of women is, next to the problem of the color line and the peace movement, our greatest 
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modern cause. When, now, two of these movements—woman and color combine in one, 
the combination has deep meaning.53 
Josie is an early instance of that “deep meaning” derived from the combination of “woman and 
color.” Her striving is the condition of both her gender and her race. Josie is a manifestation of, 
and an access point for, Du Bois’s expanded sociological thinking. She reveals the complexity of 
“the Negro problem” underneath the axiomatic. She is, I propose, one of the first instances of Du 
Bois tapping into what he calls, in his later social theory, the “secondary rhythm.”  
In his unpublished essay “Sociologically Hesitant” (c. 1904-1905), through a 
contemplation of what sociological study truly intends to accomplish in the modern world, Du 
Bois presents an idea of human chance that has the capacity to explain his increased interest in 
both black women and the literary in the twentieth century. In the opening of the essay, he 
gestures to the late Enlightenment ideas of the late-nineteenth century and corresponding 
intellectual, scientific, and social changes as predicating a sincere, robust interest in “the deeds of 
man.”54 Industrialization, the development of monopolies, and the expansion of Europe 
encourage interest but also exacerbate a problem within sociology for Du Bois, namely the 
tendency towards abstraction and superficial description which he sees in the work of Augustus 
Comte and Herbert Spencer, founding fathers of sociology. Du Bois asserts that, as much as 
social laws and environmental conditions can tell us about man and society, this is only part of 
what sociologists can observe:  
For the Great assumption of real life is that in the deeds of men there lies along with rule 
and rhythm—along with physical law and [biological] habit, there is something 
Incalculable. This is ever with us; it pervades all our thinking, all our science, all our 
literature; it lies at the bottom of our conception of legal enactments, philanthropy, crime, 
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education, and ethics; and language has crystallized the thought and belief in Ought and 
May and Choice.55  
Du Bois’s inclination toward the future, the subjunctive here, indicates that the incalculable is 
not something to be regulated and incorporated within preexisting laws or realities that sociology 
documents; it is rather intended to exceed it. Yet what exceeds physical law and biology, as he 
calls it, is part of a complementary relationship with that which he considers indeterminate, both 
of which he theorizes using the concept of rhythm.  
The primary rhythm of the deeds of man consists of evident social forces, while the 
secondary concerns incalculable human chance. It is the secondary rhythm that drives the 
sociologist to become “hesitant,” to pause before abstracting human life for the convenience of 
ostensible empirical tractability, and to consider that which social forces cannot reconcile. Still, 
as Du Bois suggests, both rhythms are necessary for any conception of the truth of society to be 
grasped. It is my assertion that when Du Bois’s narrates Josie’s potential, he attempts to tap into 
the secondary rhythm. As he further explains,  
[T]here are limits shown by the rhythm in birth and death rates and distribution by sex; it 
is found further in human customs and laws, the forms of government, the laws of trade, 
and even in charity and ethics. As, however, we rise in the realm of conduct, we note a 
primary and secondary rhythm. A primary rhythm depending, as we have indicated, on 
physical forces and physical law; but within this appears again and again a secondary 
rhythm which, while presenting nearly the same uniformity as the first, differs from it in 
its more or less sudden rise at a given tune, in accordance with prearranged plan and 
prediction and in being liable to stoppage and change according to a similar plan.56 
There are subtle shifts between staples of sociology and something that exceeds it in these 
passages that depend on the figurative language of sound. What we can readily hear and 
understand in the limited empiricism of births and deaths also has a complementary and 
corresponding rhythm that “rises” in terms of action and conduct. Josie’s action and conduct 
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constitute a tacit solo that, as Du Bois indicates here, comes from the realities that sociology 
tracks, the “prearranged plan and prediction” of black life in its struggles. Nevertheless, as those 
struggles are met by the most unlikely (but also consistently present) of figures, a black woman, 
there is an aperture of hope through which an alternative vision of black life might be glimpsed. 
This abbreviated vision of futurity becomes fully realized with the character of Zora in Du Bois’s 
first novel, The Quest of the Silver Fleece.  
In Dusk of Dawn, Du Bois briefly mentions The Quest of the Silver Fleece: “In 1911, I 
tried my hand at fiction and published The Quest of the Silver Fleece, which really was an 
economic study of some merit.”57 Much as when he wrote The Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois was 
engaged with many other works. Herbert Aptheker, Du Bois’s literary executor, remarks that 
many of the details about life in the Black Belt within the novel were most likely derived from 
his studies, specifically a 1906 study on cotton. To conduct this study Du Bois borrowed money 
from Atlanta University and was reimbursed by the Labor Bureau of the US government. 
According to Aptheker and Douglas A. Blackmon, the bureau never published the study and 
apparently destroyed the manuscript.58 Perhaps because of such circumstances Du Bois turned to 
the novel to articulate his findings. In “Sociology Hesitant” he cites “the Novel” among the signs 
of “an increased and increasing interest in human deeds” and as “the study of individual life and 
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motive.”59 In this way, we can understand The Quest as a narrative manifestation of Du Bois’s 
sociological philosophy, including, as I will elaborate, the primary and secondary rhythms. 
Black Maternities and Creating a Narrative of Progress in The Quest for the Silver Fleece 
The Quest of the Silver Fleece is a heroic romance following the lives of two black 
youths in rural Alabama, Bles (Blessed) Alwyn and Zora. Bles is introduced in the novel as a 
paragon of Du Bois’s educational philosophy, as related in “Of the Training of Black Men” in 
The Souls of Black Folk and in “The Talented Tenth.” He comes to Zora’s town seeking an 
education at the local school for Negros, which is run by New England philanthropist Sarah 
Smith. On his way to the school Bles wanders into the nearby swamp where he encounters the 
nymph-like wild child Zora. From the moment they first meet they are drawn to one another. 
Zora cites their connection shortly after their first exchange, “We’se known us all our lives, 
and—before, ain’t we?”60 The marriage plot is set in motion. But before that conclusion, the two 
clearly occupy very different perspectives, or rather two different rhythms. Consider the 
following exchange in which the two debate the values of the local school versus the innate 
knowledge of “the folk:” 
 “Zora,” [Bles] said thoughtfully, “You must learn to read.” 
“What for?” 
“So that you can read books and know lots of things.” 
“Don’t white folk make books?” 
“Yes—most of the books.” 
“Pooh! I knows more than they do now—a heap more.” 
“In some ways you do; but they know things that give them power and wealth and 
make them rule.” 
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“No, no. They don’t really rule; they just thinks they rule. They got things,—
heavy, dead things. We black folks is got spirit. We’se lighter and cunninger; we fly right 
through them; we go and we come again just as we wants to. Black folks is wonderful.”61  
Bles pragmatically affirms the necessity of education through traditional channels, a stance that 
is countered by Zora’s commentary, which proposes another type of knowledge that gives black 
folk the capacity to “fly right through.” Bles’s imagining seems limited while Zora’s argument, 
although beautiful, lacks definition. The amiable disunity is bound by narrative dialogue, the two 
distinct perspectives intersecting with one another on separate paths.  
There is not a strict correspondence between black pride and the feminine or the 
masculine with normative uplift. But to have each perspective, which we can readily recognize 
as primary and secondary, come from a man and a woman, respectively, does imply gendered 
trajectories or experiences. In other words, it is not that their genders prevent Bles and Zora from 
exchanging or holding alternative perspectives about the possibilities for their people, rather, it is 
that their gendered experiences shape how they observe black social life and its possibilities. In 
one respect we know that the different rhythms will be reconciled by the marriage plot: when 
Bles and Zora marry their perspectives will be linked. The novel does follow the romantic 
paradigm of a marriage plot: the young couple fall in love, events lead to their separation and 
respective solitary journeys of discovery, and at the conclusion they are rejoined. But this is not 
exactly the story Du Bois proceeds to tell. Meeting and subverting the expectations of the late-
nineteenth century narrative marriage plot, Du Bois makes several singular choices with regard 
to the character development and narrative of Zora so that she engages both the primary and the 
secondary rhythms independently of Bles. The first step in this process involves Zora being 
redefined beyond the confines of the domestic ideal and fallen woman binary.  
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In the beginning of the narrative, Zora’s potential to be the domestic ideal is threatened 
by the prospect of becoming the fallen woman, echoing the structure of Du Bois’s sociological 
framework of black womanhood. As she and Bles raise the silver fleece (cotton), Zora is 
continually groomed for a simple domestic destiny as wife and, assumedly, mother. 
Inadvertently, Bles grooms her for these roles by requesting her to behave more like the girls at 
school. She must learn to read because that is the skill of those in power (as the previous 
selection suggests) and because an education for a woman, according to the Victorian customs of 
the era, is a preparation for domestic life. Zora initially pursues an education to please Bles. She 
fashions herself to be his ideal wife in accordance with Victorian domestic custom, which 
dictates that the wife in a successful middle-class home is always educated and sophisticated (but 
not employed). Yet even as Zora strives to fulfill the ideal, she is already fallen. Zora’s hag 
mother Elspeth, a relic of sycophantic slave-master dynamics, has repeatedly (before the arrival 
of Bles) offered her daughter for the sexual delight and entertainment of the local white 
aristocracy. The abuse Zora experiences is notable because it entails maternal abjection and 
indicates that, for Du Bois, though black maternity is a route to possibilities for black life, there 
are in fact multiple black maternities and they are not all created the same.  
Theories of Du Bois’s conceptualizations of black maternity gravitate toward the all-
Mother figure, a historical yet temporally unbound maternal progenitor whose visage is 
heightened by allusions to Africa and spiritualism. The maternal grandmother’s song that is 
discussed in “The Sorrow Songs” in The Souls of Black Folk is an example of this kind of black 
maternity. Du Bois’s autobiographical accounts of his own mother also are often linked to the 
all-Mother trope in his work as well. The folklore quality of the grandmother, Du Bois’s 
mother’s own quiet New England quaintness, and still other examples show that there is a variety 
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of nurturance. This variety indicates that even within Du Bois’s own lineage not all mothers are 
the same. In The Quest for the Silver Fleece, however, the departure from the benevolent black 
all-Mother is far more dramatic. Elspeth represents a link to the slavery mentality that Du Bois 
finds so detrimental to the progress of the modern, or New, Negro. At the same time, the 
mother’s horrific qualities are not understood as the result of slavery as a system of ideology and 
exploitation. Indeed, there are moments when Elspeth’s monstrosity is linked to her blackness, to 
the point where she becomes a figure of horrific awe and power.  
The multiplicity of epithets that are leveled at Elspeth in Du Bois’s narrative grates, at 
times, against the novel’s esteem of Zora. This may be a means of announcing both the 
difference in generations and, as is common in feminist discourse, the departure from a kind of 
complacency with the status quo or previous generation. Nevertheless, Elspeth is referred to as a 
hag, crone, mammy, and witch, and is referred to this way so many times, despite having only a 
few select (and withholding) scenes in the novel. The scenes in which she offers her Zora up to 
the lust of local white men remain unspeakable and gestural. We are offered little chance to 
discern Elspeth’s subjectivity or the effects of slavery; instead, we witness her absolute 
embodiment of the awful power of the black mother. The awfulness of Elspeth’s deeds are 
expressed in the remnants of her body, discovered by Harry Cresswell, the son of the white 
landlord, when he barges into her cabin looking for Zora and attempts to assert his entitlement: 
“‘What damned mummery is this?’ he cried, and snatching at the sheet, dragged it from the black 
distorted countenance of the corpse. He shuddered but for a moment he could not stir. He felt the 
midnight eyes of [Zora]—he saw the twisted, oozing mouth of the hag, blue-black and 
hideous.”62 Harry Cresswell’s perspective of horror is not simply a moment of narrative 
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interiority. Every character, especially Zora, regards Elspeth, in life and in death, as a hag, as 
horrible, powerful, and bound to sycophancy that has corrupted her body. Still, this 
characterization never underestimates her power as a witch. Elspeth uses some form of magic to 
help Zora and Bles plant a magical seed of cotton that goes into the eponymous silver fleece, but 
never does the woman nurture or demonstrate love toward Zora. Typically, only a need for food 
and shelter drives Zora back to Elspeth’s cabin, nothing else. The maternal abjection Zora 
experiences compels her to go to the local school and later justifies her further excursion into the 
world as Mrs. Vanderpoole’s servant. Moreover, the harm Elspeth causes predicates a kind of 
skepticism toward natality as the foundation of maternal care. Elspeth may be Zora’s mother, but 
she is a terrible one, robbing her child of her innocence. This, in turn, is perhaps why she is given 
only limited narrative description and agency.  
The loss of Zora’s innocence and the swamp where she and Elspeth live are merged 
throughout the first part of the novel. Du Bois uses red imagery to connect maternal abjection 
and lost innocence and, surprisingly, to hint at the potential of both Zora and the swamp. From 
the opening chapter, Du Bois repetitively describes the waters of the swamp and the light from 
Elspeth’s haunting cabin as “red.” Curiously, red is also the color of “dreams.” Zora discloses to 
Bles, “I creeps there in ’monsgt the dreams; they hang there like big flowers, dripping dew and 
sugar and blood—red, red, blood.”63 If the red imagery tracks the loss of innocence, it is also the 
color of imagining that frames a departure from the normative ideal. When Zora dons this color 
in society, though, it immediately turns “scarlet.” Bles picks out a red dress from the local 
country store for Zora to wear to school. Under the gaze of the local white schoolteacher, Mary 
Taylor, the playful, audacious, red transforms. The narrative relates that on Zora’s body, under 
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the white gaze, “hanging from shoulder to ankle, in formless, clinging folds, blazed the scarlet 
red gown.”64 Zora is subtly inscribed as a promiscuous black woman. Somewhat aware of her 
precarious status, when she and Bles discover a picture of the Madonna, she asks him what it 
means to be “pure.” Bles, unaware of the reasoning behind Zora’s question, tells her that being 
pure means “being good—just as good as a woman knows how.”65 Zora takes solace in this and 
determines herself to be pure and to continue on her path to domestic idealism: 
Slower, subtler, but more striking was the change in Zora, as she began to earn bits of pin 
money in the office and to learn to sew. Dresses hung straighter; belts served a better 
purpose; stockings were smoother; underwear daintier. Then her hair—that great dark 
immovable infinitely curled hair— began to be subdued and twisted and combed until, 
with steady pains and study, it lay in thick twisted braids about her velvet forehead, like 
some shadowed halo. All this came much more slowly and spasmodically than one tells 
it.66 
Domesticated, Zora causes Bles to notice her not as a child or playmate but as a potential wife. 
Love blossoms between the two as they continue to raise the silver fleece in their patch of Eden 
in the swamp. Their love is cut short, however, when Bles is informed about Zora’s past. In an 
outburst of anger Bles cries, “you should have died.” Zora is trapped by the perception of her 
body. Without the appropriate inscription, her body becomes material too, and in the eyes of her 
lover, waste. Her relative worth has little to do with her personal subjectivity.  
Wrested most unwillingly from a conventional path, Zora’s future initially has the 
prospect of oblivion. Yet, as the narrative continues to reveal, Zora has not failed; it is the binary 
of domestic ideal and fallenness that fails. Du Bois proceeds to write a future for Zora, as he 
cannot for Josie, defining Zora with a personal subjectivity and sense of agency. Using Hortense 
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Spillers’s definitions of the “body” and the “flesh” we can further understand agency as the 
natural result of Zora’s binary collapse: 
I would make a distinction [. . .] between “body” and “flesh” and impose that distinction 
as the central one between captive and liberated subject-positions. In that sense, before 
the “body” there is the “flesh,” that zero degree of social conceptualization that does not 
escape concealment under the brush of discourse, or the reflexes of iconography.67 
Out of the ruins of the binary there emerges Zora in the “flesh.” Zora pursues an education “in 
the world,” outside of the swamplands of Alabama, as the wealthy Mrs. Vanderpoole’s maid 
(although given the intimate relationship between the two, “companion” might be a better 
descriptor). Being an autodidact allows Zora to define and respect herself, so that when she hears 
that Bles is engaged she does not yield to perpetual sleep, as Josie does, but evolves her 
subjectivity beyond the domestic ideal to access a sense of political agency. In a local church, 
Zora hears a preacher’s sermon and intuits it as a call to help her people: 
“[. . .] Go down South where we writhe. Strive—work—build—hew—lead—inspire! 
God calls. Will you hear? Come to Jesus. The harvest is waiting. Who will cry: ‘Here am 
I, send me!’” 
Zora rose and walked up the aisle; she knelt before the altar and answered the 
call: “Here am I—send me.”68 
Although the moment of epiphany occurs in a church, the sense of religiosity in Zora’s impulse 
is not renewed outside of this initial moment when she hears the call. Zora then acts according to 
a conscious moral heroism, becoming the full realization of Josie. I suggest that in this moment 
Zora obtains personal subjectivity that is not determined by the ideal domestic/fallen woman 
binary, a subjectivity that readily yields to political agency. This is how Du Bois figures Zora, a 
black woman, as a source of futurity, one capable of responding to sociological contingencies 
without yielding to foreclosures associated with departures from gender norms. Because Zora 
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has a story beyond being a fallen woman, she is able to bring about another way of thinking and 
living for the black community. When she returns to her home, she develops a plan to free local 
black folk from the sharecropping system. She uses knowledge of social relations as well as real 
estate to purchase the fertile land of the swamp and set up a commune. The primary and 
secondary are engaged in Zora’s political agency, allowing for a new way of life to begin within 
the black community.  
When Zora returns to her home in the Black Belt, she has a newfound compassion for her 
community that Du Bois represents using prophetic imagery predicated on sight, making her 
journey home parallel to Du Bois’s coming of age or moment of racial self-awareness in The 
Souls of Black Folk. Having obtained an informal liberal arts education through her travels with 
Mrs. Vanderpoole, Zora is able to look at her own people with both her childhood sense of black 
potential and her newfound political and social critique: 
Zora was looking on her world with the keener vision of one who, blind from seeing, 
closes the eyes a space and looks again with wider and clearer vision. Out of a nebulous 
cloud land she seemed to step; a land where all things floated in strange confusion, but 
where one thing stood steadfast, and that was love [. . .] So she looked on the world about 
her with new eyes. These men and women of her childhood had hitherto walked by her 
like childhood. Now they were flesh and blood. She saw hundreds of thousands of black 
men and women: crushed, half-spirited, and blind.69 
The keener vision she maintains allows her to generate a survey of the challenges of black life in 
her rural community. She wanders from home to home, talks with different people, and 
eventually earns “the title of white folk,” with her people calling her “Miss Zora.” In her survey, 
she comes upon a family dispossessed of their home, a young boy being whipped by an 
employer (which harkens back to Josie), and a young mulatto girl named Emma in the precarious 
company of a white man as she runs her errands. Each event, compressed into the small narrative 
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space of a few pages, gestures to different social problem: lack of landownership, oppressive 
work conditions, and the security of young black womanhood (or rather childhood). Many of 
these issues are touched upon in The Philadelphia Negro and The Souls of Black Folk, and they 
continue into the novel, inviting readers familiar with Du Bois to parallel his own 
autobiographical self-representation to Zora.  
In “The Striving of Black Folk,” the opening chapter of The Souls of Black Folk, Du 
Bois, much like Zora, finds himself struggling with romantic rejection from a white female 
classmate (albeit one much younger than Zora and Bles at the time of their separation), a refusal 
that leaves him searching for a space of belonging and that, in a similar way, draws upon images 
of sight and the sky. As he reflects following the refusal:  
Then it dawned on me with a certain suddenness that I was different from the others; or 
like, mayhap, in heart, in life and longing, but shut out from their world by a vast veil. I 
thereafter had no desire to tear down that view, to creep through; I held all beyond it in 
common contempt, and lived above it in a region of blue sky and great wandering and 
shadows. The sky was bluest when I could beat my mates at examination [. . .]70  
The sky imagery, in and of itself, along with the corresponding image of a new horizon, is 
common enough for narratives of revelation; however, the addition of a failed romantic interest 
and a bolstered interest in academic success—or the very least advanced knowledge—are aspects 
more idiosyncratic to Du Bois’s biography. From seeing himself from the perspective of a 
schoolmate to rising above the obstacles of race relations and looking down on them, Du Bois 
circulates a number of positions of sight in his opening chapter before finally turning his 
attention to his people “with loving emphasis and deeper detail, [so] that men may listen to the 
striving of the souls of black folk.”71 Du Bois’s shift from visual to audible allows him to 
complement the sociological with the aesthetic of the sorrow song, a move that more thoroughly 
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connects him to his black identity. Zora’s transition notably mirrors his transition from failed 
romance to seeing and listening to black people. In this way, Zora models Du Bois’s recognition 
of self and black solidarity more perfectly than he does, while at the same time having her own 
distinct character and narrative. Consequently, it is no surprise that her sense of solidarity and 
agency is romanticized and idealized in ways that echo Josie’s tale. But where Josie strives, Zora 
has far more success. The collapse of the binary of domestic ideal and wayward woman explains, 
to some extent, why Zora not only lives but also leads. Looking more closely at her leadership 
indicates that Zora also succeeds because of her inclination to analyze the limits put on black life 
and her ability to recognize the power of subverting those expectations.  
Many of the problems the black community experiences, as Zora perceives them, have to 
do with the cotton trade and sharecropping. In response, she decides to use a generous donation 
from Mrs. Vanderpoole to buy the swamp where she once lived and turn it into a community 
settlement for the local black farmers. The sheer act of deciding to buy land on her own 
challenges expectations and Du Bois takes the further step of breaking down Zora’s actions so 
that she effectively occupies a series of community leadership roles. She first proves herself an 
astute businesswoman and landlord by asking to buy the swamp from Colonel Cresswell, a local 
white aristocrat and former slave owner. She depends on Cresswell’s presumption of her 
ignorance or lack of savvy by writing a receipt-like contract that he signs willingly without 
reading it, for he assumes that he will eventually be able to repossess the land in its entirely or 
keep her on another version of the sharecropping system. Zora later defies expectations and asks 
for full ownership of the land, and the Colonel takes her to court, where she decides to act as her 
own lawyer:  
“Without a lawyer!” Bles Alwyn stared his amazement.  
“Without a lawyer in court.” 
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“Zora! That would be foolish!” 
“Is it? Let’s think. For a year now I’ve been studying the law of the case, and she 
pointed to her law books; “I know the law and most of the decisions. Moreover as a black 
woman fighting a hopeless battle with landlords, I’ll gain the one thing lacking.” 
“What’s that?” 
“The sympathy of the court and bystanders.” 
“Pshaw! From these Southerners?”72 
In the space of the white courtroom, Zora performs with a kind of tact that she has never had as a 
child. The contract/receipt that she has written proves to be damning evidence and the judge’s 
decision depends on whether or not Colonel Cresswell has understood Zora’s nuanced document, 
forcing the Colonel to claim ignorance in deference to a black woman. To win the case, though, 
the Colonel further asks his son-in-law John Taylor, who has witnessed the deal, to corroborate 
that the Colonel did not understand what Zora meant when she asked to buy the land. Respect 
and appreciation of financial savvy leads John Taylor to concede that the Colonel did understand 
that he was selling the land and did sign the contract that Zora wrote. In addition to acting as her 
own lawyer with success, Zora also proves herself an eloquent and threatening public speaker 
when she speaks to the local black church about selling plots of land to black farmers. The 
unctuous preacher, a lackey of Colonel Cresswell, reminds the community of her fallenness, yet 
she ultimately prevails with the help of a local conjure man (who is implied to be her father). But 
perhaps the most heroic moment for Zora occurs when she strategizes the settlement’s response 
to a white mob.  
The specter of racial violence looms in Progressive Era black novels and is a trope often 
used to illustrate the pervasiveness of white supremacy. In novels such as Charles Chesnutt’s The 
Marrow of Tradition or James Weldon Johnson’s Autobiography of an Ex-colored Man, racial 
violence precipitates the protagonist’s withdrawal from society, an event that can only be 
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prevented or redressed by compassionate white society’s engagement. In The Quest of the Silver 
Fleece, however, the race mob leads to the further ascent of Zora. Shortly after hearing news that 
local working-class whites have been instigated to attack the settlement, Zora hurries back to 
create a plan of action with Bles, who at this point is still by her side as a close friend and ally 
rather than love interest: 
“Bles,” she said quietly, “it is reported that a Toomsville mob will burn the school 
tonight.” 
Bles stood motionless. 
“I’ve been fearing it. The sheriff has been stirring up the worst elements in the 
town lately and the mills pay off tonight.” 
“Well,” she said quietly, “we must prepare.” 
He looked at her, his face aglow with admiration. 
“You wonder-woman!” he exclaimed softly.73 
Zora and Bles’s defense measures are nonviolent and involve dissemblance and anticipation of 
white expectations. They gather people in the community into a secure space, lock the doors, and 
turn all the lights out. Bles tries to encourage all the men to hide their guns, but one, a lone black 
man, refuses to yield his weapon, and eventually the mob finds him, willing to fight, kills him, 
and dissipates. Bles’s awareness of the visage of black manhood in the eyes of white men is as 
critical as Zora’s awareness of how black women may be viewed in court. Bles’s advice to be 
nonviolent because of its implications for black men proves to be complementary to Zora’s 
initiative. He follows her lead and contributes based on his own social knowledge and abilities, 
yet his ability to subvert expectation in order to preserve life pales in comparison to Zora’s.  
Zora quickly starts subverting expectations after Bles abandons her in the first third of the 
novel, whereas Bles, in his goodness, proves to be even more naive. After their separation, Bles 
goes on to Washington, DC, to become a clerk. He then becomes a speaker for the Republican 
party, after he provides an impromptu speech about how Negro needs adhere to the party of 
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Lincoln. Bles is swept up by black and white politicians and eventually develops a relationship 
with the politically savvy Miss Caroline Wynn, one of the black elites in Washington. When 
Bles refuses to ignore the party’s dropping of a key education bill that would help the black 
community, he questions their values in a high school graduation speech. Bles is immediately 
cast aside by everyone, including Caroline, for although she admires his principle, she admits she 
could never marry someone so good. Bles’s goodness provides him with a narrow view of life. 
At the same time, his earnestness and apparent desire to learn from women without actually 
grasping the full extent of their own identities and abilities is not intended to be harsh critique. 
Throughout his various autobiographies, Du Bois typically frames himself as the invested black 
male admirer (sometimes with sincerity, sometimes pretentiously). It is for this reason that 
scholars have suggested that Bles is a version of Du Bois; however, the number of Bles’s 
blunders, along with the nature of Zora’s success, suggests that Zora may be the idealized visage 
of Du Bois, or the figure within whom Du Bois sees himself. Reading Zora as a Du Boisian 
avatar gains further traction when considering how he describes her passion for reading and 
learning.  
As Mrs. Vanderpoole’s servant, “in the world” before she goes home to lead her people, 
Zora develops a hunger for knowledge and begins to educate herself. The library of her room 
reveals a woman of varied and disciplined learning: 
Hour after hour, day by day, she lay buried, deaf, and dumb to all else. Her heart cried, up 
on the World’s four corners of the way, and it came to the Vision Splendid. She gossiped 
with old Herodotus across the earth to the black and blameless Ethiopians; she saw the 
sculptured glories of Phidias marbled amid the splendor of the swamp; she listened to 
Demosthenes and walked the Appian Way with Cornelia—while all New York streamed 
beneath her window. She saw drunken Goth reel upon Rome and heard careless Negroes 
yodel as they galloped to Toomsville. Paris, she knew, —wonderful, haunting Paris: the 
Paris of Clovis, and St. Louis; of Louis the Great and Napoleon III; of Balzac, and her 
own Dumas. She tasted the mud and comfort of thick old London, and the while wept 
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with Jeremiah and sang with Deborah, Semiramis, and Atala. Mary of Scotland and Joan 
of Arc held her dark hands in theirs, and Kings lifted their scepters.74  
The breadth of Zora’s interests, and the particular emphasis on classical antiquity, mirror the 
intellectual pursuits of Du Bois himself. Zora relates to antiquity through her own cultural 
history, overlaying the darker world with the classical world, in the same manner that Du Bois 
does with The Quest of Silver Fleece itself, as it alludes to the story of Jason and the Argonauts. 
Du Bois also uses classical allusions in The Souls of Black Folk, in the telling of the history of 
Atlanta through the myth of Atalanta. Further, his first collegiate teaching appointment was as a 
professor of Latin and Greek. Given this information, we can see how Du Bois scholastically 
reflects himself in Zora. Claudia Tate points out that “Du Bois repeatedly describes [Zora] as 
dark, even as he makes her a ‘dull-golden’ mulatta with a great mass of immovable infinitely 
curled hair’ [. . .] rather than a typical black woman with negroid features,” and continues to 
ponder if Du Bois was projecting “a feminized version of his own hybridity” or expressing an 
infatuation with light-skinned women.75 While we cannot dismiss Du Bois’s idiosyncratic 
inclination for elaborating the color and texture of light-skinned women, Zora’s physical 
description, along with her intellectual pursuits, provide compelling reasons for considering her 
as a Du Boisian avatar. Hazel Carby suggests that Du Bois saw “the advancement of his race [as] 
intimately tied to his personal achievements as an intellectual.”76 Yet, where Carby extends this 
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argument to distinguish a masculine bias in Du Bois’s practice and thought, I see Du Bois form 
prototypical feminist parallels.77  
Moreover, in addition to her intellect, Zora, in her multiple leadership roles, practices 
protective love and nurturance of a kind that makes her efforts, like Josie’s, into a kind of black 
maternity. Because she does the work of the black mother without being a mother, Du Bois can 
frame his own ideological (and somewhat autobiographical) visage of racial uplift onto Josie, not 
to obscure her, but to highlight the aperture of hope that comes when black women, as 
compassionate leaders, have access to education and are not confined by a gendered binary of 
success. The absence of natality or sexual reproduction allows a further investment of the black 
male self within the feminine and maternal in The Quest for the Silver Fleece, while freeing the 
black woman. 
Once these boundaries blur, Du Bois resumes his marriage plot anew. With Zora’s 
liberation, it seems as though the domestic sphere is no longer the prefigured space of social 
progress. The binary collapses in Du Bois’s creation, generating an ideologically unconstrained 
space. The space is capacious, not vacant. It is not liminal; it is without borders. It is a space of 
imagining and yearning, both of which are necessary to nurture racial progress. Shortly after Bles 
returns from his excursion in the world, circumstances lead to him and Zora being found in a 
seemingly scandalous and intimate position. Bles immediately seeks to rectify the situation to 
alleviate Zora’s presumed fallenness:  
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through mentorship or through writing, is a point for further discussion. Joy James, “Profeminism and Gender Elites: 
W.E.B. Du Bois, Anna Julia Cooper, and Ida B. Wells-Barnett,” in Gillman and Weinbaum, Next to the Color Line. 
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“We must get married—before Christmas, Zora,” he presently avowed, not looking at 
her. He felt the basket pause and he glanced up. Her dark eyes were full upon him and he 
saw something in their depths that brought him to himself and made him realize his 
blunder.  
“Zora!” he stammered, “Forgive me! Will you marry me?” She looked at him 
calmly with infinite compassion. But her reply was uttered unhesitantly; distinct, direct. 
“No, Bles.”78 
Zora’s refusal is a decisive move to refuse binary inscription. She will not be put back into a 
domestic space that denies her personal subjectivity. Zora knows that no indiscretion occurred 
between her and Bles and refuses to let the threat of “scandal” define her. It is only when Bles 
recognizes her for who she is, a “pure” woman who is pure because she is “good just as a woman 
knows how,” that the novel concludes. Zora, defining her own future, asks, “Will you—marry 
me, Bles?”79  
Sociology has a number of capacities for Du Bois. It can frame the problems of black life 
outside of a presumed pathology of fatality or failed patriarchal normativity. It can illustrate the 
pervasive influence of slavery on the conditions of black social life in the context of modernity. 
At the same time, grappling with these narratives of black social life generates a gendered 
tension predicated on the absence of black men and the striving of black women—struggles that 
sociological discourse cannot fully address. Du Bois’s sociology reaches out beyond the Negro 
problem and compels Du Bois to contemplate sociology within a literary register, especially 
those parts amenable to figurative language and narrative in The Souls of Black Folk and The 
Quest of the Silver Fleece. Ultimately, in Du Bois’s literary work, he can illustrate a sociological 
truth and then expand on it, deviating from confining conceptions of the racial uplift agency of 
black women in order to reach an imagining of the black woman and a black future that is 
connected to the Negro’s present condition as much as it is liberated from it.  
                                                
78 Du Bois, Silver Fleece, p. 301.  
 
79 Du Bois, Silver Fleece, p. 336.  
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CHAPTER 4. ANTINOMIES OF BLACK MATHEMATICS AND QUEER STRATEGIES OF 
SOCIAL LIFE 
Engaging and Experiencing the Red Record through Statistics in Ida B. Wells’s 
Early Anti-lynching Pamphlets and Angelina Weld Grimké’s Rachel 
In her early pamphlets Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All its Phases (1892) and A Red 
Record: Tabulated Statistics and Alleged Causes of Lynching in the United States, 1892-1893-
1894 (1895), Ida B. Wells has several things that she wants the numbers of the red record of 
lynching in America to do. She uses the numbers to indict white America for systematically 
betraying its own judicial and legal ideals. She uses the numbers to make legible the social 
realities and antiblack violence black Americans are facing as a social group. She uses the 
numbers to create a persona for herself, one that allows her to become a representative of the 
race and an authority the likes of which few in American society (besides black women 
themselves) have envisioned commenting on, and subsequently leading, the black race. 
However, while her numbers do become a rhetorical weapon to indict white America, they also 
present a more awful representation of the precarity of black life and the enumeration of black 
death. We well know from the reach and history of Wells’s antilynching discourse that she is 
able to do many things with the numbers of the red record; and yet, in her attempt to marshal the 
numbers and recorded facts of lynching, her work inevitably bears marks of ideological and 
formal constraints that illustrate that there are things she cannot make the numbers do. The 
antinomies of the mathematics make plain that the red record can be intractable at times. In 
tracking and analyzing these antinomies of mathematics, I find that Wells inscribes her work in 
her early pamphlets with an unfulfilled desire to have the numbers do more, particularly for 
black women. I aim to lay this desire bare in this chapter, not even as a narrative, but rather as 
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the grasping for an account of the violence experienced by black women alongside the refutation 
of the black-male-rapist lynching mythos.  
Wells uses the numbers in a variety of formations—particularly statistics and 
comparative analysis of the facts in the newspaper stories—to compose an archive of the red 
record, which I recognize as a series of numbers that document lynching violence, typically 
gathered by the white press or institutions, but also mitigated and presented by black 
intellectuals. Wells’s successful use of the mathematics of the red record is an idiosyncratic 
aspect of her intrepid rhetoric and indictment of the alleged justifications for lynching. Other 
black intellectuals in her moment use variations of her statistics, analyses, and reports in the anti-
lynching movement, so that her work effectively shapes, if not founds, the approach and 
arguments of other race leaders at the beginning of the twentieth century, as the movement 
begins to gain national recognition. 1 Notably, Wells’s contemporaries Mary Church Terrell and 
W. E. B. Du Bois, leaders of the National Association of Colored Women (NACW) and the 
National Association of Colored People (NAACP), respectively, both cite key analyses and 
figures from Wells’s work. In particular they cite the statistic that only one-third of lynchings are 
in response to a charge of rape. This undermines the primary justification that lynching 
apologists purport, namely that lynching is necessary to punish black men for raping white 
women and to prevent them from perpetrating the crime in the future. Both Terrell and Du Bois 
use Wells’s mathematics to undergird their respective calls for an interracial antilynching 
movement—and neither cites Wells or includes her in the leaderships of their respective 
                                                
1 Jacqueline Goldsby observes that although Wells’s work has incited a series of detractors in the years since it was 
published, leading up to our contemporary moment, no one has ever questioned her summary conclusions about the 
statistics themselves. There have not been detractions or alternative interpretations from the conclusion that only 
one-third of lynchings were for alleged rape, or that the wide range of causes along with the frequency of lynching 
evidenced a more systematic problem. Jacqueline Goldsby, “Writing ‘Dynamitically’: Ida B. Wells,” in A 
Spectacular Secret: Lynching in American Life and Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006).  
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organizations.2 These exclusionary politics are critical to understanding the importance of 
Wells’s ideological and discursive reach, and how referral and deferral are historically predicated 
practices when it comes to recognizing and tracing the reach of her strategies. It is one thing to 
defer to her pronouncements and quite another to reference her work and persona. Therefore, as 
part of my presentation and analysis of Wells’s engagement with the intractability of the red 
record, I also aim to demonstrate how Angelina Grimké also engages the intractability of the red 
record in her play Rachel, an antilynching play produced by the NAACP in Washington, DC, in 
1916.  
In my analysis of Angelina Grimké’s engagement with Wells, I pose the implications of 
the intractability of the red record by illustrating how the incomprehensibility of the numbers or 
innumeracy becomes a central point of conflict, which the play explores through the aesthetics of 
drama. While scholars have framed Grimké and other black women playwrights of the Harlem 
Renaissance as building on a tradition of protest founded by Wells, few pose a direct connection 
between the two as I do here by presenting their parallel struggles with the red record of 
lynching. Their connection begins, however, with the incorporation of Wells’s biography into the 
lynching of the father in Grimké’s play Rachel.  
Angelina Weld Grimké’s Reimagining of Wells as the Lynched Father in Rachel 
In 1891, Ida B. Wells began writing for the Free Speech, a black periodical in Memphis, 
Tennessee. In 1892, she wrote a scathing editorial condemning the lynching of three black men, 
Thomas Moss, Calvin McDowell, and William Stewart. Moss and McDowell owned a black 
grocery store called the People’s Grocery that competed with a white local, William Barrett. 
After a conflict between Barrett and Stewart, who worked in the black-owned grocery store, a 
                                                
2 Joy James particularly discusses W. E. B. Du Bois’s failure to incorporate and respect Wells as an intellectual 
leader. James, “Profeminism and Gender Elites.” 
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white mob arrived to attack the People’s Grocery. McDowell, Moss, and Stewart defended the 
property and were arrested. After their arrest, the men were later dragged from the jailhouse in 
the middle of the night and lynched by a white mob. 
Wells’s strident article on the lynching indicts the mob and polemically suggests that the 
“threadbare” excuse of rape as the justification for lynching was subject to scrutiny and indicated 
white women’s sexual interest in black men far more than it indicated black men’s wanton 
criminality:  
Nobody in this section of the country believes the old threadbare lie that Negro men rape 
white women. If Southern white men are not careful, they will overreach themselves and 
public sentiment will have a reaction; a conclusion then will be reached which will be 
very damaging to the moral reputation of their women.3 
Wells’s article was a gendered attack besmirching white womanhood and white male sexual 
attraction, and it earned her the ire of the white community, which immediately responded by 
burning down the Free Press.  
In Angelina Weld Grimké’s Rachel, Rachel Loving’s dreams of becoming a mother start 
to unravel once she learns from her own mother that her father, who passed away when she was 
too young to remember, was lynched by white Christian citizens. The revelation of the lynching 
of Mr. Loving further establishes a direct connection to Wells that few critiques of the play ever 
make explicit. There are, however, too many connections between Wells’s biography and Mr. 
Loving’s lynching to be dismissed. Towards the end of the first act of the play, Mrs. Loving 
delivers a monologue about her husband’s death that mirrors Wells’s biography and incorporates 
the intrepid rhetoric of her editorial in the Free Speech. I present the passage below at length 
because of its extended incorporation of Wells’s biography and her argument that the best of 
white society are complicit in lynching:  
                                                
3 Ida B. Wells, Editorial, Free Speech, May 21, 1892 reproduced in Southern Horrors and Other Writings: The Anti-
Lynching Campaign of Ida B. Wells, 1892-1900, by Ida B. Wells-Barnett (Boston: Bedford Books, 1997). 
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TOM (Breathing with difficulty): Ma—can you—will you—tell us about it? 
MRS. LOVING: I believe it to be my duty. (A silence) When I married your father I was 
a widow. My little George was seven years old. From the very beginning he 
worshipped your father. He followed him around—just like a little dog. All 
children were like that with him. I myself had never seen anyone like him. “Big” 
seems to fit him better than any other word. He was big-bodied—big souled. His 
loves were big and so were his hates. You can imagine, then, how the wrongs of 
the Negro—ate into his soul (Pauses). He was utterly fearless. (Silence) He edited 
and owned for several years, a small Negro paper. In it he said a great many 
things. I used to plead with him to be more careful. I was always afraid for him. 
For a long time, nothing happened—he was too important to the community. And 
then—one night—ten years ago—a mob made up of the respectable people in 
town lynched an innocent black man—and what was worse—they knew him to be 
innocent. A white man was guilty. I never saw your father so wrought over up 
over anything: he couldn’t eat; he couldn’t sleep; he brooded day and night over 
it. And then—realizing fully the great risk he was running, although I begged him 
not to—and all his friends also—he deliberately and calmly went to work and 
published a most terrific denunciation of that mob. The old prophets in the bible 
were not more terrible than him. A day or two later, he received an anonymous 
letter evidently from an educated man, calling upon him to retract his words in the 
next issue. If he refused his life was threatened. The next issue contained an 
arrangement as frightful, if not more so, than the previous one. Each word was 
white-hot searing. That night, some dozen masked men came to our house.4 
Mr. Loving’s activism and perseverance reflects Wells’s own report of being driven out of 
Memphis after the publication of her own polemical critique of lynching in the Free Speech, 
although it is not clear in Mrs. Loving’s account whether Mr. Loving had gone so far as to assert 
that black men and white women had consensual sexual relationships.5 Rather, it seems that Mr. 
Loving had been enraged by the full awareness of the community about the true perpetrator of 
the unnamed crime. The collective psychic ties of white supremacy concern Mr. Loving as they 
do for Wells. Grimké would have been familiar with Wells’s well-circulated story of her own 
                                                
4 Angelina Weld Grimké, Rachel, in Selected Works of Angelina Weld Grimké (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1991), act 1, pp. 144-147. 
 
5 Wells-Barnett, Southern Horrors. For specific discussion of “The Lynching at the Curve” also see Mia Bay, To 
Tell the Truth Freely: The Life of Ida B. Wells (New York: Hill and Wang, 2009); Paula Giddings, Ida: A Sword 
among Lions: Ida B. Wells and the Campaign against Lynching (New York: Amistad, 2008); and Patricia Ann 




near-lynching, whether in its original publication, the press, or in her pamphlets. Still, this invites 
the question: why exactly does Grimké interpolate Wells into the figure of the lynched father? 
On the one hand, I believe Grimké is responding to the speculation that Wells herself makes in 
Southern Horrors, namely, that if Wells had been a man and in town when the editorial was 
released, she would have been killed.6 On the other hand, and more in keeping with the dynamic 
and dialogue I am trying to highlight and establish here, Grimké can also be read as interpolating 
Wells in order to express and expound upon some of Wells’s more strident commentary about 
the relationship between lynching, gender, and sexuality within an aesthetic that allows Grimké 
to express the effects of the black-male-rapist narrative on the black family, even when it is only 
a purported explanation and justification.  
Prior to this monologue, Grimké creates a dialogue between Mrs. Loving and her 
children that further introduces the trope of unspeakability and shame associated with the sexual 
allegations inherent to lynching. In the scene, Mrs. Loving struggles to admit the way her 
husband and first child died in a manner that places it in a broader tradition of unspeakability and 
sexual assault: 
MRS. LOVING: …Tom and Rachel! I have been trying to make up my mind for some 
time whether a certain thing is my duty or not. Today—I have decided it is. You 
are old enough, now, —and I see you ought to be told. Do you know what day 
this is? (Both Tom and Rachel have been watching their mother intently.) It’s the 
sixteenth of October. Does that mean anything to either of you?  
TOM and RACHEL (Wonderingly): No. 
MRS. LOVING (Looking at the both of them thoughtfully, half to herself): No—I don’t 
know why it should. (Slowly) Ten years ago—today—your father and your half-
brother died.  
TOM: I do remember, now, that you told us it was in October. 
RACHEL (With a sigh): That explains—today.  
                                                
6 In Southern Horrors, Wells presents passages at length in which the members of the white press call for her 
castration, presuming that her article was written by one of the male co-owners of the Free Press. Scholars such as 
Jacqueline Goldsby and Sandra Gunning, discuss how this presumption indicates the invisibility or displacement of 
the figure of the black woman, and how Wells anticipated and used this position to dramatize her arguments about 
lynching.  
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MRS. LOVING: Yes, Rachel. (Pauses.) Do you know—how they—died? 
TOM and RACHEL: Why, no. 
MRS. LOVING: Did it ever strike you as strange—that they died the same day? 
TOM: Well, yes. 
RACHEL: We often wondered, Tom and I; but—but somehow we never quite dared to 
ask you. You—you—always refused to talk about them, you know, Ma dear. 
MRS. LOVING: Did you think—that perhaps—the reason—I—I—wouldn’t talk of them 
was because, because—I was ashamed of them? (Tom and Rachel look 
uncomfortable).7  
Within the tradition of black women’s writing, the stuttering “I” in the voice of a black woman 
often appears before an admission of sexual assault or sexual interaction resulting in a child out 
of wedlock. The “I” demarks presence and experience yet, in its stumble, indicates lack of 
control and autonomy over the physical self, which in turn interrupts the voice of the narrative 
self. Experience without control over the entire narrative is exactly what is at stake in Mrs. 
Loving’s description of her husband’s lynching.  
Mrs. Loving’s struggle for control over the narrative is also expressed in the performative 
gestures of the body in the play. In the stage directions leading up to this scene, Mrs. Loving’s 
body is consistently and increasingly failing her throughout the day. Only with the revelation do 
we understand the burden of knowledge of lynching as the cause behind her sporadic 
convulsions and stiffening body (gestures indicating emotional stability that are later mirrored in 
a more intense fashion by Rachel in the second and third acts of the play). Over the course of the 
beginning of the play, we are invited to regard the failures of her body as the effects of stress and 
age on Mrs. Loving as she builds up to revealing her secret. Grimké presents a disambiguated 
notion of shame as the legacy of the black-male-rapist mythos.  
Shame does not need to be connected to a specific crime or even a notion of justice in this 
context, though; it can be connected to the simple social isolation that lynching produces, an 
overwhelming feeling of helplessness at one’s victimization. Dora Apel observes that shame 
                                                
7 Grimké, Rachel, act 1, p. 144. 
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occurs when victims of antiblack violence or prejudice feel the inability of their own capacity to 
prevent their subjugation.8 It is perhaps for these reasons that Mrs. Loving decides to assume, 
without foundation, that Tom and Rachel never asked about their father and brother’s deaths 
because they were ashamed: “No. (Half to herself) You evade—both of you. You have been 
ashamed. And I never dreamed until today you could take it this way. How blind—how 
criminally blind, I have been.”9 Tom and Rachel explain to their mother that they never ask 
about their father and older brother’s death because they knew it would make their mother 
unhappy.10 Mrs. Loving’s thought process behind her conclusion that her children were ashamed 
is never spelled out. Nevertheless, I believe that what is at stake is the criminal innuendo for Mrs. 
Loving, especially when she says she never would have dreamed that her children would have ill 
thoughts of their own father’s death. The thinly veiled scolding of her children is also intended 
for Grimké’s assumed (or at least intended) white audience, and it allows her to advance one of 
Wells’s equally provocative arguments about the social makeup of the mob: 
MRS. LOVING: (Bracing herself) They—they—were lynched!! 
TOM and RACHEL: (In a whisper) Lynched! 
MRS. LOVING: (Slowly, laboring under strong but restrained emotion) Yes—by 
Christian people—in a Christian land. We found out afterwards they were all 
                                                
8 Dora Apel, “Lynching Photographs and the Politics of Public Shaming,” in Lynching Photographs (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2008), pp. 42-79. I use Dora Apel’s work because she addresses shame as a response 
to lynching photography and the way that by reframing the image the direction of shame and the audience it affects 
can change. She explains the reframing of lynching photos as a strategy of the antilynching movement of the late 
nineteenth century and early twentieth century, and as a strategy of activists of the late twentieth century and early 
twenty-first century, including antiabortion and antigenocide campaigns.  
 
9 Grimké, Rachel, act 1, p. 144. 
 
10 While that response seems a little too simplistic, I imagine Grimké’s lack of explanation about why Tom and 
Rachel have not looked further into the deaths of their father and brother is intended to make Rachel and Tom seem 
young. The revelation of their father’s lynching then ages them. Grimké returns to this idea of knowing what it 
means to be black in the context of race prejudice as aging the characters at the end of the play. In one of Rachel’s 
final monologues she claims to know, and be just as old as, John Strong, who dismisses her disillusionment as an 
immature response to the struggles of the world.  
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church members in good standing—the best people. (A silence.) Your father was a 
man among men. He was a fanatic. He was a Saint!11 
Mrs. Loving’s assertion of her husband’s innocence, and her indictment of the “Christian” lynch 
mob, echoes Ida B. Wells’s own report of the attempt on her life as well as the presumptions of 
the white press that she was a black man. In her first pamphlet, Southern Horrors, Wells 
presents, at length, commentary from white papers in which editors declare that white men of 
Memphis should “brand him [i.e. Wells] in the forehead with a hot iron and perform on him a 
surgical operation with a pair of tailor’s shears.”12 Wells continues to narrate the actual turn of 
events stating that “[a]cting upon this advice, the leading citizens met in the Cotton Exchange 
Building the same evening, and threats of lynching were freely indulged, not by the lawless 
element upon which the deviltry of the South is usually saddled—but the leading business men, 
in their leading business centre [. . .] letters and telegrams were sent to me in New York where I 
was spending my vacation advised me that bodily harm awaited my return.”13 The key overlap 
between Grimké’s rendition of Mr. Loving’s death and Wells’s story, then, is more than the 
circumstantial parallels (i.e., both owned newspapers and published articles on lynching); 
Grimké and Wells both declare that members of the supposed best class of white citizens are 
perpetrators of lynching crime, as opposed to the vulgar ignorant white lower class.  
We can further corroborate the reading of the death of Mr. Loving as Grimké’s 
incorporation of Wells by considering how real-life lynching events are also incorporated into 
Grimké’s other works of fiction. In addition to Rachel, Grimké wrote a series of short stories, the 
majority of which focus on themes of lynching. Although there is no archival evidence that 
                                                
11 Grimké, Rachel, act 1, p. 144. 
 
12 Quoted in Ida B. Wells, “Southern Horrors,” in Ida B. Wells-Barnett, On Lynchings (Amherst, NY: Humanity 
Books, 2002), p. 30.  
 
13 Wells, p. 30. 
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Grimké ever met or interacted with Wells, they were relative contemporaries, and the content of 
Grimké’s stories and letters indicate that Grimké undoubtedly kept up with lynching in the press. 
For example, two of her short stories, “Blackness” and “Goldie,” provide fictionalized narratives 
of the lynching of Mary Turner, one of the more gruesome lynchings of a pregnant black woman, 
reports of which circulated in the press in 1918. In a letter to the Atlantic Monthly suggesting the 
publication of her stories, Grimké pointedly remarks to the editor that the magazine’s empathetic 
interest in tragedy abroad could and should be directed to tragedies of equal measure at home:  
Last fall, I think it was, you printed an article entitled “Can Such Things Be True?” That 
was a very brutal [argument on] the Turks. It, of course, did not happen in America. The 
facts upon the lynching upon which I based my story happened in the civilized U.S.A. in 
the 20th Century. Was this woman, I wonder, lynched for the “usual crime?” “Can These 
Things Be?” Even the Turks have been astounded at the brutality and the ruthlessness of 
the lynching in this country. Where are these lynchings leading the U.S.A? In what will 
they end?14  
In the passage above, Grimké demonstrates her awareness of the culturally salient and obscured 
stories in the press. Grimké’s comment about the way America fails to meet a low bar of 
morality in its treatment of the Negro resonates with Wells’s campaign in Britain. Notably, 
Grimké observes the dual violence of the lynching and the black rapist myth with acerbic wit that 
echoes the tone of Wells’s own quip about the “threadbare lie.” Drama, however, allows Grimké 
to further characterize the stakes of lynching and specific anxieties about future generations of 
the race. Grimké establishes a clear concern about the figure of the lynched woman, elaborating 
on the impossibility of the black-male-rapist myth as the precedent for lynching. How can that 
“usual crime” result in the death of a pregnant black woman? The illogicality of the lynching 
discourse generates an acerbic wit. Moreover, we can use this moment to better understand Wells 
and Grimké’s shared anguish over the violence that black women experience. At the same time, 
                                                
14 Angelina Weld Grimké to the Atlantic Monthly Review, 1918, in Grimké, Selected Works, pp. 417-418. 
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as I will further elaborate, their shared investments have very different trajectories because of 
their genres of choice and their contrasting responses to the intractability of the red record.  
In her work on the cultural imaginings of lynching across different genres, Jacqueline 
Goldsby reminds us that literature often does the work of letting us think about what we cannot 
otherwise imagine, and, for that reason, “genres and their representational conventions lend rich 
and surprising evidence of authors’ perceptions of lynching violence.”15 Such is the case here, as 
Grimké takes Wells’s biography and major social analyses and weaves them into the play.16 
Wells had an intellectual clout that she formed based on her journalistic research and radical 
analysis of the sexual politics that informed America’s foundational perspectives on race 
relations. Her sociological discourse, in the form of social analyses and statistics, are augmented 
and framed through an incisive political militancy that Grimké respects and incorporates into her 
drama. As previously mentioned, Wells is often not cited for her social analyses or her statistics 
regarding the rarity of rape as a reported alleged cause for lynching, even though this information 
has been inextricably tied to her as a political and intellectual figure of the period. Patricia 
Schechter speculates that “the assimilation of Wells-Barnett’s anti-lynching facts to social 
science discourse blunted the need for a special spokesperson on lynching, especially a black 
woman.”17 Grimké incorporates Wells’s facts and persona through her own imagining, thereby 
speaking to Wells’s ideas and representing the implications and excesses that the red record can 
                                                
15 Goldsby, Spectacular Secret, p. 33. 
 
16 Referring to Wells’s polemics and reasoning about the causes behind lynching as social analyses includes 
recognizing Wells as fitting within a discourse of journalism based on the reform-centric sociology common in the 
Progressive era. This recognition is not done merely to fit Wells into the broader project of this dissertation, but to 
reflect the cultural currency of sociology at this moment, as well as the knowledge-making stakes of sociology 
during the period. The presentation and circulation of social facts during the Progressive Era was a response to the 
mass social changes of modernity; it helped alleviate anxieties about the vast changes of modernity. Historians of 
early sociology Mary Jo Deegan, Charles Lemert, and, more recently, Aldon Morris, frame Wells within traditions 
of black and feminist sociology.  
 
17 Schechter, Ida B. Wells, p. 146. 
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introduce within the realm of drama. To appreciate the ideas that Grimké presents as living 
alongside, and exceeding, the black-male-rapist myth, we first need to understand how Wells 
herself models and engages with the red record in her early antilynching pamphlets  
The Antinomies of Black Mathematics: Engaging the Red Record of Black Female Sexual 
Assault and Lynching in Southern Horrors and A Red Record  
Wells assimilates and transforms lynching statistics in her own writing for purposes other 
than the structure of their production (by the white press) across her pamphlets. One of the first 
polemical iterations of this transformation of the lynching statistics occurs in her editorial in the 
Free Speech in 1892. This first iteration is notable, not only because Wells demonstrates what 
numbers can do, but also because she is able to cross boundaries of race and gender in her 
transformation of black male death into white female moral frailty. Before questioning the sexual 
desirability of white men and the virtue of white women, Wells begins with a recent list of 
lynched black men: 
Eight negroes lynched since last issue of The Free Speech, one at Little Rock, Ark last 
Saturday morning where citizens broke (?) into the penitentiary and got their man; three 
near Anniston, Ala. One near New Orleans; and three at Clarksville, Ga., the last three for 
killing a white man, and five on the same old racket—the new alarm about raping white 
women. The same program of hanging, then shooting bullets into the lifeless bodies was 
carried out to the letter. 
Nobody in this section of the country believes the old threadbare lie that Negro 
men rape white women. If Southern white men are not careful, they will overreach 
themselves and public sentiment will have a reaction; a conclusion then will be reached 
which will be very damaging to the moral reputation of their women.18 
Each lynched man is defined by a different geography across the United States, effectively 
offering a vision of an epidemic of black death. Although only the first account tells of citizens 
actually breaking into the penitentiary, the other lynchings take up that scenario to be reimagined 
                                                
18 Wells, Editorial. 
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with each statistic as the one lynching elides into the next by virtue of the semicolon. Katherine 
McKittrick reminds us how historic blackness comes from the lists and ledgers of Middle 
Passage and slavery, lists that in their sequence produce “breathless numbers” that “enumerat[e] 
the dead and dying” through “the mathematics of the unliving.”19 Applying McKittrick’s 
argument here, we can recognize that Wells, by using the mathematics of lynching, is at risk of 
reproducing the terribleness of the numbers in a cyclical pattern that leaves little opportunity for 
black futures. However, she does have some degree of success in making the numbers do 
something else. The numbers do not create an alternative black future, but because Wells is a 
journalist and somewhat of a rebel she relies on a set of discoursive tools of Progressive Era 
muckraking and her own social analysis to interrupt this process. She transforms those deaths 
into a count of white women desiring black men, and she supplies reports of such romances at 
length later that year in her first pamphlet Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases.  
Still, it is in this initial transformation of the list of black death, from indictment of unruly 
white citizens to detached mourning of black death—and to a surprising gendered moralization 
of white America—that Wells marshals the numbers through collation, juxtaposition, and 
scathing wit to become a different kind of statistical character of the modern imagination, 
namely the sexually active white woman. The prospect of consensual sexual activity between 
white women and black men is a relation that reads axiomatically as social deviance, either 
adultery, promiscuity, or even prostitution. Mark Seltzer argues that statistics emerged as part of 
the market and technological culture of modernity and that in the process statistics came to bear 
more than the ideological meaning that I have been delineating here but also a series of aesthetic 
                                                




effects.20 A person who embodies a space within statistical discourse, a “statistical person” as 
Seltzer defines her, is stripped of individuality then individualized as having a set of tendencies. 
Seltzer specifically recognizes and analyzes such statistical persons—such as the prostitute or 
gambler—as those that capture the modern sociologist’s or social reformer’s imagination.21  
Wells plays with the duality of the white male imagination and sticks close to its logic so 
that she can profess white men’s own limited presumption that these women are either white 
men’s wives or black men’s whores, so that instead of a list of black death enumerating black 
criminals, the list has the potential to enumerate white women’s moral frailties and social 
pathologies. She returns in kind the experience of the exposure and shame of lynching to white 
American society. However, this return also requires her—as author, as black woman, and as 
human—to experience the mathematics that she weaponizes, and it is this experience that she 
cannot always craft for the purpose of protest, or even simply to honor black death. To be clear, 
what I am citing in her editorial, and what I am contending, continues and evolves across her 
pamphlets. It is a failure, not of craft, but of process, which carries irreconcilable contradictions 
and therein a persistent desire for what the numbers or statistics can do. It is a process not unlike 
what McKittrick describes in her call for black studies to “hold on to the numbers,” even when 
they hurt, even when “what is there is not living,” because it may uncover the very praxis and 
logic we desperately need. I venture also that it needs us, as scholars and inheritors of those 
numbers, to salvage it. Wells engages in this praxis in her pamphlets, where the mathematics 
becomes more complex and presents as antinomies as she strives to include black women in her 
representation of the red record.  
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Within her early pamphlets, Southern Horrors and A Red Record, in addition to insisting 
on the data that demonstrate a wide array of alleged reasons for lynching of black men, Wells 
frequently presents the open secret of sexual assault of black women, from slavery well through 
post-Reconstruction, as the aspect of black social life that parallels the black-male-rapist 
lynching mythos. A key example of this occurs in the middle of Southern Horrors. After 
reporting a number of romances gone awry between black men and white women, Wells 
transitions to discussing the sexual assault of black women. The transition is notable perhaps 
because of the way in which it is embedded in the middle of a chapter and in the middle of the 
pamphlet, denoting its importance or centrality to understanding lynching as a practice 
embedded in the sexual, social, and racial fabric of American life. It is simultaneously framed, 
more or less, as an extended aside: “Hundreds of such cases might be cited, but enough have 
been given to prove the assertion that there are white women in the South who love the Afro-
American’s company even as there are white men notorious for their preference for Afro-
American women.”22 Wells’s skill as a journalist lies in her attention to public expectation and 
her ability to critique through subtle reversal. She gives her readers the pretense that there is data 
to back up her assertion about white women “loving” black men in the “hundreds” and parallels 
that to the violent attentions of white men toward black women. The disparities in the parallel 
interest me because even as Wells stages the prospect of quantifying the romances between white 
women and black men, either by reconsidering the current lynching data or adding to the number 
of reports she has examined in her pamphlet, the number of sexual relations between white men 
and black women automatically precludes love and, by all appearances, is not a record to be 
accounted in the same way.  
                                                
22 Wells, “Southern Horrors,” p. 36. 
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What would it mean to account for the “notorious” sexual relations between white men 
and black women? What might quantification mean as a desire for the lost archive of slavery or 
the demarcation of the critical (continual) indifference toward black women’s experience of 
violence during the post-Reconstruction era? Does Wells just want the data to prove a point, and 
why does it seem like desiring some numbers is more plausible than others? Numbers can 
precede political representation, the construction of a social problem, and the imperative towards 
social policy. Numbers can also become an admission without explanation, a confession without 
atonement, an articulation of suffering without the subjectivity of narrative. Wells’s commentary 
about the cultural awareness regarding black female sexual assault then illustrates a desire for a 
record that she preemptively declares innumerable or subject to a state of mathematical and 
ideological incomprehension that is ironically so commonsensical that it is therefore 
unquantifiable. The mathematics of the number of violences directed toward black women 
contains such antinomies.  
Still, Wells invites her readers to share in the acknowledgement that, while we may start 
to add up the number of cases of white women loving the “Afro-American” man into the 
“hundreds,” white men’s “notorious preference” for black women is even more quotidian than 
the scandalous status quo she proposes. Even if we desire some numbers to bring to light social 
problems built into black women’s sexuality, there are some social arrangements or exploitations 
that even empiricism cannot render. Again, McKittrick’s prompt to hold the numbers that hurt is 
useful here; at the same time, McKittrick is also mindful of the failure to grasp some numbers, 
and that is what I think is being framed here as Wells imagines some numbers more readily than 
others and, in the process, seems stuck in time. Wells may want, as McKittrick aptly explains, 
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“to generate new ways of encountering the history of blackness,”23 but this is not a trick that 
Wells can completely pull off, at least not as the dual task of making black men and women both 
legible as vulnerable social groups. Rather, she is primarily successful in directing attention, 
albeit polemical, toward the lynching of black men as a social problem with her analysis of the 
numbers. The only attention towards the black women is directed, it seems, towards Wells 
personally as she transgresses certain respectability politics.  
Joel Best, sociologist and historian of social statistics, explains that statistics were, from 
their initial use, intended to make numeric statements about social life. In the 1830s, in America 
and Europe, numeric studies of life expectancy, births, deaths, and marriages were all considered 
key to rendering the “healthy state” of a population for the purpose of forming policy, hence the 
name statistic.24 As Progressive Era reform began to pick up steam in America, statistics became 
a key means of representing both the healthy state and the threats to the vitality of the nation. 
Wells tries to make legible the multiple social problems related to the sexual politics of lynching, 
but ultimately it is the prospect of illicit romance between the black men and white women that 
garners public activism and ire on both sides of the color line.  
Scholars such as Sandra Gunning, Patricia Schechter, and Teresa Zackodonik discuss 
how Ida B. Wells develops in her antilynching discourse a polemical rhetoric tied to the blunt 
acknowledgement of interracial sexual relations, particularly consensual relations between black 
men and white women.25 While Wells’s antilynching work evolved to address a number of other 
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issues undergirding lynching such as the collusion of state officials and police and the complicity 
of the white press, it was her explicit description of consensual sexual relations between black 
men and white women as the cause behind white ritualistic violence that earned her a reputation 
as a gender transgressive.  
Gender transgressive is an apt description of the reputation that Wells earned because of 
the way the black and white press alike observed her writing as an extension of her own gender 
decorum and behavior. Wells seeks to rhetorically handle issues of sexuality and lynching 
without restraint, often willfully refusing delicacy in order to mirror society’s violation and ill-
treatment of lynching victims and their survivors. I use gender transgressive, then, to refer to 
Wells’s writing style and, to a certain extent, her persona, something her editor Thomas Fortune 
also did when he praised (and possibly admonished) Wells, declaring that “[i]f [she] was a man 
she would be a humming independent in politics. She has plenty of nerve; she is as smart as a 
steel trap, and she has no sympathy for humbug.”26  
Sandra Gunning particularly observes that, while Wells was one of many black women in 
the 1890s to enter the public arena to critique the treatment of black men as second-class 
citizens, her attention to interracial romance marked her thought and subsequently her decorum 
as taboo. For the black elite, it was considered a violation of bourgeois respectability politics for 
a black woman to discuss sex itself, and white society condemned her for besmirching white 
female sexual virtue. Thus, as Gunning explains, with regard to Wells’s early pamphlets, 
[Her work] dramatizes the very different politics of reception that came into play once a 
black woman sought to address white supremacist violence as explicitly as men did. The 
challenges facing Ida B. Wells were those of appropriate medium, tone, and forum, but 
also the challenge of context: as the invisible figure behind the stereotype of the black 
                                                
26 Thomas Fortune, quoted in Zackodonik, Press, Platform, Pulpit, p. 137.  
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male rapist, or as the victim of white rape, the silent black woman functioned as an 
enabling figure for either black or white male recuperative visions.27  
Not only was Wells critiquing a systematic construction of sexual identity, she was also 
embodying an erased figure, the figure of the violated black woman. Wells never compares 
herself to the black women she advocates for, but the attacks she experiences in the white and 
black press bring her into a scenario of violation and assumed culpability. It is notable, though, 
that in her next pamphlet A Red Record (1895), even as she uses more statistics and seems to 
further incorporate the values of empiricism, she also seems even desirous of an account of the 
record of violence against black women and instead notes a persistent lack of data regarding the 
violence directed toward black women.  
In A Red Record, it seems that Wells becomes even more assertive about what the 
numbers can do to help us make sense of society. She proclaims in the first line, no less: “The 
student of American sociology will find the year 1894 marked by a pronounced awakening of 
public conscience to a system of anarchy and outlawry which had grown during a series of ten 
years to be so common, that scenes of unusual brutality failed to have visible effect upon the 
human sentiments of the people of this land.”28 The announcement of disciplinary investments 
gives way to a diatribe against the nation’s political failures. It is a moment of ideological 
synesthesia, where we cannot be sure whether Wells is calling upon the reader’s empirical 
reasoning or morality. That very ambiguity in turn invokes the ideal of the informed citizen that I 
believe Wells still has faith in. Sentimental appeal or the call for Americans to correct their 
feeling is not the same as correcting their thinking or logical reasoning; rather, Wells seems to 
occupy a middle stylistic ground, one that was not uncommon for the yellow journalism or 
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muckraking of the period, yet is distinctive in its clear appeal for Americans, as informed 
citizens, to employ their own sociological imagination in service of democracy. Moreover, given 
Wells’s specific endeavor to empower the antilynching cause, statistics were important because 
they were the modern tools of maintaining racial hierarchies and stratifications in spite of ideals 
of democracy, a point that Tukufu Zuberi persuasively covers in his history of racial statistics in 
the United States.29 As Zuberi explains, “The history of social statistics is the history of attempts 
to provide a basis for [racial domination in the context of democracy].”30 
Jacqueline Goldsby has, by far, one of the most persuasive readings of Wells’s pamphlets 
and their discursive experimentations with statistics and sociology, which she comparatively 
reviews according to prevailing conventions in periodical culture. Goldsby argues that A Red 
Record, from its subtitle, Tabulated Statistics and Alleged Causes of Lynching in the United 
States, 1892-1893-1894, to the opening line calling to the student of sociology, parodies 
American social science, particularly sociology, in order to explore how “paradigms of 
objectivity and empiricism functioned to produce and reinforce white Americans simultaneous 
rage for and disinterest in lynching as a crisis of national concern.”31 Goldsby explains that 
Wells’s further inclusion of news reports corroborating the other causes of lynching further 
shows Wells’s readers that “the seeming neutrality of numbers, together with the detached 
objective sounding tine of social science writing” can condense complex histories and social 
encounters gone awry.32 Goldsby’s reading is extremely useful for understanding how Wells 
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successfully manipulates her readers’ expectations and the desires invested in social science, 
especially in the press. That being said, I think there are some desires that yield to a troubling 
aspect of the epistemology of the violence that black women experience. A Red Record, a text 
that professes itself an intelligent account suitable for an academic audience of sociologists and 
informed citizens alike, represents the lynching of black women as a lacuna in social thought that 
cannot necessarily be explained.  
In A Red Record, Wells presents a small number of women lynching victims at the very 
end of her chapter “Lynching Record for 1894.” This small set of statistics is most likely 
intended to demarcate the lack of reason behind lynching and the sublimated history of violence 
against black women. The category is presented as follows: 
Women Lynched 
July 24, unknown woman, race prejudice, Sampson County, Miss;  
March 6, unknown woman, unknown offense, Marche, Ark; Dec. 5,  
Mrs. Teddy Arthur, unknown cause, Lincoln Country, W.Va.33 
Each statistic features a missing detail, making it a kind of puzzle piece building to a composite 
assertion about the extent to which the violence toward black women is unknowable. Its position 
at the very end of the chapter, after summary categories of “Lynching by States” and “Lynching 
by the Month” further hints at how the violence directed toward black women falls outside the 
known or comprehensible record. Wells most likely positioned “Women Lynched” at the end of 
the chapter to remind readers how untenable the accusation of rape is as a justification for 
lynching and to further substantiate the opening claim of her last chapter, “The Remedy,” which 
precedes the entry above and reads as follows: 
It is a well-established principle of law that every wrong has a remedy. The Negro does 
not claim that all of the one thousand black men, women, and children, who have been 
hanged, shot, and burned alive during the past ten years were innocent of the charges 
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made against them. We have associated too long with the white man not to have copied 
his vices as well as his virtues. But we do insist the punishment is not the same for both 
classes of criminals.34 
By presenting a paucity of information about black women, then immediately following that 
lacunae with the vision of “one thousand black men, women, and children,” the figure of the 
vacated image of a lynched woman is repeated and transforms as a statistic, becoming larger, yet 
more ambiguous. Such a transformation or creation of a “mutant statistic,” Joel Best explains, is 
common among activists and politicians who often repeat and thereby create a statistic because 
“they have a stake in defending the number.”35 There is a protest imperative behind the 
antinomies of her mathematics, but the implications of these numbers do not always stay within 
her control because of her efforts to shock and compel through the mutant statistic. My intent 
here is not to critique Wells according to statistical standards as much as to highlight how these 
numbers carry ideological weight that features in her broader vision of lynching—and how 
sometimes the mathematics can express more complications regarding black suffering than 
Wells can deftly handle.  
Wells’s resolution to lynching acknowledges how antiblack violence rarely discriminates 
in regard to gender or age. The race as a whole is threatened by lynching for the crime of 
blackness. This does not fully address the lacunae of “Women Lynched,” a category filled with 
so many unknowns that the only certainty is that black women are as vulnerable as black men to 
lynching, but with barely a semblance of reason. Wells uses statistics about the lynching of black 
men in A Red Record in observance of the trends in social science and reform during the 
nineteenth century when, as Joel Best notes, social research begins to become less theoretical and 
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more quantitative.36 What Wells makes apparent here, in her presentation of a sparsely reasoned 
brief account of women lynched, is that even as we start to get some numbers regarding black 
women, there is little to no way to explain them beyond the only cause listed, “race prejudice.” 
The violence experienced by black women is unknown, repetitively—to reason and to the record.  
Between Southern Horrors and A Red Record there is a shift in the way Wells regards the 
potential of statistics for representing the violence that black women experience. In A Red 
Record, in the chapter entitled “History of Some Cases of Rape,” she does present select 
accounts of the rape of black women and the lack of public response to illustrate the racial bias 
of white chivalry. But Wells herself recedes as a victim in this pamphlet37 and the statistics 
directly focusing on black women lynched are attuned to the absence of information, so that, at 
length, Wells seems more disillusioned about the possibility of accounting the black female 
experience of antiblack violence. She uses her disillusionment to make a plea that is both 
sentimental and urgent as she casts the entire race—men, women, and children—in jeopardy. In 
the process, we also see how the numbers accounting the violence toward black women can be 
part of the call to justice, but not central to it. Can a protest movement be spearheaded by the 
violence that black women experience? The answer expressed by the archive of the white press 
that Wells tabulates her statistics from, her own positioning of that dearth of information in the 
interstitial space between chapters, and the compounded “unknown” is a discoursive, formal, 
ideological, and declarative no. For this reason, statistics about black women only briefly frame 
the problem of lynching, and the black man remains as the representative of the violences 
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directed toward black people. This is perhaps why, in A Red Record, Wells performs something 
less like objectivity and more like detachment. She recluses herself from the pamphlet’s 
beginning until the latter half where she refutes the accusation, from Mrs. Willard of the 
Women’s Christian Temperance League, that Wells is too much of a zealot. The cover of 
Southern Horrors features a Victorian portrait of Wells followed by an account of her own near 
lynching. But in the more statistical account of A Red Record Wells deemphasizes black women, 
including herself. What Wells cannot fully express she also cannot fully mourn, yet her anguish 
is perhaps heard—and at the very least responded to—by Angelina Weld Grimké. Angelina 
Weld Grimké brings special attention to black women as she grapples with the intractability of 
the red record in her domestic drama Rachel, which follows the psychological breakdown of a 
young black woman who is overwhelmed by contemplating the statistics of lynching.  
The Innumeracy of the Red Record in Rachel 
The revelation of Mr. Loving’s death in act 1 of Rachel interpolates Wells’s biography 
and the major social analysis that rape is not the most common or probable reason behind 
lynching. After this, over the course of the play, Grimké expresses a concern over the number of 
black women and children suffering in the context of lynching that echoes Wells’s desire for a 
record of numbers that can account for violence against women. Wells wants the numbers to do 
more. In Rachel, Grimké depicts her protagonist Rachel as being overwhelmed by the numbers. 
Rachel’s confusion about how to contemplate the numbers, or her experience of innumeracy 
regarding the mathematics of the red record, immediately causes her to collapse in her mother’s 
arms before a blackout to the second act. The innumeracy returns throughout the play and 
eventually drives Rachel to refuse to contribute to the numbers by giving birth to black children. 
The differing responses to the intractability of the red record could be framed in terms of the 
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different kinds of statistics that were centrally employed in Wells’s and Grimké’s respective 
moments.  
At the end of the nineteenth century, social scientists, reformers, and government 
officials sought descriptive statistics or statistics that might depict the population and its 
characteristics. Wells primarily uses these kinds descriptive statistics. At the beginning of the 
twentieth century, statistics were being employed to predict or determine the cause of social 
events, what Zuberi refers to as inferential statistics, or statistics used to predict social forces or 
events.38 Inferential statistics within social science and social policy discourse were often 
problematic because of the still-developing mathematics needed to determine probability and 
causation. Rachel, a school girl and then homemaker over the course of the play, is by no means 
expected to have the expertise to use inferential statistics, but the psychic weight and affective 
impact of trying to contemplate the numbers is poignantly displayed in ways that no critic of the 
play, to my knowledge at least, has considered. Rachel’s struggle to contemplate staggering 
numbers and the probability of lynching and race prejudice leads to a psychological fracture 
early on in the play. After the first act, Grimké continues to express the prospect of innumeracy 
or confusion and being overwhelmed by the number of black deaths and suffering throughout the 
play through more theatrical elements.  
Rachel’s initial experience of the innumeracy associated with lynching occurs shortly 
after Mrs. Loving tells her children about the lynching of their father and older half brother. At 
first, it seems that Rachel is far more composed in her response, compared to her brother Tom, 
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who seems unable to contain himself emotionally or physically as he paces the room. He assures 
Mrs. Loving: “I want you to know, Ma, before I go—how—how proud I am. Why I didn’t 
believe two people could be like that—and live.”39 Tom’s admiration is somewhat confusing 
because of his declaration that he did not believe black men could resist and “live” since the 
threat of death (and its completion) qualifies their defiance. As Tom continues, Grimké’s stage 
directions further suggest that Tom, the potentially vengeful black son, may well become another 
lynching victim like his father: “(His face becomes distorted with passion and hatred) When I 
think—when I think of those devils with white skins—living somewhere today—living and 
happy—I—see—red! I—good-bye! (Rushes out, bangs door).”40 Tom’s militancy could well 
dominate the play, but he takes his emergent black rage out of the home and offstage. Rachel 
begins to soothe her mother and seems to offer a domestic response of nurturance and 
endurance—until she starts to do the math.  
Rachel, much like her mother, imagines her brother George as a child (even though he 
was seventeen years old when he was lynched), and compares George to Jimmy, the very young 
child that lives in the apartment below. The recognition of the extremity of the violence and the 
generality of race prejudice allows for easy transference of George’s death onto Jimmy’s life; it 
is a route of reasoning that allows her to further project and multiply the past onto the future:  
RACHEL: (A silence. Suddenly): Ma dear, I am beginning to see—to understand—so 
much. (Slowly and thoughtfully) Ten years ago, all things being equal, Jimmy 
might have been—a George? Isn’t that so? 
MRS. LOVING: Why—yes, if I understand you.  
RACHEL: I guess that doesn’t sound very clear. It’s only getting clear to me, little by 
little. Do you mind my thinking out loud to you? 
MRS. LOVING: No, chickabiddy.  
RACHEL: If Jimmy went South now—and grew up—he might be—a George? 
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MRS. LOVING: Yes.  
RACHEL: Then, the South is full of tens, hundreds, thousands of little boys, who, one 
day may be—some of them with certainty—Georges? 
MRS. LOVING: Yes, Rachel.41 
Mrs. Loving’s concern and attentions are quite naturally attuned to the dangers of Tom’s surge in 
militancy after perceiving the resistance of his father and brother as the sign of fuller lives in 
spite of their untimely deaths. As she begins to talk with Rachel, however, it becomes clear that 
Tom’s militancy might be a far better response than Rachel’s attempt at figuring out the 
probability of black death or her extension into inferential statistics.  
As Rachel thinks, she begins a steady descent into psychological breakdown as she tries 
to fathom the number of little black boys subjected to racial violence. What she conjures is not 
contrary to the truth; indeed, it may be a more affective rendering of how lynching levels black 
manhood and childhood so that they are both foreclosed as one and the same; at the same time, 
the intractability of the red record overwhelms Rachel. Her attempt to predict the statistics 
involves a conflation of memory and numbers. The asyndeton between her calculations implies 
the rise in lynching numbers, which, conjoined with her contradictory probabilities (“one day 
maybe—some of them with certainty”) makes the numbers of lynchings both expansive and 
unfathomable. Mrs. Loving’s ready affirmation of Rachel’s rough calculations and probabilities 
adds the authenticity of testimony that Rachel lacks yet also pushes the young girl into a 
heightened state of emotion and calculation. Critics typically attribute Rachel’s passionate 
response to Grimké’s melodramatic style and, while this is accurate, observing style over content 
reduces the complexity of the play. 
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Rachel’s innumeracy becomes even more overwhelming as she begins to empathize with 
black mothers because, although the comparison that invites intimacy, it also undermines the 
model of survival that Ma dear has to offer: 
RACHEL: Then, everywhere, everywhere, throughout the South, there are hundreds of 
dark mothers who live in fear, terrible suffocating fear, whose rest by night is 
broken, and whose joy by day in their babies on their hearts is three parts—pain. 
Oh I know it is true—for this is the way I should feel, if I were Jimmy’s mother. 
How Horrible! Why—it would be more merciful to strangle the poor little things 
at birth. And so this nation—this white Christian nation—has deliberately set its 
curse upon the most beautiful—the most holy thing in life—motherhood! Why—
it makes you doubt—God!42 
Rachel’s speech pronounces a continuity of thought that is akin to the ideological synesthesia of 
Wells’s opening line from A Red Record: the prospect of lynching builds to an indictment of 
Christian morality and nation. Wells builds upon an observance of sociology, whereas Rachel 
breaks down because of her innumeracy: bad probability followed by bad addition, where the 
pain adds up to “three parts” as it spreads “everywhere, everywhere,” altogether undermining her 
desires to be a mother—at least according to the heterosexual patriarchal model that her mother 
has had and lost. Looking into the face of living testimony, Rachel is convinced of her own 
inferential statistics and the terrible account of the pain of lynching, and she immediately faints 
in her mother’s arms.  
As I highlight the presence and effects of engaging the intractability of the red record, I 
am not interested in calling for a new generic interpretation of Rachel. Rachel’s innumeracy 
could well be understood as part of the exaggeration inherent to melodrama, or as part of the 
graphic depiction attributed to realism, both of which Rachel adheres to. Put bluntly, I am not 
saying that we should call it a sociological play. Rather, I am arguing for recognizing the way 
that sociology, in the form of statistics within the drama, lays out the pathetic process of thinking 
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and feeling about the red record to which Wells never gives (and probably cannot afford to give) 
full expression. Wells’s protest agenda in the genre of the pamphlet leaves little space for 
mourning, and mourning has never compelled the state or a white constituency to act—only 
shame can do that. And so Wells’s anguish is unfulfilled. In the drama, these numbers continue 
to do things, just like words, a performative empiricism that can articulate the justifications 
behind protest—and exceed that purpose to show us how even thinking about lynching can 
damage the black psyche and home. This initial instance of innumeracy is furthermore expressed 
throughout the play through some of its more notable theatrical elements.  
There are two other key theatrical expressions of Rachel’s innumeracy regarding 
lynching and race prejudice that cause her to have nervous breakdowns during the play. One is 
when she finds out that Jimmy, the child she will later adopt in act 2, is being bullied for being 
black, and she crushes a box of rosebuds sent to her by her love interest John Strong. The other is 
at the end of the play when she hears the cries of unborn children. The rosebud scene has a slow 
build that allows Grimké to teach her audience the symbolism of the rosebuds before Rachel 
tears them apart. Earlier in act 2, while Jimmy is at school, Rachel is visited by two strangers, a 
black woman named Mrs. Lane and her morose, mute daughter Ethel. Mrs. Lane’s visit is a bit 
contrived, as the woman more or less bullies her way into the Loving home to ask Rachel about 
the local school. Rachel welcomes the woman cautiously yet generously, in part because she is 
black, in part because Mrs. Lane has brought her daughter, whom Rachel immediately tries to 
enchant and play with, as she does with all the neighborhood children. But Ethel ignores her, and 
Mrs. Lane explains that bullies have terrorized the dark-skinned child for her blackness and now 
Ethel will never be the same. Rachel assures her that no such thing has happened at Jimmy’s 
school, and Mrs. Lane and Ethel leave.  
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Before Rachel can reflect on the strange encounter with Mrs. Lane and Ethel, she 
receives a box of rose buds from John Strong and is immediately cheered up: “Dear little 
rosebuds—you make me think of sleeping, curled up, happy babies. Dear beautiful rose buds!”43 
She continues her soliloquy to the inanimate objects, reminding herself that as long as children 
can be happy the world can be a good place (although it is worthwhile to note that she does not 
remark on the roses at length as a sign of John Strong’s affection, a deferral I will discuss later). 
Jimmy returns home from school, and the stage directions indicate that he is far soberer than 
usual until he, too, looks at the rosebuds and also imagines them as children: 
JIMMY: Now they won’t die, will they? Rosebuds are just like little “chilyun,” aren’t 
they Ma Rachel? If you are good to them they’ll grow up into lovely roses, won’t 
they? And if you hurt them, they’ll die. Ma Rachel do you think all peoples are 
kind to little rosebuds? 
RACHEL: (Watching Jimmy shortly): Why, of course. Who could hurt little children? 
Who would have the heart to do such a thing?44 
Jimmy precociously extends the ways of black death by insisting, through the symbolism of the 
rosebuds, that smaller violences or things that “hurt” can kill children. He continues to tell 
Rachel how a group of boys at school chased him and called him a “nigger.” Rachel tries to 
soothe Jimmy who insists, even in his sadness, that he “would not let them make [him] cry,” 
before going to his room offstage to play. The impact on Rachel continues as she starts to 
envision small “hurts” killing an unknown number of children. The innumeracy of the red record 
takes its hold again, only this time it is far more theatrical and sensory for the audience.  
As Rachel struggles with the knowledge of small hurts that rosebuds—allegorized 
children—experience she begins to predict those that hurt leading to a kind of death of countless 
children. When she learns about the lynching of her father and brother it is via the testimony of 
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another—her mother. In this case the testimony of Jimmy and Ethel (by extension of Mrs. Lane’s 
exposition) provides the necessary external authenticity for the numbers to overwhelm her: “First 
it’s little black Ethel—then it’s Jimmy. Tomorrow, it will be soon some other little child. The 
blight—sooner or later—strikes all. My little Jimmy, only seven years old poisoned! (Through 
the open window comes the laughter of little children at play. Rachel, shuddering, covers her 
ears.)”45 The sound of children’s laughter allows for the innumeracy to unfold through the 
theatrical elements of sound. There is no way to differentiate the number of children laughing, 
yet through the shudder of Rachel’s body the laughter becomes the potential sensory experience 
of black pain and loss to which she brings vibrancy as she takes the once-hopeful rosebuds and 
tears them apart: 
RACHEL: Dear, little, baby rosebuds—I am accursed. (Gradually her whole form 
stiffens, she breathes deeply; at last slowly.) You God! You—terrible, laughing 
God! I swear—and may my soul be dammed, no child of mine shall ever lie upon 
my breast, for I will not have it rise up, in the terrible days that are to be—and call 
me cursed. (A pause, very wistfully; questionably.) Never to know the loveliest 
thing in the world—the feel of a little head, the touch of little hands, —of a child? 
(With sudden frenzy) You can laugh, oh God! Well, so can I (Bursts into terrible, 
racking laughing) But I can be kinder than You. (Fiercely she snatches the 
rosebuds from vase, grasps them roughly, tears each head from the stem, and 
grinds it under her feet. The vase goes over with a crash; the water drips 
unheeded over the tablecloth and floor.) If I kill, You Mighty God, I kill at 
once—I do not torture. (Falls face downward on the floor. The laughter of the 
children shrills loudly through the window.) 
In the 2015 revival of Rachel produced by the nonprofit New Brooklyn Theater, the actress 
playing Rachel tore apart the rosebuds with such vigor that they scattered across the black-box 
center stage, and during the transition to the third act were sometimes swept right into the 
audience sitting close to the stage. The petals left a trace that persisted through the play’s 
denouement, allowing the numbers to have a lasting impact on the audience itself with a host of 
allusions to the beauty of life and also, because of the vibrancy of the red petals, the precarity of 
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that life blood. The sound of laughter also had its own contemporary evolution in the revival as 
the sound director chose to have the laughter of the children become more than shrill and 
transform into police sirens and an amalgamation of audio from notable video culture of the 
deaths of black citizens at the hands of police as protested by the Black Lives Matter movement. 
Rachel’s summation through theatrical elements in the revival seemed less of an exaggeration, as 
she feared the deaths of tomorrow, when the laughter of children turned into the pleas of Eric 
Garner, the mourning of Michael Brown’s mother, and the chant of “Say her name.”46 The 
numbers still overwhelm us.  
With such a bleak outlook, it seems that there is no escape from experiencing the 
numbers in Rachel and that the innumeracy can only lead to foreclosure. The play’s pronounced 
and tragic ending follows this scene, when Rachel refuses to marry John Strong and have 
children with him. Despite the tragic ending I believe that, although Grimké experiences the 
anguish of the red record, she also embeds a trajectory that does not end in death because of a 
series of what I recognize as queer strategies. These queer strategies, much like innumeracy, 
depend on the presence of children, the formation of families, and, as I will demonstrate, 
Rachel’s refusal of John Strong. It is not only an expression of protest, but also an aversion to 
heterosexual romance.  
Queer Strategies and Alternative Social Formations in Rachel  
The final two acts, which make up the second half of the play, take place four years after 
the first two. Rachel has adopted Jimmy after a wave of smallpox has killed his parents. Jimmy’s 
adoption is a plot contrivance that the play admits to in the opening of the second act when 
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Rachel, reflecting with Mrs. Loving on events and their newly expanded family, declares that 
“[i]t’s queer.”47 “Queer” is used here according to its most common definition up to the twentieth 
century, which is “strange, odd, peculiar, eccentric,” and sometimes, according to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, “of questionable character, suspicious, dubious.”48 Bearing all these 
meanings in mind, we might well read this statement as a rare bit of self-conscious humor from 
Grimké herself. However, it was around the 1910s when “queer” began to be used to reference 
deviant sexuality and homosexuality. Without overemphasizing the etymology as anything other 
than a coincidence, I see this moment as an invitation to read further into the oddities of the plot, 
the suspicious assertions of an idealized heterosexual romance, and, ultimately, the validity of 
Rachel’s professed refusal to have children at the end of the play—because the fact of the matter 
is that she does have a child, Jimmy.  
Rachel’s protest message, as asserted by Grimké, her critics, and numerous scholars, 
depends on Rachel’s trajectory from hopeful mother to disillusioned spinster. When Rachel 
decides not to marry John Strong the tragic arc is complete and black futurity through the 
reproduction of the patriarchal heterosexual home is foreclosed. But while the play closes in 
darkness, Rachel is not actually alone. She does not retreat into absence; rather, she goes to her 
adopted son Jimmy. In this stark, undeniable way, we can readily affirm that while Rachel’s 
refusal to bear more black and brown babies into a society that may destroy them is a valid 
claim, it is not necessarily an authentic one. The consistent presence of Jimmy with the clear 
understanding that Rachel will devote herself to him demands that we really consider what kind 
of choice Rachel really makes at the end of the play and what she refuses. I propose that this 
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ending is part of a queer strategy for considering another kind of life as both mother and 
perpetual child for Rachel that builds over the course of the play, starting with the lynching of 
Mr. Loving.  
The Introduction of Queer Strategies through the Introduction of Reproductive Choice  
The details of Mr. Loving’s death, in addition to placing Wells’s biography and 
intellectual thought within a terrain of intimate contact and contemplation for Grimké, also forms 
the beginning of a trajectory of kinship that corresponds to the queer potentiality at the end of the 
play. First, Mrs. Loving explains that Mr. Loving was not the father of her first child, George. 
She was already a widow and we are never told what happened to her first husband; initially, this 
seems to be included to indicate how Mr. Loving was a dedicated father in addition to being an 
activist, making him a paragon of black social life in the private and public spheres. The unusual 
additional parental detail of Mr. Loving having been adored by all the neighborhood children, 
however, shifts the characterization from simply being exemplary to advancing a connection 
between Rachel and her father. In the first act, audiences witness Rachel playing with her young 
neighbor Jimmy, then adopting him; she is a favorite of all the neighborhood children who seem 
to visit her apartment daily. By creating an origin story in which kinship is fashioned through 
choice and nurturance with Mr. Loving, Grimké sets up a transition by degrees, or rather by acts 
in the play, so that the cultural meaning of family formation and children transitions from 
emphasizing natalism (featured in Rachel’s pronouncement in act 1 that the best thing in the 
world is to be a mother), to kinship (Rachel adopting Jimmy in act 2), to reproductive autonomy 
(Rachel refusing to have children at the end of the play).  
As the scholarship of Hazel Carby, Claudia Tate, and Ann duCille has taught us, Kinship 
and reproduction are key social sites that can articulate the cultural meaning of citizenship, 
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especially within domestic fiction.49 Attending to the protest narrative of the play, we can readily 
recognize the trajectory from natalism to antinatalism as a loss of rights or a negation of 
citizenship. Grimké brings this reading to the forefront by having Rachel lament her mother’s 
experience and become further distraught at the prospect that all black mothers are forced to fear 
for their children’s lives. At the same time, as lynching shapes her outlook, it also makes 
possible another form of reproductive autonomy and another kind of future household that does 
not feature the same patriarchal family dynamic that Mrs. Loving describes when she reflects on 
her life with Mr. Loving. Recall that Mrs. Loving describes Mr. Loving as the ultimate 
patriarchal protector, saying that “‘Big’ seems to fit him better than any other word. He was big-
bodied—big souled. His loves were big and so were his hates.”50 The original formation of the 
Loving family is heteronormative, but Grimké’s inclusion of the detail that Mr. Loving chose to 
love his adopted son (George, from a previous marriage) as his own (to the point that the child 
would rather die alongside his adoptive father than passively accept white society’s attack) sets 
up the first iteration of reproductive choice that evolves throughout the play.  
Practically speaking, the way that we decide to live our lives and extend or not extend our 
families is an articulation of desire and attraction. This is not to suggest that the way households 
are organized can constitute sexuality, but rather that the organization of households—including 
the relationships maintained, modes of nurturance, and rearing of the family—makes available 
certain performances of sexuality. Adoption makes available childrearing without necessary 
conscription into heterosexual romance. When Rachel decides to adopt Jimmy, a young boy 
whom Mrs. Loving says looks much like her first son George, Rachel mirrors the initial 
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50 Grimké, Rachel, act 1, pp. 144-147. 
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reproductive choice made by her father and makes available for herself the option of being a 
mother without entering a heterosexual relationship which, Grimké shows us by measures in the 
play, Rachel may not actually desire.  
Queer Strategies and Bad Addition: How Rachel and John Strong Were Never Meant to 
Add Up  
The overt tragedy of Rachel is that the protagonist decides not to have biological children 
with her romantic love interest, John Strong. However, to conclude that she refuses completely 
to be a mother is practically untrue. Rachel becomes a mother figure to a group of children in the 
neighborhood and, importantly, adopts the little boy Jimmy, whom she completely dedicates 
herself to at the end of the play instead of marrying John Strong. The line of futurity regarding 
black children is not completely foreclosed; it simply does not entail heterosexual natalism. In 
this respect Grimké produces a dualistic, complementary expression of the deployment of 
sexuality, one that reflects Michel Foucault’s formulations about the deployment of alliance and 
the deployment of sexuality in The History of Sexuality. 
In The History of Sexuality, Foucault presents two deployments of modern sexuality. One 
is the deployment of alliance and the other is the deployment of sexuality understood as 
knowledge to power, or a discourse that informs social practice. 51 The deployment of alliance “is 
attuned to the homeostasis of the social body which it has the function of maintaining,” whereas 
the deployment of sexuality “has its reason for being, not in reproducing itself but in 
proliferating, innovating, annexing, creating, and penetrating bodies in an increasingly detailed 
way, and in controlling populations in an increasingly comprehensive way.”52 Discarding 
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Foucault’s masculinist bias (i.e., his emphasis on penetration and male homosexuality), I think 
that this dualism of alliance and sexuality can be used to understand how the play consciously 
laments Rachel’s refusal to marry John Strong while holding open the opportunity for 
“innovating, annexing, creating.”53  
As Rachel says goodbye to John Strong at the very end of the play she also turns to her 
son Jimmy and proclaims, “Jimmy! My little Jimmy! Honey! I’m coming—Ma Rachel loves you 
so.”54 The vitality of her words is undercut by the continued weeping of children offstage, yet we 
cannot deny the life she plans on creating with Jimmy as her child. All she has refused is John 
Strong himself, who has up to the end struggled to romance Rachel for reasons that appear to 
have less to do with lynching or race prejudice than his own hypermasculinity and Rachel’s 
aversion. Grimké attempts, over the course of the play, to present John Strong and Rachel as 
having complementary and contrasting personalities. Rachel’s supposed faults—her 
awkwardness in fulfilling gender conventions (or “being the lady,” as she puts it), and her 
sensitivity—are mirrored by John Strong’s apparent strengths. When they first meet, Rachel 
finds herself clumsy, constantly chatting and dropping items, while he appears smooth and 
controlled. In this initial encounter, however, Grimké depicts Rachel as perhaps somewhat of a 
homebody, uncomfortable with interacting with anyone outside her family (with the exception of 
children of course). In the second act, Rachel is awkward and, at turns, petulant and irritated with 
John Strong, which he attributes to her youth. Yet even as this reading remains open, we cannot 
discount the way that John Strong consistently dismisses Rachel’s perspective on the effects of 
racial prejudice: 
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STRONG: [. . .] Rachel, do you ever hear anything encouraging from the schools? Any 
hope for you yet? 
RACHEL: No, nor ever will be. I know that now. There’s no more chance for me than 
there is for Tom,—or than there was for you—or for any of us with dark skins. 
It’s lucky for me that I love to keep house, and cook, and sew. I’ll never get 
anything else. Ma dear’s sewing, and the little work Tom has been able to get, and 
the little sewing I am sometimes able to do—keep us from the poor house. We 
live. According to your philosophy, I suppose, are the best of it—it might be 
worse—  
STRONG: (Quietly)You don’t want to get morbid over these things, you know. 
RACHEL (Scornfully): That’s it. If you see things as they are, you’re either pessimistic or 
morbid.  
STRONG: In the long run, do you believe, that attitude of mind, will be—beneficial to  
you? I’m ten years older than you. I tried your way. I know. Mine is the only sane one. 
(Goes over to her slowly; deliberately puts his hands on her hair, and tips her 
head back. He looks down into her face quietly without saying anything). 
RACHEL (Nervous and startled): Why, John, don’t! (He pays no attention, but continues 
to look down into her face.)55 
It would be easy to suppose that within this scene Grimké is just gently questioning patriarchal 
conventions. John asserts the he is older and wiser, and Rachel, in her reflection on her lack of 
career prospects, further mentions that she is lucky that she likes domestic work. They each fit 
convention, but the tone of their banter is more ambiguous. The stage directions imply Rachel’s 
aversion to heterosexual romance, or at the very least perform her discomfort—and this is a 
pattern throughout the play. Regardless of what Rachel says, the stage directions indicate that 
being intimate with John Strong does not feel quite right to Rachel. As the scene above 
continues, we further see that John Strong’s dismissal of Rachel’s pessimism is not a survival 
technique so much as a performance of his masculinity:  
STRONG: (Half to himself): Perhaps—if you had—a little fun in your life, your point of 
view would be—more normal. I’ll arrange it so I can take you to some theatre, 
one night, this week. 
RACHEL (Irritably): You talk as though I were a jellyfish. You’ll take me, how do you 
know I’ll go?  
STRONG: You will. 
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RACHEL (Sarcastically): Indeed! (Strong makes no reply) I wonder if you know how—
how—maddening you are. Why you talk as though my will counts for nothing. 
It’s as if you’re trying to master me. I think a domineering man is detestable.  
STRONG (Softly): If he’s, perhaps, the man?56 
As the scene continues it becomes more apparent that Rachel’s response to race prejudice is 
negligible compared to John Strong’s desires. Strong seems to believe that his affection and 
desires are a panacea to Rachel’s bleak outlook. This scene is also notable for Rachel’s clear 
assertion that a domineering man is “detestable” compared to Strong’s assertion that being 
domineering is an aspect of masculinity.  
In the third act of the play, Rachel is even more emotional. She expresses excessive joy in 
being a mother to Jimmy. At the same time she despairs as she contemplates race prejudice’s 
total impact on all members of black American social life, including little children, her brother 
and mother, and John Strong himself. When the two are left alone one evening, and Rachel 
begins an emotional spiral, Strong persistently responds to her sorrow and bitterness by asserting 
his own desires: 
(A long pause. Then Strong goes to her and lifts her from the piano-stool. He puts one 
arm around her very tenderly and pushes her head back so he can look into her 
eyes. She shuts them, but is passive) 
STRONG: (Gently): Little girl, little girl, don’t you know that suggestions—
suggestions—like those you are constantly sending yourself—are wicked things? 
You, who are so gentle, so loving, so warm—(Breaks off and crushes her to him. 
He kisses her many times. She does not resist, but in the midst of his caresses she 
breaks into convulsive laughter. He tries to hush the terrible sound with his 
mouth; then brokenly) Little girl—don’t laugh like that.  
RACHEL (Interrupted throughout by her laughter): I have to—God is laughing.—We’re 
his puppets.—He pulls the wires—an we’re funny to Him.—I’m laughing too—
because I can hear my little children— weeping. They come to me generally when 
I’m asleep,—but I can hear them now.—They’ve begged me—do you 
understand?—begged me—not to bring them here.—I’ve promised them—not 
to—I’ve promised. I can’t stand the sound of their crying—I have to laugh—Oh! 
John! Laugh!—Laugh too!—I can’t drown their weeping (Strong picks her up 
and carries her to the armchair.) 
STRONG (Harshly): Now, stop that! 
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RACHEL (In sheer surprise): W-h-a-t? 
STRONG (Still harshly): Stop that!—You’ve lost your self-control—Find yourself again! 
(He leaves her and goes over to the fireplace, and stands looking down into it for 
some little time. Rachel, little by little, becomes calmer. Strong returns and sits 
beside her again. She doesn’t move. He smoothes her hair back gently, and kisses 
her forehead—and then slowly her mouth. She does not resist; simply sits there, 
with eyes shut, inert, limp).Rachel! (Pauses) There is a little flat on 43rd Street. It 
faces south and overlooks a little park. Do you remember it?—it’s on the top 
floor—Once I remember your saying—you liked it. That was over a year ago. 
That same day—I rented it. [. . .]57  
Rachel’s supposed love for John Strong has a telos predicated on the maintenance of 
reproduction, insuring the continued institution of the black heteronormative family. The love 
between John and Rachel is predicated on and expressed through terms of marriage, domesticity, 
and, of course, children; we know they are in love because they both want a family, until 
Rachel’s mode of protest cuts off that trajectory. Yet, as the stage directions above suggest, the 
expression of her body or the deployment of sexuality may be queer—at least that is the potential 
that her refusals suggest. Distracted by the prospect of race prejudice, she laughs at his attempts 
at romance and is at best “inert” and “limp” as he kisses her. She passively accepts his attentions, 
unconsciously fulfilling the courtship “manual” which she has joked throughout the play that she 
and John must refer to in their interactions. There is a stark difference, though, between those 
rules of courtship and actual sexuality or romantic attraction.  
Again, Foucault’s ideas about the deployment of alliance and the deployment of sexuality 
are useful for framing a duality in the play that points to Rachel’s queer strategies and pursuit of 
an alternative to heterosexual romance. Foucault explains,  
The deployment of alliance has one of its chief objectives to reproduce the interplay of 
relations and maintain the law that governs them; the deployment of sexuality, on the 
other hand, engenders continual extension of areas and forms of control. For the first, 
what is pertinent is the link between partners and definite statues; the second is concerned 
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with the sensations of the body, the quality of the pleasures and the nature of the 
impressions, however tenuous and imperceptible they might be.58 
The play’s overt protest insists on Rachel’s desire to be a mother (and, as I will discuss further, a 
child), subsequent heterosexual romance, and reproduction of the black family as the right to 
citizenship denied. The deployment of alliance then is overtly framed as an aspect of citizenship 
of black normative and middle-class subjectivity denied. At the same time, the sensation of 
Rachel’s body and the apparent absence of pleasure as expressed in the stage directions indicate 
that the deployment of sexuality is jeopardized by that same aspect of citizenship that the play as 
a whole professes is of the upmost importance. It is a conflict within the project of racial uplift 
that only attention to sexuality, particularly the queer, can make apparent. Still, as soon as we 
locate the queer strategy, it recedes into the protest narrative in the play. Deniability is important 
here though—and complements the expression of protest. The deniability of Rachel’s queer 
aversion to John Strong is perhaps even a part of the play’s anxiety about lynching, for it 
heightens the precarity of heteronormative black natal futurity that lynching threatens.  
The queer strategies should also be understood as an effect of Grimké’s dramatic craft, 
especially as it is framed by the evolving iterations of reproductive autonomy built into the plot 
and the physical communication of bodies in the stage directions. To be sure, queer strategies do 
not resolve the prospect of black suffering that precipitates the overt heteronormative tragedy of 
the play, but they do provide an alternative that Grimké frames along with the sound of weeping 
that pervades the darkness as the play closes and Rachel leaves John to return to Jimmy and all 
her other unborn children.  
I think it is useful to examine Angelina Weld Grimké’s biography and select archival 
papers, including diaries and letters, which disclose Grimké’s queer tendencies, including a 
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series of crushes and woman lovers from her teen years well into adulthood. Scholars such as 
Gloria Hull and Carolivia Herron discuss Grimké’s latent homosexuality in relationship to her 
poetry, which explicitly takes the voice of the lover or the theme of tempestuous, passionate, or 
unrequited love.59 Other scholars have been reluctant to use Grimké’s biography to read her plays 
and fiction, which focus on the theme of lynching. Koritha Mitchell argues against reading for 
the queer resonances in lynching plays because black playwrights were “not invested in 
highlighting complex conceptions of sexuality [for] no matter how stable and loving the writers 
knew nontraditional homes to be, it was the existence of the nuclear family model that was being 
erased by lynching.”60 According to Mitchell, these plays depend on a trajectory of racial uplift 
that insists on aligning with normative ideals, making a queer reading of scenes of despair over 
reproduction in plays like Rachel less tenable. I agree with Mitchell about the alignment with 
normative ideals, but the romance depicted in Rachel is far more strained than in other 
antilynching plays such as Georgia Douglass’s Safe (1929) or Myrtle Livingston’s For Unborn 
Children (1926). Furthermore, as Mitchell and Judith Stephens (a lynching play and theater 
historian) note, Rachel was one of the founding entries in the lynching play tradition.61 It is likely 
that the other lynching plays, in their alignment with normative ideals, were responding to the 
recognizable means of racial uplift expressed in the play as well as participating in the 
respectability politics that prevented them from highlighting deviant sexuality. That being said, 
just because later plays are especially normative does not mean that deviance or a queer reading 
is not available in Grimké’s work.  
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As I consider Grimké’s archival diary entries, I am not trying to use the documents to 
declare Rachel a lesbian or homosexual just because she does not want to have children. Black 
women have long refused to bear children as a means of resisting the systems of sexual economy 
and exploitation from the days of slavery. Instead, I am interested in using the archive as a way 
of recognizing what queer means to Grimké, and how that meaning is embedded in the play as a 
means of articulating alternate desires for social life or just enduring black life in the midst of 
black death. We can be better appreciate Grimké’s biographical queerness, and consequently 
Rachel’s queerness, by considering an account in Grimké’s diary in which she relates how her 
employer Mr. Wilkinson, principal of her school, tried to alter Grimké’s poetry before publishing 
it in the school paper. Since she did not want to change her work, she asked him to return her 
verses, which he outright refused to do, leading to an extended conflict between the two that only 
ended when a female colleague (and possible love interest, given she refers to her as “Love”), 
looked at the verses then handed them back to Grimké: 
Strange, wasn’t it he should be so careless like with those verses, when he knew I 
intended to get them if I could? Love read them and gave them to me. I calmly folded 
them up and stuck them in the waist of my dress. All this was done before him and 
strange still to say he didn’t notice it in the least. Love walked out, and I after her. Then 
oh so suddenly he discovered the loss and came to me to give them back. Naturally I 
refused. He called me a child and said I was queer. I told him I was no fool that I knew he 
was afraid to publish them and sometime hoped to have the pleasure of knowing a real 
man. He said, “I suppose that means I am not a real man.” I said “It does.” He said 
“Thank you.” I said “You are welcome.”62 
In this entry we see Grimké maintain creative power and express her frustration and discontent 
with her male supervisor, who immediately criticizes her for failing to fit the role of 
acquiescence attributed to a grown woman by calling her “a child” and “queer.” These two 
epithets have shifting meanings over time, but I think it is the very ambiguity and gestural 
quality of their use, and Grimké’s clear consideration of the epithets as a comment on her 
                                                
62 Angelina Grimké, “1909 Diary,” in Grimké, Selected Works, p. 403. 
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identity as a woman, that makes her experiences in this diary entry comparable to some of 
tensions her protagonist experiences with John Strong, who cannot stand Rachel’s morbidity, 
especially when it gets in the way of his own desires. Grimké does not tolerate domineering men 
in her own life or in the play, where she allows Rachel even more freedom to shirk a man, in the 
form of John Strong, in favor of her own desire to protest lynching, while playing with, and 
utterly devoting herself to, her one consistent love throughout the play, her child Jimmy.  
In the final scenes of the play, when Rachel turns to Jimmy and her unborn children, she 
avoids romance in favor of nurturance, morbidity, and a sense of integrity in her protest that John 
Strong cannot accept. Her behaviors mark her as both mother and child, a blurring of 
adolescence with mature defiance. Queer scholars have denoted the desire for play and extended 
childhood along with nurturance as part of a Peter Pan fantasy within the discourse of male 
homosexuality, which might prove useful for recognizing the queer strategies and trajectories in 
Rachel. Kathryn Bond explains that there are multiple ways to recognize and interpret the 
queerness of the child and childhood, including the strangeness of the innocence of the child. She 
further explains the queer “innocent” child as follows: 
This is a form of normative strangeness, one might say. From the standpoint of adults, 
innocence is alien, since it is lost to the very adults who assign it to children. Adults 
retrospect it through the gauzy lens of what they attribute to the child. And adults walk 
the line—the impossible line—of keeping the child what it is (what adults are not) and 
leading it toward what it cannot (at least, as itself) ever be (what adults are).63 
In Rachel’s effort to protect Jimmy and her unborn children she also becomes child-like herself, 
viewing the world through an extremity that we can well associate with a kind of innocence that 
avoids racial prejudice in order to stay safe and not become mired by the ugliness of the world. 
The moment that Rachel learns of her father’s lynching she is no longer a child, yet she tries in 
                                                
63 Kathryn Bond Stockton, The Queer Child, or Growing Sideways in the Twentieth Century (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2009), pp. 30-31.  
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the final two acts to retreat from the realities of antiblackness as a part of everyday life that her 
mother, John Strong, Tom, and Mrs. Lane all deal with on a regular basis. John Strong 
recognizes her innocence as a lack of maturity and makes it stark by frequently calling her a little 
girl, especially when she becomes morbid worrying over racial prejudice (and consequently 
insensible to his romantic advances). Her innocence also makes Rachel seem especially 
childlike, always preferring a state of play and the relaxation of rules of decorum.  
In the first act, when Rachel first comes on stage, she is breathless from playing with her 
new neighbor Jimmy. Her disheveled appearance earns her a gentle remonstrance from Mrs. 
Loving: 
MRS. LOVING (laughing): Really, Rachel, that expression is not particularly affecting, 
when your hat is over your ear, and you look, with your hair over your eyes, 
exactly like some one’s pet poodle. I wonder if you are ever going to grow up and 
be ladylike. 
RACHEL: Oh! Ma dear, I hope not for the longest time, two long, long years at least. I 
just want to be silly and irresponsible, and have you to love and torment, and, of 
course, Tom, too.64  
When Rachel’s hair is down again, she is also more sensitive and inclined to play. In the third act 
of the play, after Rachel has had a psychological breakdown while realizing that Jimmy’s white 
playmates have bullied him, she resolves to indulge Jimmy’s every whim, including singing him 
a lullaby before bed:  
RACHEL: (During the singing, Tom and Mrs. Loving apparently do not listen; when she 
sobs, however, Tom’s hand on his paper tightens; Mrs. Loving’s needle poises for 
a moment in midair. Neither looks at Rachel. Jimmy evidently has not noticed the 
sob) Well honey, how did you like it? 
JIMMY (Proceeding to pull her hair down from the twist): It was lovely, Ma Rachel. 
(Yawns audibly) Now, Ma Rachel, I’m beautifully sleepy. (Dreamily) I think that 
p’raps I’ll got o the land of Laughter tonight in my dreams. I’ll go in the ’Slumber 
boat’ and come back again in the morning and tell you all about it. Shall I? 
RACHEL: Yes, honey. (Whispers) ‘Only don’t forget to sail/ Back again to me. 
TOM (suddenly): Rachel! (Rachel starts slightly) I nearly forgot. John is coming here 
tonight to see how you are. He told me to tell you so. 
                                                
64 Grimké, Rachel, act 1, p. 126. 
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RACHEL (Stiffens perceptibly, then in different tones): Very well. Thank you. (Suddenly 
with a little cry she puts her arms around Jimmy) Jimmy! Honey! Don’t go 
tonight. Don’t go without Ma Rachel. Wait for me honey. I do so wish to go, too, 
to the Land of Laughter. Think of it, Jimmy; nothing but birds and singing, and 
flowers always blooming, and skies always blue—and people, all of them, always 
laughing, laughing. You’ll wait for Ma Rachel, won’t you honey?65 
In this moment of devotion to Jimmy, Rachel’s hair further signifies a failure to mature and a 
turn back into adolescence. Her hair is down, and she immediately stiffens and avoids John 
Strong in favor of a fantasy of escape. Instead of getting ready for a potential date, she chooses to 
play in response to the threats directed toward Jimmy. This alternative remains open at the end of 
the play when she runs offstage away from John, back to Jimmy. In this way the play offers a 
strategy of not avoiding heterosexual romance in order to prevent the suffering of future black 
children, but also allows Rachel to extend her own adolescence for a potential lifetime of idyllic 
play right alongside the consistent blight of race prejudice and lynching.  
Conclusion 
In my reading of Southern Horrors and A Red Record, I frame the two pamphlets as 
intimately related in a genealogy of reform that critiques the record of lynching statistics as a 
form of realized and unrealized desires for a record. As much as Wells entertains the authority of 
some numbers, such as the tabulated statistics, she is also wary of what goes uncounted and what 
can never be held accountable. This creates a kind of tension between the empirical and the 
excesses of black suffering, a tension that Wells understands the poignancy of but cannot 
completely marshal. Furthermore, the way Wells manipulates the statistics and reframes them is 
a key to further locating and understanding the aesthetic legacy of the statistics of the red record 
as innumeracy in Angelina Weld Grimké’s play Rachel (1916).  
                                                
65 Grimké, Rachel, act 2, pp. 189-190.  
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In Rachel, the prospect of lynching transforms the protagonist’s dream of having black 
babies into a haunting vision of an untold number of suffering black children. The potentially 
valued black life transforms into exponential suffering and death. The lengths the play goes to to 
make the numbers a pathetic reality, through dialogue as well as theatrics, demonstrates the 
impact of Wells’s legacy and the complexity of Grimké’s play in ways that scholars have not 
discussed. In Grimké’s work there is a kind of imagining that is inspired by Wells’s own move to 
frame the loss of data on the assault of black women along with the statistics and accounts of 
lynching. In Grimké’s case, what is salvaged is a queer strategy toward extended adolescence. 
Grimké protests lynching through her protagonist’s ultimate refusal to have children; at the same 
time, Grimké also includes a number of subtle indications that her protagonist Rachel may not 
have wanted a heterosexual relationship to begin with, so that Rachel’s final protest may also 
entail a desired queer potentiality that survives within natal foreclosure. Not everything salvaged 
through such acts of imagining is easily handled, but nor is it easily dismissed. Such is the nature 
of the hard-wrought discoursive acts of honoring black female experience and sexuality that 




Thoughts on Problems and Progress 
Is it possible to progress from the Negro problem? What aesthetics, culture, or ideology 
can form such a path? And where would that even take us? What would the arrival even look 
like? Across this project, as I follow these authors and intellectuals, I find that progress—
whether on the battlefield, in the joining of black women’s minds and reform efforts, 
contemplated by the ruins of an old schoolhouse, or receding offstage to a space of mourning and 
potential joy— is a vision within familiar constraints. In some respects this is a commonsense 
conclusion because progress depends on a starting point, the problem itself, and then departure. 
The most frequent point of departure I have framed across these chapters has concerned black 
social and gendered recognition and assimilation into American society. This has led in various 
directions based on discourses of sociology, literary production, and analytics of gender and 
sexuality, a process that has gestured to black reproduction as a reoccurring and increasingly 
critical, yet unfixed, issue. 
Starting with the Negro soldier on the battle field and ending with a queer child-like 
woman running offstage seems to anticipate the continuity of specific trajectories of black 
reproduction and futurity. Fitting into conventional expectations of patriotism draws the Negro 
and black life into view, while refusing those expectations, in order to critique white supremacist 
and heteronormative structures, secrets black life away. Between these poles, and across this 
project as a whole, though these varied trajectories refuse one formulation of the Negro problem, 
they further redirect our attention to the problem of the reproduction of black life itself, 
especially its dependency on patriarchal definitions of manhood and womanhood. 
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There is no easy resolution to this tension. However, this does not preclude black authors 
and intellectuals from trying, and it is perhaps the respective limitations of gender and sexuality 
combined with the normativity of sociology that illustrates a route around these constraints. This 
route shows us which aspects of black life that these figures, in their moments, perceived as a 
promise of the race’s futurity, intentionally or otherwise. Reading for these moments, as I have 
done in my analysis, allows us to recognize what lies within and beyond constraint as not being 
entirely disparate. Sociology may be another limited epistemology of blackness or, as black 
authors and intellectuals engage it in their literary production, it may be another means of 
drawing out the prolepses, expressions of social thought, moral heroisms, and staging of anguish 
that can be reimagined, felt, and ultimately aestheticized in order to render and reproduce the 
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